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LARGE AMPLITUDE.MOTION INMOLECULES 

Lawrence Steven Bernstein 

. /Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and 
Department of Chemistry; University of California, 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

A pseudo Jahn-Teller formalism is used to construct potential 

functions for molecules with large amplitude internal motions. The 

types of molecules studied are MX3 (c3v' inversion), MX5 (D3h' axial

equatorial interchange), XeF
6 

(distor~ed Oh' pseudorotation), 

MX7 (distorted DSh' pseudorotation), and four-membered, pseudo 

four-membered,and five-membered rings (ring puckering). 

The potential functions for the MX
3 

(C
3
v) molecules. have the 

form 

where S is.the inversion coordinate, and 11£
0

, a, K are parameters 

which are r~lated to structural and electronic factors. With this 

-1 potential we have determined the barriers to planarity in NH
3

(2179 em ), 

PH
3

(15736 cm-1), AsH
3

(141.54 cm-1), and SbH
3

(16649 cm-1). 

The potential functions for the MX
5 

(D3h) mo'lecules have the 

form 
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. 
where S is the axial-equatorial interchange coordinate, and f.,c. , a, S, K 

0 

are parameters related to structural and electronic factors. We have 

used this potential·to calculate the axial-equatorial interchange barriers 

-1 -1 -1 -1 in PF 
5 

(1224 em ) , AsF 
5 

(913 em ) , NbF 
5 

(1210 em ) ; TaF 
5 

(942 em ) , 

'.· . -1 
and yF

5
(592 em ). 

The potential function for XeF
6 

(distorted Oh) has the form 

where R,e,cp are pseudorotational .coordinates, and a,b,c are parameters 

which were determined using experimental data (electron diffraction, 

infrared and Raman spectra, heat capacity, electric field deflection). 

-1 The calculated radial barrier in XeF
6 

is approximately 1650 em , 
. -1 

while the angular barriers fall in the neighborhood of 120 em (C3v ~ C2v)' 

~1 -1 · 
240 em (c2v ~ c4v), and 360 em (C3v ~ c4v). 

For the MX7 (distorted n
5
h) molecules the potential has the form 

v(p,e) 

where p,e are pseudorotational coordinates, and f.,c. , a, o, K are 
·o 

parameters related to s~ructural and electronic factors. The barriers 

to planarity of the equatorial fluorines were determined for 

IF 
7 

(1481 em -l). and ReF 
7 

(2236 em -l) .~ 

t. 

r. 
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The potential functions for the four-membered, and pseudo 

four...:membered rings have the form 

where Sis the.puckering coordinate and /:;,E , a, K are parameters 
• . :0 

related to electronic and structural factors. 

The potential function for cyclopentane (five-membered ring) 

has the form 

where p,8 are pseudorotational coordinates, and /:;,E , K, a are related 
0 . 

to electronic and structural parameters. The barrier to planarity in. 
. ~1 

cyclopentane was calculated to be in the region of 2,300-2,600 em • 

The behavior of these molecules with large amplitude motion in 

inhomogeneous electric fields is also discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years,several molecules (XeF
6

, IF
7

, ReF
7

, VF
5

) have 

been synthesized, which exhibit unusual molecular motions not normally 
. . 

expected from relatively simple, highly symmetric inorganic molecules. 

·There has been considerable speculation, particularly for XeF6 , about 

the nature and the o.rigin of the behavior of these molecules. It has 

even been proposed that commonly accepted ideas on structure and bonding 

• might have to be abandoned or at least modified to account for the 

properties of these molecules. 

The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate that these molecules 

can be adequately, in fact, quantitatively dealt with in 

the conventional B'orn.,-Oppenheimer approximation to molecular theory. 

The basis of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is that the nuclear 

motion is so much slower than the motions of the electrons about the 

nuclei that the molecular Hamiltonian, H, can be expanded in any desired, 

complete set of nuclear coordinates (S). 

sl.. + ! ~· L ( a 2H ) 
2 . . asias. l. •J J 

s.s. "+ ••• l. J 

The first term, H
80

, is a purely electronic Hamiltonian which represents 

electrons moving in the·potential field due to a fixed. nuclear frame 

(S ). Once the electronic ground state wavefunction is derived from 
0 

H
80

, it can be used to average the complete Hamiltonian, H, over the 

electronic motion and thus define theeffective potential for the 
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nuclear .motion in the ground electronic state. If we assume that H 

has been expanded about the potential minimum (equilibrium geometry) 

. ·then averaging H over the ground electronic s;tate will cause the linear 

terms in S. to vanish. This is obvious since there would not be a 
~ 

true potential minimum if there were linear terms in Si. It is the 

quadratic terms, sis., which are the.leading terms to survive this 
J 

averaging process. Normally, the description of the.nuclear potential 

stops at these quadratic terms. However, a positive quadratic form 

· for the potential is not adequate to explain large amplitude motions 

or the existence of several identical potential minima separated by 

large displacements in coordinate space. 

The approach taken in this work is to include the effects of 

excited electronic states which can. couple to the ground electronic 

state via the linear term in the expanded form of H. Although the 

linear term vanishes in its average over the ground electronic state, 

it will contribute second order and higher order terms to the nuclear 

potential because of nonzero, off diagonal terms between the ground 

electronic state and excited electronic states used as electronic 

basis functions in which to evaluate the matrix of the linear terms, 

(()H/() S.) S Si. It will be seen that the contribution of the linear terms 
~ 0 

to the nuclear potential accounts nicely for the unusual aspects of the· 

molecules mentioned previously. This treatment of the linear terms is 

. 1 2 3 4 
often ref~rred to as the pseudo Jahn-Teller approach. ' ' ' 

I 
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In order to demonstrate the -validity, and the generality of the 

pseudo Jahn-Teller approach we have treated the more familiar double 

/~inimum problem of the NH
3 

like molecules (NH
3

, AsH
3

, PH
3

, SbH3) 

from this point of view. We have also applied it to a quite different 

type of large amplitude nuclear moti_on, puckering of four-membered, 

pseudo four-membered, and five-membered rings. The fact that this 

formalism accounts so well for the properties of these more completely 

understood systems lends a large measure of credibility to its , 

application in the more novel molecules (IF7 , ReF7, XeF6 ,. VF
5
). 
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II. INVERSION POTENTIAL FOR A MX3 (C
3
v) MOLECULE 

A. Deriva.tion of the Inversion Potential 

The inversion potential for MX
3 

(c
3

V)· molecules can be determined as 

follows. Expand the vibronic Hamiltonian (Hv) about a D.3h reference 

configuration in a complete set of symmetry coordinates (Fig. 2). 

L("H) ~ 2 1 LL a Hv H =·H· + __y_ SK + 2 K 1 asKasJ8 
SKSL + ... v . "s . K · asK s 

0 
0 0 

(1) 

Determipe the eigenstates of H~s , which is a pure electronic Hamiltonian 
0 

representing electrons moving in a n
3
h potential due to a fixed nuclear 

framework. 

= E: 11/! ) 
n n 

n = 0,1,2, ... 

The zeroeth order vibrational potential can be determined for the 

, electronic ground state, ·11/! ·) . 
0 

v (S) = ( 1/! I'H 11/! ) 
0 ·. 0 v 0 

(2) 

(3) 

For nondegenerate electronic states the linear term in SK vanishes. 

This can be understood by finding the representations generated by 

· .(3H \ 
11/!o > and as:}s 

. . . 0 

in the n3h point group. We have 

"' 



p 

s 

A'~ E' 

A' I 

M 

-s.,. 

* E'----

t* A,-

"' 4 ~ '"'2-

E' JL JL 

M = N, P, As, Sb 

Ground State: (A~ )2 (E~)2(E~)2(A2>2 1A~ 

1st Excited State: (A~)2 (E~)2 (Ey)2 (A2l(A1~) 

t{ E' 
I S 

3H 

XBL 744-6143 . 

Fig. 1. Molecular orbital diagram for MH 3 molecules. 
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+ 

( E'l 

(E') 

+ 

54. . y 

XBL 744-6144 

Fig. 2. Symmetry coordinates for MX
3

(n
3
h) molecules. 
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reB) = rs r . rA, (Fig. 1) (4) 
¢0 

as: s 
K 1 

' . 0 

where r is an irreducib'le representation of the n3h point group. For 

the linear matrix element to be nonvanishing requires that the direct 

product of the representatipils involved contain Al_ • 

T 
¢0 X f(aH ) 

, as: s 
. 0 

= A' x rs x A' 
1 K 1 

(5) 

We can conclude that the only possible nonzero linear matrix elements 

can occur when rS equals Ai . Because totally symmetric motions 
K 

(sA;) change only-thedimensions but not the symmetry of the molecule 
1 ' 

we can arbitrarily, move along a totally symmetric coordinate (SA,) 
1 

without affecting the results of the preceeding discussion. We can 

take advantage of this by choosing the dimensions of the reference 

configuration to yield, 

(6) 

where for synnnetryreasons alone a zero result is not required. This 

now makes all the linear terms vanish and the potential (3) 

simplifies to 
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V (S) = E + _!_ LE cKL·sKsL 
0 0 2 K L 

(7) 

where 

c~ ) CKL = < w I asK;SL S lw > 
0 0 

(7a) 

0 

This is nothing more than the quadratic approximation used as the 

starting point for a normal coordinate analysis. Since we.are seeking a 

potential of the double minimum type, and the purely quadratic potential in 

Eq. (7) is not of that form, the zeroeth.order approximation to the 
' ' 

ground state potential (3) is clearly not adequate. The next step 

is to include the effect of higher electronic.states on the linear 

term. We are interested in terms of the form 

(
aH) . 
~ lw ·> 

. asK S n 
n > 0 (8) 

. 0 

One might expect that the most important contributions come from the 

lowest electronic states of the proper syrtunetry. The proper symmetry 

is defined by 

= Ai x r8 x rl./J 
K n 

=A' 
1 

(9) 

This will only be true when r 8 equals Tl./J • From the molecular 
K n 

orbital diagram (Fig. 1) we see that the first excited state is 

'l'!A" , where the triplet state 
2 

'l' . 
3 A'' 

2 

is excluded from consideration 
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because of the orthogonality of its spin function to the singlet 

spin of the ground state. The 1jJ~, 
1 

. ,-~ny symmetry coordinate transfonning as 

the symmetry coordinates for MX
3 

(D
3
h) 

cart be coupled by 

r · (9) . Examining 
SA" 

2 molecules (Fig. 2) 

shows that there· is a mode transfonning as A2. Furthennore, this 

is identical to the motioninvolved in the inversio~ of MX
3
(c3v) 

molecules. The contribution of this excited electronic state to 

the potential can now be calculated by diagonalizing the following 

matrix 

- E: 

(10) 

I 1jJ lA" } a s
2 

bS1 + t:.e:
0 

- e: 
2 

where a, b, and b.E:' are defined by 
0 '\ 

I (::v) I a ( 1jJ lA_i_' l)JlA" } 
2 s . 2 

0 

(lla) 

CH) b = ( W1A'" I· _y. I WlA'' > 
2 3Sl S 2 

0 

(llb) 

= (llc) 

where we can define = 0 
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The eigenvalues of Eq. (10) are 

(12) 

The presence of the synnnetrical stretching coordinate s
1 

in addition · 

to the inversion mode s2 allows an analytic description of the change 

in bond length (M-X) in going from the planar to the pyramidal form. 

Only a small change in bond length would be expected, since the 

symmetry and nature of the bortding do not change much during the 

inversion. Th.is assumption is quantitatively justified by SCF 

s· . 6 
calculations on NH

3 
and PH

3
• , If we now ignore the coupling of s1 

to s2 by setting b equal to zero the eigenvalue simplifies to 

·a 
a=--t:.s 

0 

(13) 

where t.L represents the lower root of Eq. (12) because we are interested 

in the ground state vibrational potential. The augmented ground state 

potential is 

V(S) = 

Because £L involves onl~ s2 the other coordinates in V
0

(S) can be 

ignored, leaving just the inversion potential, 

(14) 

(15) 
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Expansion of the first term in Eq. (15) yields 

2 2 '4 
s2 EL :::::: - (l !::£ s2 + a b,e 

0 ·o 

·. 
We can define a truncated potential by 

VT (52) 
2 c2 

s2 = (-a b,e +-) rune · 0 2 

If .. the following situation occurs 

the truncated potential has the special form 

with 

and 

= -

4 
b = a b,e 

0 

4 + 

2 + 

... 

'4 s 4 a b,e 
0 2 

This shows both that the more complicated potential (15) 

proper symmetry (double minima) to express the inversion, 

·in the limit of 1 >> 4a2s 2
2 the expansion (17) is valid 

potential takes a very simple .form (19). 

.. (16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(19a) 

(19b) 

}).as the 

and also that 

and the 
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Now that the form of the inversion potential has been established in 

Eqs. (15 and 19) it remains to give the various parameters a quantitative 

~/· . 
. ·mean1ng. Working first with Eq. (15) , values are n.eeded for /'::,£ 

0
, a, 

and c2 . /'::,£
0 

can be found from the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of 

. . 7 8 9 . 1 1 
the MH3 molecules '.' and is just the Ai + A2 transition. Strictly 

speaking /'::,£
0 

is the excitation with respect to the planar form. (D3h) 

and what 
c 

is observed experimentally • Ar=- c3V 1S Llco .• The correction of 
·o 

. /'::,£ 3v 
·o 

D3h .· 
to /'::,£ will be discussed 

0 
later. Values for c

2
, the force. 

constant for the A
2

" motion in the (hypothetical) n
3
h configuration, 

and a, the linear matrix element, can be established. by the following 

procedure. T.ake the first derivative of the potential (15) and set 

it equai.to zero at the minimum (C3v) and maximum (:b3h) (Fig. 3). 

(20) 

This yields 

n3h maximum (20a) 

The second derivativemust equal the curvature (K) at the c
3 0 . v 

configuration (S ·) • 
0 

(20b) 

a2v2 =- 2/'::,soa2(1+4~2S22)-l/2 + 8/'::,£oa4(1+4a2S22)-3/2 S22 + C2 = Ko 
· as2 (21) 

at s2 = S
0 
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So 

C3v 

XBL 744-6145 

Fig. 3. Double minimum potential along the s 2 (~Z) path. 
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K0 can be approximated by the At force con~ta:nt in the actual c3v 

conformation. To obtain the true K , the force constant, which 
0 

is based on a normal coordinate analysis, must be corrected for 

anharmonicity effects. This correction will be discussed later. 

Equations (20b) and (21) can be solved simultaneously to yield a 

··and c
2

• 
4 

Cl. 
K 

0 
=---~ 

8£\e: s 2 
0 0 

Solve Eq. (22a) iteratively for a, then c
2 

is 

= 

(22a) 

(22b) 

The same analysis can be applied to the truncated potential (19) 

to define the constants a, and b~ 

K K 0 
a = 4 b 0 (23) = 

8S 2 
0 

We return now to the correction pf The relationship 

· D3h c3v 
between M:. 

0 
and M:. 

0 
can be visualized as in Fig. 5. NH

3 
is 

known to have a planar .excited state3 ( 1A
2

'i) while the remaining 

3 molecules have a pyramidal excited state. Then the correction for 

c 
L\e: 3v - o - o 

0 1 2 
(24) 
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Fig. 5. 
·.· . C3v 

Relationship of 6£ to 
0 

XBL 744-6147 
6£~3h in MH

3 
molecules. 
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where o1 is just the barrier height and o
2 

is the energy required 

to bend the excited state f~om the ground state pyramidal geometry 

.to the planar form. 
. 7 

o2 is known from spectroscopic measurements 

and has a value of 5400 em -l.. For PH
3

, AsH
3

, SbH
3 

we have 

c 
!J.E 3v - o 

0 1 
(25) 

where we have assumed o2 is less 

to the nonplanar excited state. 

important than in the NH
3 

case due 

D3h 
!J.E can no~.be corrected in an 

0 

iterative mariner. Using the initial guess of the potential, where 

D3h c3v 
· it was assumed ts.s = ts.s , calculate the barrier height and 

0 0 

apply Eq. (25). This can be repeated until the correction becomes 
c 

• A 3v( 4 -1) negligible. The justification for this procedure is that uE: ""'.10 em 
0 

is roughly an order of magnitude·larger than the barrier height 

. 3 ~1 
(~ 10 em ) in MH3 molecules. 

The correction of K for anharmonicity is more involved than the 
D o 

At 3h adjustment. The initial assumption is that 
0 

K 
0 

= 

. c 
C 3v 

2 

0 

(26) 

c 
where c2 Jv is the A2 II force constant in the a.ctual c3v configuration. 

c3v 
The usual method of calculating c2 . is by a normal coordinate 

analysis in which the 0 ::r 1 (VA 11 ) transition is assumed to be entirely 
2 

harmonic. 

would find 

Using this K in the potential·and calculating 
0 

one 

voc!llc < vexp because of the anharmonicity of the potential. 
()-+1 
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An: iterative correction procedure is possibleif we assume the true 

harmonic contribution to vexp is given by. . ' 
0+1 

Vhar (1) v· exp + (Vexp · calc (1)) 
0+1 . = 0+1 .J 0+1 - VO+l for the first iteration 

·thereafter 

(27a) 

(27b) 

vhar(i) = 
0?1 

Vhar(i-1) + (Vexp _ VcUc(i)) 
0+1 . 0+1 0+1 for the i'th iteration (~1) 

We can now correct R • 
0 

c 
k = C 3v 

0 2 
(28) 

Thi.s adJ'ustment can be repeated until t. he difference ·(vexp - Vcalc(i)) 0+1 . (}+1. / 

is negligible. It should be stressed that after each iteration on 

D3h 
eitherk .or !:.t. one must re-evaluate Eqs. (22a, 22b) or (23) to 

0 0 

obtain the corrected potential function. 

J 
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B. Calculation: Definition of Potential Parameters 
and Presentation Of Computations 

The inversion coordinate S · is defined by10 
2 

s s = 
2 13 r (S-SD ) 

3h 
= 13 r~S 

where r is the M-X bond length and S is the angle of an M-X bond 

(29) 

with respect to a planar configuration (Fig. 4). B~cause the 

c3v 
literature valu·es of the c

3
v force constant (c

2 
) are based on the 

10 
coordinate 

S a = 13 r (a-a ) 
2 c 3Jy 

13 r~a ~'Fig. 4) 

c 
we must adjust C 3v 

2~a 
to our inversion coordinate 

'(30) 

The reason 

for changing coordinates fi·om is the anomalous behavior 

of ~a in the neighborhood of ·the planar conformation. ~a does not 

change sign in passing through the planar form, which means it does 

not have the proper symmetry to express the inversion process. 

However, if the equilibrium structure is not too close to n3h,~a is 

suitable for expressing small equilibrium displacements. The 
c c 

relationship between 0 3v and C 3v in the region of the equilibrium 
~~a · 2~s 

stru~ture (c
3 

, is . v 

c 
C 3v 
2~s 

·(d~a)2 
dtiS c 3v 

(31) 

. .: 



,.. 

120 

a (deg) 

·100. 

90 

• 
• 

• 
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.-- .-J3T/M- -· -
/ a H H 

H 

80~~--~-L~------~--~~~--------~ 
0 10 20 30 40 

13 (deg) 

XBL 744~614 6 

. Fig. 4. Plot of a versus 13 for MX
3 

molecules. 
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A·similar relationship exists between the reduced mass based on the 

two coordinates.· 

. (32) 

The value of (1fla/dllS)C for a specific molecuile can be determined 
• . 3v 

from the slope 'of a plot of a versus B (Fig. 4). The reduced masses 

1112 . used in the calculations were based on Wilson's ' h1gh frequency 

approximation. In this case the high frequency was taken as the A1 

stretch and the low frequency as 

form (App. 1). The actual force 

the A1 bend 'c relative to the c3v 

3v · 
constants (C2LlB ) used in the 

calculations were based on the derived masses '(32). 

. exp 
VC»l 

= (5 9 x 10-7) ( exp )2 LiS 
. VO+l m2 

is enteredin (cm-1), and 
LiB 

m2 in (amu) then. 

0 will be in (mdyn/A ). Formula (33) is just a rearrangement of 

the familiar h\i = 
2
1 (~-) 112 which shows how the frequency of a 

m ' 

(33) 

harmonic oscillator is determined by its force constant (K) and mass 

13 (m). The appropriate experimental . information used as input to the 

potential function can be found in Table 1. 

The 'energy levels calculated from the potential were obtained. 

by computer diagonalization of the vibrational Hamiltonian in a 

40-member harmonic oscillator basis set. The final results can be 

found in Tables 2 and 3. In Tab~e 2 we see that it took 3 iterations 

to converge on the final NH
3 

potential, while for all the other 

... 
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molecules almost exact agreement between· v~!ic exp 
and v 0+ 1 was obtained 

on the first iteration. Because of. the relatively small barrier in 

, . NH3 compared to v~i we would expect a large anharmonicity correction 

while for the .other molecules the well is so deep that it is very 

nearly harmonic about the potential minima • -1 
A small correction (3 em ) 

. to v~ic . in PH
3 

could be niade, however it would not significantly 

aleer the indicated parameters. 

C. Discussion: Discussion of Computational Results 
and Comparison to Previous ·Work · 

For. the MH
3 

series we have found that the parameters a, and 

S
0
S are very close to unity (Table 2). Therefore the condition for 

using the truncated po.tential (1 >> 4a2s
2 

2) is not ~et. This· is why 

only the full potential (16) was used in the calculations. 

It is interesting to compare the various potentials used to 

. . . 14 15 16 describe .NH
3 

1nversion ' ' with the one derived in this work. 

Th~se include 

V(S) = ! [L\e -M:. (1 + a 2s2
) 112 J + ! C s2 (This work) 2 0 0 2 2 

V(S) = - C sech2 (..£) + D sech 4 (~) 
2p 2p 

V(S) 

14 (Manning) 

15 (Newton) 

16 
(Swalen) 

(34a) 

(34b)' 

(34c) 

(34d~ 
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where S is the inversion coordinat~. In Manning's potential C, p and 

D are arbitrary constants which were adjusted to obtain the best fit 

·to the available experimental energy levels. The arbitrary constants 

K, a, and b in Newton's potential were fit to the first four levels 

of NH
3 

with extra weighting given to the o
8 

+ OA splitting. This 

accounts for Newton''s success at fitting o
8
·-+ OA while not managing 

as well with the 1
8 

+ lA transition (Table 3)~· In Swalen 's potential 

the four constants a, b, v, and c, .aJ:ld also the reduced mass were 

least squares fit to the first fourteen energy levels in NH3 . 

The potential used here (34a) differs greatly in form and 

concept from its predecessors (34b,c,d). Both Manning and Newton 

picked their particular form to obtain a reasonably easy to solve form 

for the Schrodinger equation. Swalen chose his very flexible potential 

in order to get a very exact fit to the energy levels (Table 3), and 

hence closely approximate the true potential. In this work the 

parameters of the potential have a direct physical interpretation 

(see theory p~l2), and more importantly the form of the potential is not 

arbitrary but derived, with various approximations, from the exact non-

relativistic Hamiltonian. 

c3v 
constants m~S , a, ~£0 and 

This suggests that if one treated the 

D3h c
2 

as arbitrary one could probably 

obtain a fit as good or better than Swalen's five parameter potential. 

We have focused our discussion primarily on NH
3 

simply because 

a comparable amount of experimental and theoretical information is not 

available for the other MH3 (PH3 , AsH
3

, SbH
3

) molecules. The absence 

of an observable inversion splitting in the lower levels of these 
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molecules makes it impossible to fit an arbitrary double minimum 

potential to the data in .ordet to obtain an estimate of the barrier 

.·height. In this work detailed experimental information (inversion 

splittings) is not needed and we·have calculated the inversion 

potentials for the entire MH
3 

series (Table 2). The best available 

data on the inversion potential in the molecules other than NH is' 
3 

an SCF calculation on PH3 .
6 in which the barrier height was calculated 

~ . ~ 
'to be 13,012 em • We calculate. the PH

3 
barrier to be 15,736 em· 

(Table 2). A recent SCF calculation on NH
3 

5 placed' t_he barrier at 

-1 2,589 em compared to the best experimental determination (Swalen) 

-1 of 2,018 em This is a difference of about 25%. In view of the 

NH3 case it is not unreasonable that the tw.o calculated barriers 

for PH
3 

differ by approximately 20%. 
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Table 1 •. Experimental Data for MH3 Molecules 

' 
c3 . 

rM-H(A) SS(A) exp -1 t.S cc3v(mdyn) 
t.Sc (DEG) v0-+1 (cm. ) m2 (amu) M: v (mdyn-A) 

3y 0 2t.S ~ 0 

NH3 21.8 1.011 .669 950 .832 .443 1.024 

PH· 
3 

32.4 1.419 1.390 991 .951 .551 1.103 

AsH3 33.6 1.523 1.549 906 .951 .• 412 1.085 

. -.·-

SbH3 
34.0 1.712 1.764 782 .951 .343 1.008 



a.(A-1) 

• 826 

NH3 • 897 

• 890 

PH
3 

1.121 

AsH 
3 

.936 

SbH
3 

1.010 

,_ 

.. ' 

. Table 2. Refined Parameters for MH
3 

Potential Function 

D3h 
e: · (mdyn-A) 

0 . 

.881 

• 873 . 

.873 

.792 

. 807 

.671 

k (mdyn) 
o A 

.443 

.531 

.522 

.551 

.412 

. 343 

D3h mdyn) 
c2 < A · 

E · -1 
Barrier(cm ) 

calc 1 
VO+l(cm-) 

.806 1,787 859.5 

• 890 2,226 961.6 

• 890 2,179 951.4 

.608 15 '736 988 

.461 14,154 904 

• 370 16,649 782 

''-,, 

exp 
. VO+l (cm-1) 

950 

950 

950 

991 
I 

I'.) 

\JI 

906 
I 

782 
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Table 3. Comparison of Observed and Computed Properties of NH3 

Obs. This Work Manning 14 Swalen 
15 Newton 

16 
... 

Barrier 
-1 (em ) 2179 2072 2018 2225 

OS 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 

OA o. 79 0.78 0.83 0.83 0.79 

Is 932.5 938 935 930 933 

lA 968.3 965 961 966 956 

. 
2s 1597.6 1660 1610 1596 

2A 1910 1892 1870 1882 

3s 2383.5 2410 .2360 2385 

3A 2895.5 2891 2840 . 2897 
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III. · EQUILI:BRIUM AND AXIAL-EQUATORIAL INTERCHANGE 
POTENTIAL IN MX5 (n3h) MOLECULES 

A. Theory: · Derivation of Axial-Equatorial Interchange Potential 

In this· chapter on ~5 molecules our attention will be focused 

on two areas. The first is the axial-equatorial interchange potential. 

The second is the nature of the potential in the neighborhood of the 

equilibrium strUcture and its relation to interpretation of infrared 

and Raman spectra. 

The symmetry coordinates for a MX
5 

molecule of n
3h .symmetry are 

shown in Fig. 1. From an examination of these coordinates we might 

expect that a proper combination of the axial bend (s
7
) with the 

equatorial bend (s
6

) would'lead to interchange of the axial X atoms 

with tWo equatorial X atoms. This path is indicated in Fig. 2. By 

symmetry there are two more paths equivalent to the one in Fig. 2, 

which.can be constructed by± 120° rotations about the c3 axis. 

Therefore, from any given n3h s.tructure there are three neighboring 

equivalent structures differing only in the permutation .of the 

X atoms. Altogether there are ten identical n3h structures differing 

only by permutation of X. The relationship of these ten conformations 

to one another is schematically outlined in Fig. 3. 

The.construction of the potential energy surface corresponding 

to Fig. 3 is accomplished in a similarmanner to that discussed in 

the .first chapter. By analogy the major consideration becomes - what 

excited electronic states are coupled to the ground state via an E' 

symmetry coordinate? The key to unlocking this EJ:uestion lies in 
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, 
S {E"l So 

+ 

S {E1
) 7X 

--

XBL 744-6148 

Fig. 1. Synmtetry coordin~tes for MX5 (n
3
h) molecules. • 

.... 
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+ 

./ C4 v Transition State 

XBL 744-6149 . 

Fig. 2. Path of axial-equatorial interchange inMX5 (n3h) molecules. 
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XBL744-6150 
Fig. 3. Relationship of the ten equivalent n

3
h configurations obtained 

by interchanging axial and equatorial X atoms. Each new con

figuration is represented by its two axial atoms. Numbers in 

the circles show that after the ten unique permutations 

(triangles) are exhausted previous permutations are obtained. 
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studying the molecular orbital diagrams foti~d in Figs. 4 and 5. We 

see that in both cases (Figs. 4,5) the ground state has symmetry 1Ai, 
which means only excited states of 

1
E' synnnetry can couple to the ground 

state via the E'coordinate. From the molecular orbital diagrams it 

1 ' . is clear that there are many possible excited states of E symmetry. 

Our task is to find the one that contributes the most to the inter-

change process. We can narrow the possibilities if we consider the 

interchange path in more detail than indicated in Fig. 2~ From normal 

coordinate analysis17 ,18 it is found that the axial bend (v
7
) occurs 

at much lower frequency than the equatorial bend (v
6

) in all of the 

MX5 molecules (Table 1). This implies that up to the c4v transition 

state (Fig. 2) the axial bend contributes most to the exchange mode. 

Past the c4v intermediate the other motion (s6) must predominate .in 

order to reach another n3h configuration. However,. we can view. the 

s6 coordinate as an axial bend originating f!rom the neighboring n
3h 

configuration. In this sense the axial bend is the predominant motion 

o~ either side. of the c4v intermediate. From a molecular orbital 

viewpoint we are looking for excited molecular orbitals which can lend 

bonding character. to ·the.axial fluorines as they progress to the c
4
Y 

transition state. That is, we seek to increase the overlap of the wave-

functions localized on the•axial fluorines with orbitals localized 

on the central atom. With these considerations the most reasonable 

choice is the A" -+ E" transition. 
2 

The Az orbital is mainly the anti~ . 

synnnetric combination of 2p functions on the axial fluorines. The 
.z 

E" orbitals are the d and d . c51!bitals on the central atom, which xz yz · · 
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d. A', E
1 

E
11 

E" . 

M 

--

A'' ~· 2--

A~ 1~ 

At (eq) .!L 
A~ (ox) .iL 
E' lL _lL 

· MF5 IOe-

M = V,Nb,To 

. A~(ox) A~(eq)A~E' 

· ·· · 1 · 2. I 2 I 2 I 2 11 2 · · 1 1 
Ground State: (Ex) (Ey) (A1<ox>) (A 1<eq>) CA2) A 1 

2p 

5F 

1st. Excited State: (E~)2 (E~) 2 (A~<ox>)2 (A1<eq>) 2 (A~) (E11
) IE~3e:' 

XBL 744-6151 

Fig. 4. Molecular orbital diagram for MF
5 

molecules of .the VF5 type. 
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A~* 
E'* 
E" 

E '* 

A"* 2 

Transition of interest 

A~*---

A', 

A2 
E' 

~ ~ 

~~ 

. ~ ~ 

A' I 

H 

(Af)2 (E~)2 (E ~)2 ( A'2>2 (A~ )2 

(A~)2 (E~)2(E~)2(A'z)2 (Aj>2CE''> 

A', AI A'~ E' 

'A' . I 

2p 

5F 

XBL744-6152 

Fig. 5. Molecular orbital diagram for MF 
5 

molecules of the PF 
5 

type. 
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can provide.some bonding character to intermediate configurations. 

This is shown pictorially in Fig. 6. 

Using the states, 1
1Ai > , 1 1E~ > , 1 1E~ > , and 1

1
E; > as our basis 

states we can construct the matrix of the linear term. 

Hlinear = 

llAi) 

11A' > 1 - £ 

llE' ) 
X aS7x + bS6x 

()H 
v 

()H 

S + v 
E ' "'S 

X 
0 

E' 
y 

I1E' ) 
X 

aS7x + bS6x 

cS7 + ds
6 

+ IJ.£ 
X X 0 

(1) 

11E' ) 
.· y 

(2) 

as 7 + bS6 y ·Y 

- £ es 7 + fs 6 y . y 

llE' ) as 7y + bS6y es7y + fS 6y -cS -dS +~£ "'-£ . 7x 6x o y 

where a, b, c, d, e, f and ~£0 are defined by 

a=< 
1
Ail ('Hv) llE' ) = ( lAil CBv) I\•) 

as7x s x as7 s Y 
0 . y 0 

(2a) 

b = < 
1
Ai I ( dHv) I\• ) = ( lA 'I ( dHV) I \• ) 

. ()S6x S X 1 as 6Y s y 
. 0 0 

(2b) 

( dH) CH) c =<lE'I __ v llE'> = C1E' ,. ~ 11E' ) 
x. as 7x s x Y as7x s Y 

0 •' 0 

(2c) 

.· 
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9 
F 

8 F 

F 

E" (dxz) 

e 
F 

F~ rJ~F 
Gj M~ .· 

F/()~+ .+ 
. F 

·~ 
Stabilized Intermediate 

XBL744- 6153 . 

Fig. 6. Stabilization of intermediate forms by mixing of A,2 and E" 

orbitals. 
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d = (2d) 

I.' 

e = (lEI I 
. X 

·(~.) 1
1
E') 

as7 s Y 
f = <1

E' I (~) I1E' ) x as · y · (2e) 

y 0 6 s y 0 

(2f) 

where we can define £ 1 = 0. Although they have not been included 
. A I 

in Eq. (2) there.are no~vanish~ng matrix elements ?involving the totally. 

synnnetric coordinate SA,.· Since we do not expect a large change in 
1 . 

bond length during the interchange process the dependence on SA' will 
1 

be ignored. Because of the threefold symmetry about each configuration 

(Fig. 3) we can confine our attentian to one of the three equivalent 

paths connecting·a particular permutation to its neighbors. For 

convenience we will clroose the path diagrammed in Fig. 2, which means 

we can set s6Y, and s 7y equal to zero. The matrix Eq. (2) becomes 

llA I ) 
1 

1~1) 
X 

llE I ) 
y (3) 

llA I ) - £ as
7 

+ bS
6 

0 
1 X . X 

llE I ) as 7 + bS6 cS-]x + dS6x + 1:1£ -£ 0 
X X .X 0 

llE' ) 0 0 -cS - dS + 1:1£ -£ 
y 7x 6x 0 

Because this matrix is block factored we can focus on the upper 

subniatrix which contains the lowest root. 

~. 
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jlAl) j1E' ) 
X 

(4) 

llAi > ( - e: as 7 + bS6 _J X. · X 

jlA' ) as 7~ + bS6x cS7x + dS6x + ~eo X 

The eigenvalues of Eq. ( 4) are 

± (~e: +cS 7 +dS6 ) (1 + 
0 X X 

4(aS7x+bS6X)2 2) 1/2] 

(~e: +cs
7 

+dS6 ) 
0 X X 

If the assumption is made that ~e: >> (cs 7 +ds6 ) over the range of 
0 X X 

the distovtions involved,Eq. (5) simplifies to 

(5) 

e: =.!. ~e: [1 - (1 + - 4- (as
7 

+bS
6 

) 2 (1 - - 2- (cs 7 +dS6 )))l/~] (6) 
low 2 0 'b,e; 2 X · , X ~e; O X X · 

0 

where we have displayed the lowest eigenvalue, because we are interested 

in the ground state vibrational potential. Including the quadratic 

terms the full interchange potential becomes 

. (7) 

If we expand e:low about s 7x' s6x equal to zero,the leading term coupling. 

s6x to s7x has the form 
i 

(8) 

This implies that close to the origin s6 follows s 7 in a linear 
. X X · 

fashion. We can see this by requiring the interchange potential (7) 

to be at a minimum in s6x for each value of s7x· 
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av ~ ab s c· s = o as- ~ - i£ 7x + · 6 6x 6x ·· o 

(9) 

The linear coupling approximation in Eq. (9) is physically reasonable be-

cause (i) :; it is the leading term coupling s
6x to s

7x and (ii) it should 

dotilinate higher order coupling terms close to the equilibrium position (in 

the region before the.c4v intermediate). Substitution. of the linear coupling 

approximation (9) back. into the potential (7) leads to the final form 

where a, f3, and K are constants to be determined later. 

We have succeeded in reducing what was originally a four dimensional 

problem, Eq. (2), to a parametric potential in one aimension (S
1
). The 

~nterplay between s6x and s7x is visually displayed in Fig. 7. We see 

that P 1 is the shortest path between adjacent n3h conformations. This 

path is one in which both the s6x and s7x coordinates change at equal 

rates .. throughout the interchange. This path can be eliminated. from 

consideration because it is experimentally deternlined that the axial 

bend is energeti.cally lower than the equatorial. bend (Table 1). Thus, 

at least close to the n3h configuration the slope must be smaller than 

that indicated for P1 • P3 represents the opposite extreme in which 

s7x changes completely to its new n 3h value while s6x remains static. 

This, of course, is physically unreasonable. The actual path is 

determined by the coupling of s6x and s7x' Eq. (9), and is linear insofar 

as the coupling is dominated by the first term in the expansion .of 
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D3h 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~· 
·I 
I 
I 
I 

XBL744-6154 

Fig. 7. Possible interchange paths (P
1

,P
2

,P
3

) linking two 

neighboring n3h forms. The line labeled OC represents 

the location of all possible C 
4
'! transition 4¥:tates. · 
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c:
1 

in Eq. (8). Since this coupling depends bn quantities which ~;~.re 
ow 

difficult to determine we cannot calculate it directly. Hmvever, by 

consideration of the previous arguments we can make a physically rea-

sonable. guess. This guess is represented by the path P 2 , located 

midway between P
1 

and P
3

• For the purposes of later calculations we 

will let p2 define the c4v intermediate structure by 

s = • 75 s 
o D3h 

(11) 

·In contrast to the MX
3 

molecules· we have chosen not to expand the MX
5 

potential about the symmetrical c
4
v transition state but rather about 

the n
3
h equilibrium position. The reason for not expanding about the 

c
4

v configuration is that the exact location of this intermediate form · 

.is not known, in contrast to the well defined geometry of the planar 

MX
3 

intermediate. Because of this and the linear coupling approximation . 
we should not expect the potential to be reasonable beyond the c

4
v 

transition state. This is no real problem because we can assume an 

identical potential extending from the other n3h form to the c
4
v transi

tion state. The justification for this is the interchange of s 6x and 

s7x beyond the c4v form (see page 31 ). 

We can define a truncated form of the full potential (10) by first 

expanding Elow about the equilibrium n3h configuration. 

E ::::: 
low 

... (12) 

Retaining terms of order four or less the truncated potential is 

2 3 . 4 4 
6.E a S s 7 + 6.E a s 7 0 X 0 X 

(13) 
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Fo+ simpllcity _we can rewrite Eq. (13) as 

V (S ) = a S27·x - b ·s37x + c S47x · trunc 7x 

,'where 

b = 

c = 

2 
/},£ aS 

0 

, 4 
/),_'£a 

0 

with b, c > 0 . (14) 

(14a) 

(14b) 

(14c) 

The constant "c" is greater than zero because /),£ and a4 are both positive. 
0 

The parameter ''b" is assumed positive in order that cubic term can· 

counterbalance the positive quartic term to produce a potential maximum, 

( a~v ) = 0' at the . c4v transition state. "a" can be either positive or. 
7x S 

. 0 

negative and its sign has interesting implications as to the shape of the 

potential. The effect "a" has on the potential is explored in Fig. 8. 

The case a S 0 leads to a symmetrical quadruple minimum potential with 

two different types of equilibrium positions. These correspond to a 

slight bending of the axial atoms (Fig. 9). We might predict a distorted 

equilibrium position in cases where the d orbitals on the central atom 

are not too high in energy above the ground MF5 state~ This would allow 

"enhanced" mixing of the E' (d ) and the A2 (F
2
p ) orbitals, thereby . xz z 

stabili·zing the distorted configuration (Fig. 6). The symmetry of the 

E' and A2 orbitals is such as to allow another stabilized geometry not 

pictured in Fig. 6 but equivalent to the form S1 in Fi~s. 8 and 9. s1 is 

presumably hi~her in energy than s·
2 

due to increased F-F· repulsion as 

the axial atoms directly· approach an equatorial F atom in' the motion 

S < 0 (Fig. 9). 
7x 
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c;;4v 

F . I , 
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XBL 744-6155 

Fig. 8. Possible potential functions for MF5 molecules. 
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F F \ F MVF F M/ ..... ... D3h • F ... 

I 'F 
S7x<O S7x>O \'F 

F F 

s, s2 
XBL 744- 6156 

Fig. 9. Distorted n3h equilibrium structures for HF
5 

molecules. 
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A comparison. of the molecular orbital diagrams (Figs. 4 and 5) 

reveals that d orbitals, play a more important role in the VF
5 

series 

th~m irt tl:le PF 
5 

series because they are energetically more accessible. 

·within the VF
5 

series the "atomic" d orbitals of TaF
5 

and NbF
5 

are 

19 
considerably .higher in energy than for VF 

5
• Therefore VF 

5 
is the most 

.likely pentafluoride to undergo the type o£ distortion just discussed. 

There is experi~ental evidence 
20 

that VF 
5 

is slightly distorted from a 

n3h.configuration, while the remaining pentafluorides display a n
3
h 

' 20 21 
equilibrium structure. ' The unusual behavior of VF

5 
will be dealt 

with in the following discussion section~ For now we will treat VF 
5 

as 

an ordinary n3h molecule because our present concern is only in deter-

mining the interchange potential, not the details of the potential in 

the equilibrium region. 

Although Fig. 8 and the preceding discussion are based on the 

truncated potential (14) the full potential (10) will display the same 

behavior in both cases (a > 0, a ~ O). ~-le can make both potential 

forms (10,14) quantitative in the same manner as in the MH
3 

chapter •. 

This involved taking various derivatives of the potential and relating 

them to structural and equilibr~um parameters. The resulting simultaneous 

equations were solved for the unknown quantities in the potential func-

tion. Without displaying the intermediate steps the final sets of 

equations are presented for. both the full and truncated potentials. 

For the full potential based on a n3h equifibrium position we have 

K:::::: k + 2ci !J.E 
0 0 

(15a) 
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k 
0 

26.£. 
0 

(15b) 

28 

(15c) 

where k
0 

is equal to the curvature (2nd derivativ~) at the n
3
h equilibrium 

position. Equations (15b) and (15c) can be solved for a, and f3 by an 

iterative procedure. 

For the truncated potential based on a n
3
h minimum we 

k 
0 a = 2 

ko 
b =--

2S 
0 

k 
0 c =--

8S 2 
0 

B. ·Calculation: Definition of Potential Parameters 

and Presentation of Results 

The interchange coordinate (S]x) used in the calculations was 

defined by
22 

(16a) 

(16b) 

(16c) 

(17) 

where 6.S is the change in angle between th~ axial fluorines (labeled 5 ,6) 

and the equatorial fluorines (labeled 1,2,3), and r is the M-F bond 

s. ( distance. If we use the relationship, S 
0 

= • 75 n3h 11), which 



defines the c
4
. intermediate (S ) , and the fact that l1S

15 
= 30° for 

v . 0 

sD
3
h .(Fig. 7), we can employ the definition of s 7x (Eq. 17) to find 

S.- • .·o 

(18) 

The initial value for k was taken as the force constant calculated 
0 

from the v o-+l tt"ansition by the fo.rmula 

where m
7 

is the reduced mass associated with the s
7

x coordinate. 

was calculated using Wilson's high frequency approximation11 , 23 

(19) . 

(Appendix 2). The stretching coordinate s
5

(E') and the bending coor

dinate s
6 

(E') were take·n as the high frequency motions while s
7

(E') 

was the low frequency vibration. 

The experimental data17 ,lB, 2l, 24, 25 and the final results are 

displayed in Tables 2 and 3. Because of the absence of ultraviolet 

spectra in the literature for· the pentafluorides, the 
1

A' ·"f 
1

E' (M:. ) . 1 0 

transition was estimated. In the case of AsF5 and PF5 , lE
0 

was estimated 

from an SCF26 calculation. For VF
5

, NbF
5

, TaF
5

, !1€
0 

was approximated 

19 as the difference between the Hartree energy of a M atomic d orbital 

and a fluorine 2p orbital. 

The interchange barrier was calculated for both the full potential 

(Eq. iO) and the truncated potential (Eq. 14). The reasonably close 

agreement for both forms is due to the validity of the inequality, 

1 » 4 cis2 
(l+BS ) , allowing truncation of E

1 
to fourth order (1,2). 

0 0 ow 

For MF
5 

molecules we see that a::::: .2, B::::: .6, and S ::::: 1, which sets 
0 
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4cis2 (l+SS') ~ • 26. 
. 0 0 

From the form of the full P,otential (10) we see that for sufficient-

ly negative values of S the quantity inside the. square root will 7x 

become negative~ yielding an imaginary potential. This, of course, is 

physically unreasonable, however this breakdown occurs at a potential 

energy approximately one hundred times greater than the calculated 

barrier height. For purposes of calculating barrier heights and 

equilibrium behavior the potential form (10) is physically well behaved 

in the regions of interest. 

Energy levels were calculated for VF
5 

and PF
5 

using a forty member 

harmonic oscillator basis s~t·. The full potential was used for this 

calculation •. The results are found in Table 4. Due to anharmonicity 

the calculated v 
0 

-+ 1 
-1 

transition for VF 
5 

and PF 
5 

is "' 5 em lower than 

the observed transition (Table 2). One could correct for this by in-

creasing k as discussed in Chapter 1, however this small correction 
0 

would not greatly change the computed barrier height or the inherent 

anharmonicity of the potential. 
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c. Discussion: Discussion of ·computational Results and 

Comparison to Previous Work on Axial-Equatorial Interchange 

22 27 Previous attempts ' to calculate the barrier to interchange in 

pentafluoride molecules have been based on such crude potential functions 

that the values obtained· can only be considered as order of magnitude 

estimates. Iri these instances the potential was. approximated by only 

quadratic ·terms with the barrier. height taken as the value of the 

. quadratic potential at an appropriately chosen c 4 intermediate geometry. v . 

This approach, at best, can only lead to an upper limit to the true 

barrier; since it lacks the higher order terms which give the potential 

the proper~anharmonicity to produce a potential maximum at the c4 form. 
. v 

We can get a rough idea of how to correct the previous estimates by 

considering the barrier calculated from the truncated potential (14) 

of this work. At the C4v form (i.e. at S
0

) the truncated potential yields 

Ebarrier = 

k 
0 

8 
(.20) 

From this we conclude that earlier estimates were ab.out four times too 

large. 
. 27 

Holmes and co-workers found the barrier in AsF
5 

to be 

-1 3,280 em Scaling Holmes' value by the correction factor (.25) we 
. -1 . 

obtain 820 em which is in much closer agreement with our figure. The 

correction factor of one-'fourth is only meaningful in cases where the 

truncated potential is valid. In cases where the full potential is 

necessary, as in chapter 1, there is no straightforward comparison to 

the quadratic potential. However, in the future, it might be taken 

as a rough rule-of-thumb that "inversion" barriers based solely on a 

quadratic potential are approximately four times too large. 
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Examination of the barrier hei.ghts (Table 3) reveals that, with 

the exception of VF
5

, the perttafluorides have an average interchange 

-1 
barrier of about 1,050. em 

The exceptionally low barrier in VF
5 

is. due to low lying d orbitals 

on the vanadium as was discussed earlier (page 44 ). For these barriers, 

and the corresponding potentials, we have calculated the inversion splitting 

in the lowest level (Table 4) and found it to be "' 10-7 cm-l in all cases, 

including VF
5

: This splitting corresponds to an exchange frequency of 

4 
10 cycles/sec which is in accord with the observation of only one. 

28 
fluorine-peak in the nmr spectrum of the studied pentafluorides. 

The lack of observable splittings makes the fitting of an arbitrary 

interchange potent-ial impossible. However, not· knowing the actual 

barrier height, makes it difficult to assess the validity of the derived 

potential (10). The success of predicting the barriers and energy levels 

in the MH
3 

series, and as we will see in later chapters, a similar ability 

of this general approach to handle systems more completely characterized 

than the MF 
5 

molecules lends some measure of credibility to the results. 

One way of testing these results is in a Hartree-Fock SCF, or 

perhaps CI, calculation.. The most likely candidate for the computation 

is PF
5 

since it has the fewest number of electrons of the pentafluorides. 
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. D. Theory: Derivation of Equil{brium. Po"tential and Application 

to Interpretation of MX
5 

(D
3
h) _spectra 

In the previous sections we have considered the equatorial-axial 

in terchartge path and have demonstrated that it can be appropriately 

represented as a one dimensional path through a four dimensional space. 

Our interest centered on computation of the barrier height; which is a 

property of the potential far away from the equilibrium structure. We 

will now investigate the nature of the potential about the equilibrium 

region and therefore must consider both axial coordinates (s
7
x,s

7
y) on 

equal footing. This does not require a difference in approach as the 

initial matrix (3) determines the potential in all regions of space. 

Whereas we previously ignored the coordinates (S
7 

,s
6 

) we must now . y y 

include them and resolve (3) for E
1 

• This complicates matters con
ow 

siderably since the resulting determinant yields a complicated cubic 

equation for .E. Instead of solving the. determinant involving both s
7

x 

and s 7y we can look now just at the s
7
y solution and use the fact that 

the entire potential must exhibit n
3
h symmetry to deduce a p.otential 

involving both s 7x and s 7Y. Setting s
7
x,s

6
x equal to zero we get a 

matrix involving just the E' coordinates. 
y 
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1 I1
E') 

1 
I Ai> I E') 

X y 

llAl) -£ 0 as 7y+bs6y 

llE') 0 b.£ -£ es7y+fS6y X 0 

(21) 

llE') as 7y+bs6y es 7 +fS
6 

b.£ -£ 
'Y . y y 0 

The approximate potential becomes 

where we have used the approximation !J.£
0 

» (es 7y +£s6y) to simplify the 

potential to that displayed. This is analogous to the procedure used 

in the previous section (Eqs. 5 and 6). Using the linear coupling ap-

proximation (8) between s6y arid s7 we get for the final form of the 
y . 

potential 

v(s ) ·(1). A [1 (1 + 4"'2s 2
7
Y) 112 1 + ·(.!.)K s 2 

7y = . 2 uEQ - "" 2 7 
y 

where a., K, b.£ are the same quantities as in Eq. (10) and have the 
0 

(23) 

same numerical values (Tables 2 and 3) •. There is a noticeable difference 

between· the s 7y potential (23). and the s7x potential (10). In the s 7y 

potential there is no term corresponding to the (l+Ss 7x) term in the s 7x 

form. The reason for this is clear from a symmetry standpoint. A 

.comparison of the s 7y motion to the s 7x motion (Fig. 1) shows that the 

potential in the s7y > 0 and s 7y < 0 directions tnust be equivalent on the 
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basis of symmetry. The corresponding symmetry argument does not require 

s7x > 0 and s7x <0 to be equivalent. 

In their truncated form the s 7x and s 7y potentials are 

2 3 4 
V(S 7x) = as 7x.- bS 7x + cs 7x (24a) 

V(s
7 

) = as 2
7 + cs 4

7 · (24b) 
. y y y 

where a, b are the same in both potentials • The parameter "b" is zero 

in V(S
7
y) for the just discussed symm.etry reasons. What we are seeking 

is a combined s 7x,s 7y ·potential, which at first guess we might take as 

the sum of Eq. (24a) and Eq. (24b) to give. 

V(S 7x· ,s 7y) = a(s
2 

+ s
2

) - bS
3 + c(s

4 + s
4 

) · x y 7x . 7x 7y (25) 

This potential is not acceptable because the cubic and quartic terms are 

not invariant to all n3h operations. What is needed, and of course, what 

would have been. obtained from an exact so~ution of Eq. (3), are terms 

coupling s 7x and s 7; which make (25).invariant under the n3h point group. 

Knowing the asymptotic forms in the s7x and s7y directions we can 

"connect" both potentials and provide the proper symmetry by transforming 

to polar coordinates (p,8) and modifying the cubic and quartic terms to 

yield 
2 . . 3 4 

V(p,8)= ap - b cos(38) p + cp (26) 

where 8 is measured from the axis defined by the s 7x > 0 direction. In 

;he limits corresponding to the s 7x direction (8=0) or the s 7y direction 

(8 = ~) the polar form (Eq. 26) gives the correct asymptotic behavior 

(compare to Eqs. 24a, 24b). 
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V(p,O) 
2 3 4 

8
7x 

>0 s· 0 ap bp + cp = 7y 
(26a) 

. 'IT .2 4 
>0 = 0 V(p, 2) = ap + cp s7y_ s 7x · 

(26b) 

It is obvious that the polar potential in Eq. (26) is no'.r invariant to n
3

h 

operations. Working backward to the full potential we can write a form 

with n
3
h symmetry as 

1 
V(p,e) = c2)t~e:0 

2 2 1/2 . i . 2 
[1 ~(1+4a p (l+S cos{38)p)) ] + (2)k p (27) 

As a first step in deterniining the eigenvalues of the equilibrium 

potential (26 ,27) we can compare contours of constant potential between 

a purely quadratic potential and the one presented here (Fig. 10). In 

the quadratic form the contours are. circular, because tci second order.· 

in the coordinates the only form invariant under n
3
h is a circle. The 

derived form generates a more physic~lly reasonable contour which also· 

maintains the proper n
3
h symmetry. 

The eigenfunctions of the qu!idratic potential can be used to 

evaluate. the eigenvalues of the derived potential. The wave functions 

generated by the quadratic potential are defined in Appendix 3. The basic 

result of Appendix 3 is that the wave functions. of a two dimensional 

quadratic potential can be expressed in polar coordinates as '!jJ = 

· R (p)e±im8. 29 
n . . 

To compute the eigenvaJ.ues of the 'derived potential we 

form the matrix elements of the "perturbation'' 

V = - b cos(38)p
3 

+ cp
4 

pert. 
(28) 

in the quadratic basis. Because the second term is purely radial it 

will contribute only to the diagonal elements~ due to orthogonality of 
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Quadratic Potential 

V = ap2 

Derived Potential 

V= ap2 - b cos (39) p3 + cp4 

XBL744 .. 6157 

Fig. 10. Contours of constant potential for the quadratic and 

derived potentials. 
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±im8 the angular functions, e The angular term can have only certain 

off diagonal corttributions. States with "m" differing by ±3 can 

couple via the cos(38) term (Appendix 3). Using this information we 

can qualitatively construct a correlation diagram between the quadratic 

and derived eigenvalues for some of the lower levels (Fig. 11). The 

first E' revel .is lowered in energy due to its interaction with the 

second E' level (second order perturbation theory). The second E' 

remains approximately at the same energy since its interactions with 

the first and third E' levels tend to cancel each other. The second 

Ai level is lowered through its interaction with its counterpart in the 

next higher leveL 

If the perturbation (28) is not too large it will not appreciably 

scramble the quadratic basis functions. In this limit we can approxi-

mate the selection rules for infrared and Raman transitions in PF5 type 

molecules by using the quadratic eigenfunctions. For infrared transitions, 

·matrix elements of the form<mlcos8lm'), <mlsin8lm') will determine 

the selection rules. This yields b.m = ±1 for allowed infrared transitions. 

Determining the. selection rules for the allowed Raman transitions is not 

as clear cut, however the first few allowed transitions will be indicated. 

These are 

A' + E' 
1 

E' + E' 

A' +A' 
1 1 

(29a) 

(29b) 

(29c) 

where by comparison to Fig. 11 .we see that among the lower three levels 

all possible transitions are Raman allowed. 
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I E-----

---E' 
A' I 

---E' 

AI--------------------- A~ 
V= op2 -b cos (38) p3 + cp4 

XBL 744-6158 

Fig. 11. Correlation diagram for eigenvalues of the quadratic 

and derived potentials. · 
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For n3h synnnetry·the highest allowed "true" degeneracy is two 

(E type level) although for the quadratic form the actual degeneracies 

9an be much larger. These are accidental degeneracies due to the fact 

that.a circle has more than n3h symmetry. When the cos(38) term is 

introduced the overall synnnetry is lowered to n
3
h and the degeneracies 

are lifted. ·4 The general effect of the quadratic term (cp ) is to cause 

higher levels to diverge, however the behavior of levels close to the 

ground state will be governed mainly by the cubic term. The most 

interesting feature of the eigenvalues of the derived potential is the 

lowering of the vo+l transition relative to the v1+2(E'-E') transition. 

This effect is crmHal to the interpretation of the spectra and is due 

to cross terms in s7x and s7y (cos(39) term) which can only arise from 

treating the vibrational potential as two dimensional. Witt 30 and 

co-workers treated the E' vibration as a one dimensional motion to 

estimate the effects of anharmonicity (cubic term) and therefore concluded 

that higher levels must converge. Hence theywere forced to hypothesize 

various possible explanations for an unusually intense "anomalous" peak 

at an energy higher than the main.Q branch in the Raman spectra of E" 

fundamental of PF
5

• We see that this feature comes out quite naturally 

in the our treatment of the E' mode, it is the v1+2(E'-E') transition. 

The effect of states above those indicated in Fig. 10 is not clear cut. 

The high degeneracy of 'the upper states (above 2) will be split in a com-

plicated manner, with some gaining energy, some remaining unaffected, and 

some being lowered. One might expect that the "average" transition, energy 

would be slightly lowered due to the cubic term ( -b cos (38) p3)). The net 

effect should be a slight increase in intensity to the low energy side of the Q 
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branch, relative to the high energy side. This is consistent with the 

observed spectra. 30 

/ 
Another factor which should.be explored is the relative population 

of the excited states for such a low energy. mode. For PF
5 

this is dis

pla,yed in Table 5. Just on the basis of population the v 
0 

+ 1 Raman 

·transition should be "" 12% more intense than the v 1 + 
2 

transition. 

This is roughly what is experimentally observed. The higher states, 

which constitute the remaining 40% of the population, w~ll most likely, 

not be observed as sharp. spectral :features. This is due both to the 

removal of the high degeneracy, and also to the smearing of there-

maining 40% over many levels. 

In view of the discussion in this section, it should be emphasized 

that the energy level computation found in Table 4 was done on the 

interchange potential V(S
7
), and therefore is not intended to represent 

the actual vibrational levels. Its purpose was to determine the 

"inversion" splittings due to tunneling through the c4v barrier' and 

3 
also to get an estimate of the effect of the ·anharmonic term ( -bs

7 
·. ) . X 

on the equilibrium potential (26, 27). The effect of the cubic term in 

the V(s 7x~ potential is roughly 4-5 cm-l in the lower states (Table 4) . 

. Its effect on the equilibrium potential. should actually be smaller due 

to averaging over the e coordinate. The observed splitting of the two 

Q branches in PF 
5 

is 3 cm-:-l, which is reasonable accord with the 

above reasoning • 

. To this point we have been considering the equilibrium behavior 

of "normal" n
3
h molecules, that is, molecules with a single potential 

. ., 
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'" .. 
minimum at the n

3
h structu~re. VF

5 
does not fall into this category 

since there is evidence of a. slightly distorted equilibrium structure 

. 20 
in the lower vibrational states. We have already investigated the 

reasons for. this distortion. Our focus now is nn gaining a qualitative 

·pictur~ of the equilibrium potential and its lower vibrational states. 

Earlier, we saw that the truncated potential (14) yielded a non-D3h minimum· 

of lowest energy for values' of the parameter "a" :$ 0. In this case the 

truncated form (14) must actually contain higher order terms in s7x 

because a polynomial to order four can yield at most a total of three 

distinct potential maxima and potential minima. For VF 
5 

there are four · 

total minima and maxima between s7 =0 and s7 =S • To correct the truncated 
X X 0 

potential, terms to at least order five are necessary, and to get a Eound 

potential at large s
7
x we should go to order si_x. At this point the 

truncated potential is actually less convenient to work with than the 

full potential (10). The il11IIlediate problem is to modify the potential to 

describe the entire equilbrium region. This is achieved identically as 

. for the normal n
3
h molecules by inclusion of the cos (36) 'term. The 

potential is then identical in form.to Eq. (27), but with the understanding 

2 1 . 
that (a 6E0-( 2 )K)~o (12,13) to obtain the distortion. Under these cir-

cumstances the potential has three potential minima when the projection of 

the axial bonds into.the equatorial plane is located midway between the 

_three equatorial M-F bonds, three saddle points of higher energy when the 

projection is along the equatorial M-F bonds, and a potential maximum at 

·the n
3
h configuration. This can be physically pictured as a hindered 

pseudorotation between the three minima, which are separated by an 

angular as well as a "radial" barrier. To gain a qualitative descript_ion 

of the lower vibrational states requires an idea of the depth and location 
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of these minima. From consideration of· the lower limits of resolution 

of the electric field focusing experiments20 and electron diffractmon 

24 measurements on VF
5 

we can roughly limit the distortion to the following 

range 

where !113 is theaxial bend as defined previously (Eq. 17). This cor-

responds to a small distoDtion, with the potential minima located 

close to S=O. This would be expected only if a ~ 0, . because a. << 0 

would lead to a relatively distant minimum; For a ~ 0 the maxima at 

n
3
h and the angular barriers would not be very large. 

18 
The experimental spectrum of VF

5 
is most unusual. 

. . 

It·shows a 

perfectly normal spectra for a n3h molecule for all the fundamentals 

except the E' axial bend •. The Raman spectra places the E' fundamental at 

· 99 cin -l ~vhile infrared measurements indicate a value of 109.5 em -l 

-1 In addition the overtone of the E' mode occurs at 227 em in the 

-1 
Raman spectra, which is 'too large to explain as simply 2vE' (2x99 = 198 em ). 

In one dimension it is well known that low barriers lead to very 

31 
anharmonic spacings.·· Qualitatively, this could be consistent with 

-1 the abnormally largeovertone (227 em ) as compared to the observed 

-1 ' fundamental (99 em ) in the Raman spectra of VF
5

• This is most likely 

a. gross simplification because the two dimensional form of the potential 

as well as the presence of angular barriers will yield a complicated 

assortment of levels probably able to account for the spectra also. In 

any case, the main features of the ;'true" VF potential should include 
5 

small angular and radial barriers and a slightly displaced minimum. 
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Table 1. Axial Bend (v7) and Equatorial Bend (v
6

) Frequencies 

PF
5 533 

AsF5 372 

VF5 282 

TaF5 213 

NbF
5 226 

-1 
v7 (em ) 

. 175 

130 

109 

121 

136 
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Table 2. Experimental Data for MF5 Molecules 

PF 
5 

175 1.55 9.49 .171 1.05 3.0 

AsF5 
130 1. 74 9.92 .099 1.18 3.0 

VF5 109 1.71 9.58 .067 1.16 1.3 

NbF5 136 .1.88 10.16 .111 1.28 2.0 

TaF
5 

121 1.81 10.93 .094 1.23 1.7 

•.:. 

' -~· 



PF
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AsF
5 

VF
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NbF
5 

TaF5 
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Table 3. Final :Results for MF
5 

Potential Function 

. 1 
et (A- ) 

.199 

.175 

.180 

.160 

.168 

.605 

.406 

.• 600 

.727 

•. 688 

EFul1 . (em -1_) 
Barrier 

1,224 

913 

592 

1,210 

942 

1,197 

873-

571 

1,142 

897 
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.Table 4. Computed Energy Levels £or VF
5 

and PF 
5 

·• 

.. PF5 

08 + OA - 10-7 -1 - 10-7 -1 em em 

0 ~ 1 169 • .5. 105.2 

1+ 2 164.4 100.9 

2 ..... 3 158.6 95.9 

3 -+ 4 153.8 89.8 
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Table 5. Relative population of V 
7 

vibrational levels for PF 
5 

at 298°K 

-1 
assuming 175 ·em . spacings. • 

Level Degeneracy Population 

0 1 .32 

1 2 -;;·28 

2 3 .18 

3 4 .10 

4 5 .06 

5 6 .03 

6 7 .01 

7 8 .01 
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_ IV. RING PUCKERING IN FOUR-MEMBERED, 
PSEUDO FOuR-MEMBERED, AND FIVE-MEMBERED RINGS 

A. Derivation of Puckering Potentials for Four-M.embered; 
Pseudo Four-Membered, and Five-Membered Rings 

In this chapter we will explore ring puckering in four-membered, 

pseudo four-membered, and five-membered.rings. The molecules we 

will pay particular attention to are displayed in Fig. 1. The 

appropriate ring puckering symnietry coordinates for these types of 

molecules can be found .in Fig. 2. In 4-membered rings the puckering 

motion occurs in only one dimension (SB ), while in 5-membered rings 
1 

there are two d_egenerate puckering coordinates (SE" , SE" )-. In the 
2a 2b 

pseudo 4-membered rings one of the coordinates is a torsion about a double 

bond (sA
2

) and is e:xpected to occur at much higher energythan the other 

motion (SB ). Therefore inpseudo 4-mernbered rings the puckering 
2 

can be treated as a one dimensional motion. 

The molecules under consideration consist of an entirely a-bonded 

framework, with the exception of cyclopentene which contains a 7f-bond. 

The electronic structures ~.of such "saturated" (rio 7f bonds) arid 

"slightly'i unsaturated (one 7f bond) rings are diagrammed in Fig. 3. 

The most general- feature of these systems is the existence of many 

* 32 cr-<J type transitions at a relatively high energy (9-10 eV). In 

the case of the slightly unsaturated rings there are a cluster of 

* * 33,34 * lower energy 7f-7f , cr-7r transitions, however the 7f orbitals- are 

not.expected to contribute significantly to the puckering potential~ 

The 1r* orbitals are localized primarily about the doubly bonded carbons. 
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. Trimethylene Oxide (TMO) 

'Cyclopentene 

Trimethylene Sulfide (TMS) 

/CH~ 

c\. . ;H2 

CH2 CH2 

· Cyclopentone 

XBL 744-6140 

Fig. L Examples of four-membered, pseudo fout-membered, and 

five-membered rings .. 
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t 
sa, 

4 Membered ring {C 2v> Pseudo 4 Membered ring {C2vJ 

. 5 Membered ring {D5h> 

XBL 744-6141 

Fig. 2. Ring puckering symmetry coordinates for 4-membered 

pseudo 4-membered and 5-membered rings • 
..' 
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CJ ---..:.---.-

Saturated ring 
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, .. 

2///2/722 rr * 

a-,rr 
Slightly unsaturated ring 

XBL 744-6142 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the electronic structure of the 

·. excited states of saturated and slightly unsaturated 

cyclic compounds. 
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During the puckering motion the doubly bound carbons move as a single 

unit (Fig. 2) which preserves the local symmetry about these carbons. 

* ;'hese factors imply that the 7f orbitals are weakly coupled to the 

rest of the ring system during the distortion. As a result they don't 

participate strongly in the puckering process and will be ignored. 

We saw in earlier chapters on MX
3

, and MX
5 

molecules that one 

particular electronic transition could be identified as coupling 

strongest to the distortion coordinate· (s). In ring systems the 

situation is not as clear cut. From the electronic structure diagram 

(Fig. 3) we see that there are many e~cited electronic states in an 

energy range (t:.E) small compared to the t:ransition energy (M:. 
0

) • 

In this.cluster there will be many states of the proper symmetry 

coupled to' the ground electronic state via the puckering motion. This 

complicates matters considerably as the resulting determinant would 

be of hi~h order, assuming of course that we could.identify all the 

involved excited electronic states in the first p~ace. Fortunately, 

symmetry considerations permit a simplification of the determinant 

to a form whose roots can be found analytically. 

The construction of the determinant proceeds as in earlier 

chapters. First we determine the ground electronic state of the various 

molecules. 

lA 
1 (C2v) 4-membered ring (TMO, TMS) . (la) 

1 
(C ) Pseudo 4-membered (cyclopentene) (lb) Al 2v ring 

lA' 
1 (D5h) 5-membered ring (Cyclopentane) (lc) 
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These_all have totally synunetric ground electronic states. This is 

because there are an even number of electrons in all the systems, 

_with a maximum o~bital degeneracies of two (D5h) and one (c2v). 

Because the degeneracy is one irl c2 molecules. all the electrons 
v 

must be paired, hence a singlet state. In the cyclopentane molecule 

3 (D5h) we can attribute one basis orbital (sp on carbon, ls on 

hydrogen) per valence electron. This implies that of the possible 

2n (n is an inte_gel;') linear combination of basis orbitals, n molecular 

orbitals will be filled by 2n electrons. Thus cyclopentane also 

has a singlet spin in the ground electronic state. 

The synunetries of the ground electronic state and the puckering 

coordinate determines the allowed synunetry of the excited electronic 

states . which can couple to the ground elect-ronic state in the 

linear matrix element. For the molecules under consideration here 

the allowed synunetry of the excited electronic states are 

lB 
1 

(TMO, TMS) c2v (2a) 

lB 
2 

(Cyclopentene) c 2v 
(2b) 

lE" 
2 

(Cyclopentane) D5h (2c) 

In the one dimensional cases (c
2
v) the determinant of the linear 

matrix elements will have the form 



llA ) 
,' 1 

/ 

11Bl,2(1)) 

llBl 2(2) 
' 

where 

where we define 

llAl) 

al 

a2 

... E: 

s 

s 

Bl 2 
' 

Bl 2 
' 

!J.E = 
0 
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llBl 2 (1) ) llBl 2 (2)» . . . llBl 2(n) ) 
' ' . ' 

al s a2 s . . . . a s 
Bl 2 Bl 2 n Bl,2 ' . ' 

!J.E - E 
0 

0 !J.E - e 
0 

0 

!J.E - E 
0 

(

. ClH ) . I v I 
()SB 

1,2. So 

1 . . 
Bi,2(n) ) (4a) 

(4b) 

The notation B1 2 
means we use the B1 coordinate in the four membered 

' 
.ring case (2a) and the B2 coordinate in the pseudo ·four-membered ring 

case (2b). For simplicity, we will use just the B1 coordinate in 

(3) 
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the remaining equations? because the identical equations result for 

. the,B2 coordinate. In constructing the determinant'we have made two 

. ·assumptions. One is that ~E << ~E 
0 

(Fig. 3) which was discussed 

previously. The second approximation is in neglecting coupling to ·· 

other modes. In the one dimensional case (C
2

) the other modes 

which can couple to B
1 

.
2 

are determined by the direct product of 
' 

the excited electronic states. The direct product is B1 , 2 x B1 , 2 = A1 . 

This tells us that only vibrational modes of A
1 

symmetry can couple 

to the ring puckering mode •. 

,For planar rings anA
1 

motion can be a symmetrical stretching 

of the bonds or art in plane bending motion. As in earlier chapters 

we do not eXpect the A1 coordinates to couple strongly to the 

distortion mode, hence the A
1 

contribution to the determinant• (3) 

is ignored. 

e: 

The determinant (3) yields the following polynomial equation in 

·n - e:(~e: - e:) 
0 

n 2 n-1 2 
( ·.~ ) (~e: - e:) s = 0 
K=l ~ o. . Bl 

This can be solved exactly to give 

where 

2 a = 
1 

2 
~e: 

0 

(6) 

n 

L: (6a) 
K=l 
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The puckering potential is defined qy adding the usual quadratic 

term to the lower root of Eq. (6) to give 

V(SB ) ·-
1 

For cyclopentane 

I1A' ) .. 1 

!1A' > . 1 - 8 

llEZa (1) > al SE,; 
2a 

jlE'' (1) > al SE" . 2b 2b 

llE" (n) > a SE" 2a n 2a 

llE" (~) ) a SE" 2b n 2b 

(D5h) the determinant is 

jlE" (1) ) 2a · llEzb (1) > • 

al SE" . 
2a 

al SE" 
2b 

!18 - 8 
0 

!18 - 8 
0 

0 

(7) 

llE" (n) ) 
2a 

I +E" (n)> 2b 

a SE" a SE" n 2a n 2b 

0 

!18 - 8 
0 

f:J.8 - 8 
0. 

(8) 
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(n)) = ( lA' 
1 

/J.c. = £ - £ 
0 1~11 lil, 

2 1 

(9a) 

(9b) 

The same two approximatio~s as used in the one dimensional case have 

been used for cyclopentane. However we have ignored more coupling 

terms here due to the two dimensional nature of puckering in 5 member 

rings. ·The possible coupling modes are determined by Ez x EZ = 

A' + A' + E1' • The resulting polynomial equation in £ is 1 2 

n · n . 2 n 1 2 2 
- c.(!J.c. -c.) -(~ a ) (!J.£ -£) - (SE" + SE" ) = 0 

o K=l K 0 2a 2b 

• This can be solved exactly to yield 

with 

2 a 

n 

1 ·L: 2 
= /J.c.o2 K=l aK 

(10) 

(11) 

(lla) 
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The determinant and resulting solution fore look very similar-to the 

one dimensional case, the difference being the inclusion of another 

·.·dimension in the puckering motion. Addition of the quadratic terms 

defines the puckering potential for cyclopentane. 

V (SE" , SE" ) 
.2a 2b 

(12) 

This form can be ex{>ressed conveniently in polar coordinates as 

(13) 

where we find that there is no angular dependence to the potential. 

The lack of angular dependence implies a free pseudorotation. This 

. . 35-40 
supports experimental observations and earlier theoretical work. 

This aspect will be treated in more detail in the discussion section. 

The puckering potentials (7 ,13) derived in this chapter are 

identical in form to the inversion potential! for MX3 molecules 

(Chap. 1, Eq. 15). Therefore the. truncated forms and all the equations 

used to determine the potential parameters will also be the same. 

For the reader's convenience this information will be summarized. 

Refer to chapter 1 for details. 

The truncated forms of Eq. (7) and Eq. (13) are 

V (S ) 
:rune B1 , 2 

= 
. 2 
aSB 

1,2 
(14) 



VTrunc(p,S) 

where 

a 

b 
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2 . . 4 
= - ap + bp 

K 
0 = 4 

K 
0 = -.-2 

as 
0 

(15) 

.(16a) 

(16b) 

S
0 

is replaced by p
0 

for the n5h potential (15). S is the value of 
o. 

the puckering coordinate at the potential minimum. K represents 
0 

the actual cunvature at the potential minimum and can initially be 

approximated by the normal coordinate force constant. CoDrections 

to K
0 

can be made iteratively as described in th~ MX3 chapter. 

The equations which determine the parameters a, K, and /st. for 
0 

the full puckering potentials (7,13) are 

4 a 
= 

K 
0 

8 /st. s 2 
0 0 

(17a) 

(17b) 
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B. Comparison of Derived The~retically Puckering Potentials 
to Empi,riaally Deriveq Puckering Potentials · 

/ It is interesting to compare the various potentials empirically 

determined for ringpuckering in 4-membered, pseudo 4-membered, and 

5-membered rings with the forms derived in this work~ These previous 

potentials inch1de 

12460z2 56014oz4 + 130.2 exp(-268.0z2) 
41 v = + (TMO) -1 

(18a) 
em 

. 2 4 (TM0)42 v = - 6738z + 742220z · 
-1 (18b) 

em 

v . 2 
506000z4 (TMS)43 = - 23500z + -1 

(19) 
em 

2 4 44 
v -1 = - 33850z + 123400z (Cyclopentene) (20) 

em 

where 2(A) is an appropriately defined puckering coordinate. A 

comparison of calculated and observed energy. levels for these potentials 

can be found in Table 1, 2 and 3. The most interesting feature· of these 

tal>les is the excel.lent agreement between .the calculated and observed 

transitions for such a simple form of the potential. In the TMO 

work42 it was fou~d th~t the two parameter potential (18b)', where 
. . . . . ' 

an inverted parabolic barrier was used, gave an overall more accurate 

fit to the experiment than the four parameter form Eq. (18a), where 

.the potential barrier was constrained to be gaussian. Similar results 

31 were noted by the workers on TMS. 'This indicates that this simple 
·"'"· 

form must be very close to the true pot~ntial. This also demonstrates 

that there.is a "preferred" form for the puckering potential, and 
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that empirically choosing a different .form with more adjustable 

parameters does not-insure an_imp:t1oved or even·equivalent.fit to 

experiment. In addition to the molecule,s discussed in detail here 

it should.be mentioned that the two parameter potential 

v 
. 2 . 4 

- ax + bx (21) 

has given very accurate results for nearly all 4-membered and pseudo 

. . 45 
4-membered ring molecules. 

The. success of the two parameter form Eq. (21) can be understood 

in terms 'Of the potentials derived in this chapter. We see that 

Eq~ (21) is nothing more than the truncated fortn Eq. (14) of t"!"te 

. full potential (7). The fact that the truncated form does such 

a good job implies that the expansion of the full potential (Chap. 1, 

Eq. (16)) is valid. 'The criterion for the validity of the expansion 

was that 1 >> 4a.2s 2 
0 

This criterion can be tested in the molecules 

considered here •. 'The results are indicated in Table 4. K was 
0 

determined from the corresponding literature potentials (18,19,20) 

by the relation K = 4a 
0 

Eq. (16a). S
0

, the potential minimum, was 

also calculated from the potentials. fj£. was approximated from 
0 

published spectra ·on cyclic hydrocarbons,32 where by observatmon 

most cyclic .. sys terns had absorptions averaging - "-0,000 

· (1. 4 mdyn-A) • a. is theri. solved for by Eq. (17 a) • 

-1 em 
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From Table 4 wesee that the expansionparameter, 4a2s 2 , is 
0 

much smaller for TMO than for TMS and cyclopentene. This indicates 

-that the truncated form of the potential (14).approximates the full 

potential (7) more accurately for TMO than for TMS and cyclopentene. 

· Con'sequently the energy levels calculated for TMO using the truncated 

potential should be closer to the observed levels than !or the analogous 

computations in .TMS and cyclopentene (Tabies 1,2,3). The agreement 

·between experiment and calculation is substantially better in TMO 

(Table 1) than in TMS (Table 2) or cyclopentene (Table 3). Because 

TMS and cyclopentene have almost identical values for the expansion 

parameter, 4a2s 2 (Table4), we might expect the difference between 
. 0 

computed and observed transitions in both cases to be of ·similar sizes. 

This is confirmed .by comparing Table 2(TMS) with Table 3 (cyclopentene~. 

In the TMS and cyclopentene cases we find that the higher levels, 

calculated by the truncated potential, occur on the high frequency 

side of the observed transitions. This indicates that the outer walls 

of the·truncated potential are too steep. The theory devived in the 

first section is in agreement with this observation. This can be 

demonstrated by-looking at the next higher term (beyond fourth order) 

in the expansion of the full potential (7). This gives 

V'-(S) = (22) 

Because this term is negative, it implies that the full potential (7) 

will have less·steep outer walls than the truncated form (14). 
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Cyclopentane is different from the other molecules discussed so 

far in that it has two degenerate puckering coordinates (Fig. 2) • 

. . This lead to a ~two dimensional potential (12) which could be 

conveniently expressed in polar coordinates ~q. (13). In the polar 

form the potential did not contain any angular dependence, which 

is analogous to the problem of a rot·ating-vibrating diatomic molecule 

constrained to rotate in a plane. Hence, cyclopentane is said to 

undergo a free pseudorotation. 

In previous theoretical investigations on cyclopentane37 it 

has been proposed that the absence of an angular term in the potential 

is primarily a geometrical consequence, because it appeared to be a 

feature independent of the detailed nature of the assumed intermolecular 

forces. This work confirms this observation and demonstrates its 

origin in a straightforward manner. 

Angular barrie.rs can arise from two different types of coupling. 

The first type is the coupling of a degenerate coordinate with other 

vibrational motions.. This is generally a small effect because the 

coupling term.willdepend inversely on the force constant of the "other" 

mode(s). These other modes(s) usually occur at substantially higher 

energy than the puckering motion, and will have a "large" force 

·constant. The second type of coupling, and the ~ost important, is 

the coupling of a degenerate pair of. coordinates to themselves. We 

saw an example of this in th~ MX5 chapter, where the angular barrier 

in VF5 arose from this type of self coupling. In MX
5 

(D
3
h) molecules 

the possible coupling modes were defined. by E' x E' = E' + A ' +A ' . 1 2 ' 
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which shows that the E' coordinate can couple to itself. For cyclopentane 

we found that E II X E II .;, A ' + A ' + E ' 2 . 2 2 1 1 so that the puckering 

,.coordinate E
2

" cannot couple to itself. The only source of an angular 

term in cyclopentane is from coupling of the first type, which implies 

a small or even negligible angular barrier(s). Because these arguments 

are based mainly on group theory concepts, the geometrical basis of 

pseudorotation in cyclopentane is confirmed. 

Another interesting aspectof the cyclopeiltane potential is 

the barrier height to planarity. The calculation of· the barrier 

height was done with the full potential (13) rather than the truncated 

form (15). 2 2 
A look at Table 4 shows that for cyclopentane 4a S 

0 

is equal to 1. 32 which indicates that the expansion of the full 

pota.atial converges very: slowly. With·the uncertainty in the lo~ation 

of the potential minimum, p ,
46 calculated from different types of 

0 

experiments, and the approximations used in pinpointing b.E the 
. . 0 

calculated range of the potential barrier to planarity is 

-1 
2,300-2,600 em. Pitzer and Donath

35 estim~ted the barrier at 

-1 1,680 em ' by taking into account c-c-c bond angle strain, torsional 

forces, and nonbonded interactions. 
3Q 

Allinger and co-workers - found 

-1 the barrier to be 2,220 em , using a semiclassical approach. Finally, 

38 -1 Hoyland placed the barrier at 2,820 em using an SCF model. 
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Table 1. Comparison of calculated and observed transitions in TMO. 

From the work of Borgers et a1. 42 

V -1 = -6738z2 + 742220z4 (See 18b) · em 

Transition 

0-1 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-5 

5-6 

6-7 

7-8 

8-9 

9-10 

10-11 

. -1 
Calculated (em ) 

53.4 

89.9 

104.8 

118.2 

129.2 

138.7 

147.1 

154.7 

161.6 

168.0 

174.0 

. . -1 
Observed (em ) 

53.4 

89.9 

104.7 

118.1 

128.8 

138.9 

147.3 

155.0 

161.6 

168.2 

174.9 
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Table 2. Comparison of calculated and observed transitions in TMS. 

From the work of Borgers and Strauss. 43 

v -1 ·em 

Transition 

0-1 

l-2 

3'-4 

4-5 

5-6 

. 7-8 

a....:9 

9-10 

10-11 

2 . 4 
= -23500z + 506000z 

-1 Calculated (ern ) 

.27 

139.8 

86.1 

63.2 

85.0 

100.8 

107.9 

114.3 

120.2 

(See 19) 

. -1 
Observed (em ) 

.27 

138.3 

85.7 

62.7 

84.3 

99.7 

107.6 

114.0 

J 118.3 

... 
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Table 3. Comparison of calculated and observed transitions in 

cyclopentene. 
. . 44 

From the work of Laane and Lord. 

Transition 

0-1 

1-2 

2-,.3 

3-4 

4-5 

5-6 

6-7 

7;...8 

8-9 

9.:...10 

10-11 

. 2 . 4 
V ...:1 = ..,.33850z + 123400z (See 20) em 

.79 

126.6 

23.6 

81.7 

176.2 

91.7 

100.1 

108.2 

115.3 

121.8 

127.8 

-1 Observed (em ) 

.91 

127.1 

25.2 

83.1 

76.6 

92.0 

99.8 

107.5 

113.3 

119.4 

126.1 

/ 
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. 36 42-44 Table 4.· Exper1mental ' . and derived parameters for some cyclic 

compounds. 

TMO 

TMS 

Cyclopentene 

Cyclopentane 

K 
0 

.54 

1.78 

2. 71 

1.43 

s 
0 

(A) 

Mass 

(amu) 

.067 97.2 

.152 104.7 

.117 155. 'i 

.48 28.1 

!J.t. 
0 

(mdyn--A.) 

1.4 

1.4 

1.4 

1.4 

1.9 .065 

1.8 .30 

2.2 .27 

1.2 1.32 
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V. PSEUDOROTATION IN IF7 AND ReF
7 

A. Derivation of Pseudorotation Potentials for IF
7 

and ReF
7 

In this chapter we will consider.distortions of a MX
7 

molecule 

from a n5h structu;re. The molecules· which wi_ll be specificaliy 

studied are IF7 and ReF7 • The symmetry coordinates for a MX
7 

(D5h) 

molecule are drawn in Fig. i. The distortion lvhich will be discussed 

is. one along the Ez symmetry coordinates (Slla/;llb). This is 

equivalent to the puckering of a s~member (n5h) ring, which was 

discussed in detail for cyclopentane i~ the previous chapter. However 

for MX7 molecules there is an addi tiona! feature, the coupling of the 

axial bend s7 (Ei) to the puckering motion. For cyclopentane we 

found that ·the possible modes which could couple to the puckering 

were defined by EZ x E2 = Ei + Ai + Az• In a MX7 molecule there 

are no Az modes, three Ei modes, and two Ai modes (Fig. 1). For 

reasons to be discussed later, we will couple only the axial bend 

s7(Ei) to the distortion coordinates s11 (E2)· 

As in MX
3 

and MX5 molecules the distortion in the MX7 case can 

be considered to arise from a coupling of the ground electronic state 

to a certain electronic state via 

The electronic structures of both 

the distortion coordinates,Slla' 
47 . 

IF 7 , and ReF 
7 

are diagrammed 

. in Figs. 2 and 3. We see ·that both IF
7 

and ReF7 have a. totally 
. . 1 

symmetric ground electronic state Ai· The only allowed symmetry 

1 . 
of the ex~ited electronic state that couples to the Ai ground 

electronic via the E2 distortion coordinate must b'e 1Ez. In both 
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Dsh 
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A' 4 ~ 1-
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A
ll 1 ~ . 
2-

A~ 1 ~ 

IF7 14e-

• 

A11 A'1 A"2., E'1 E' 
._;__..;...__.:=....--.;.._..;2 2 p 

7F 

Ground State: (A'1 >
2 ( Elx >2 ( Efy> 2 ( A'2>2 ( E20 >2 ( E2t»2 (A~ >2 1AI 

XBL 744-6137 

Fig. 2. Molecular orbital diagram for IF r 
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Fig. 3. Molecular orbital diagram for ReF 7' 
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IFi and ReF7 there will be many transitions leading to 1E2 excited 

states, however to pick the one that contributes most to the distortion 
,· 

·'process we can use the same guidelines as in the MX
5 

chapter. These 

were (i) the molecular orbital from which-the ~lectron is excited 

should be localized on the atoms involved in the distortion,,(ii) 

the excited molecular orbital into which the electron goes should be 

one that can best help stabilize the distorted geometry. These factors 

indicate that the distortion process is facilitated by a charge 

transfer process in which charge is transfer~ed from an orbital 

localized on the liga,nd atoms to an excited molecular orbital localized 

on the central atom. This transfer of charge should have the effect of 

relieving some of the repulsive forces due to the proximity of the 

five equatorial atoms. With these considerations themost reasonable 

choice of transitions is froin the Ei (F2p) orbital to the E1" (5 dxz,yz) 

orbitals localized on the central atoms (Re, I)• The symmetr.;i:.es of 

the excited states f·ormed by· this transition will be E1 ' x E1'' = 

E2"+ A1" + A2" which c~ntains the species ~f interest, ~2 ". 
We are now in a position to construct the matrix of the linear 

term in the electronic basis l lA ) 11E" ) 11E" ) The ma·trix 
. 1 ' 2a · ' 2b • 

can be written as 

I • 



I1A' ) 1 

11Ai) - £ 

llE" ) 
2a 

1·" I E2b > 

where 

c - ( 1 ' I ( ClHV )· 
11 - A1 ~s11a s 

0 

..;.92-

11E." ) 
. 2a 

c7ys7y + 11£ -£ 
0 

c7x87x 

11E" ) . 2b 

c11811b 

c7x 87x 

11E" ) 
2b 

- ( 1E" 1(3Hv ) 
2b as

7 8 y 0 

1
1E" ) 

2b 

.( ClH ) C ·= ( lE" I __ v llE" > 
7x 2a as7x s 2b 

0 

where we define £ = 0 
lA' 

1 

(1) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

. (2c) 

Fmr simplicity we can work with the determinant of the matrix (1) in the 

form 

llE'' ) 
2a 

j1E" ) 
2b 

1
1A' ) . 1 

-£ 

llE" ) 
2a 1

1E" ) . 2b 

- B + /1£ - £ 1 0 

(3) 
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The resulting polynomial equation in E is 

- E[(~Eo-:E)2- (B{,+ B22)] + 2AlA2B2- (Al2+A22)(~Eo-E) + Bl(A/-A22) ·= 0 

(5) 

With the assumption l!hat ~E0 >> E, B1·,. B
2

, which should be valid for 

small distortions, the cubic equation (5) can be simplified to a second 

order equation in E. 

-E(~E -E) + 
0 

(A 2 + A 2) 
1 2 = 0 

This equation shows explicity the coupling of the puckering motion 

(6) 

(A1 ,A2
) to the axial bend (B1 ~ B2). In the limit that the coupling 

co~stants c7x a:nd c7y are zero,,the second and third terms in Eq. (!D) 

would vanish. and we would be left with essentially the same equation 

as·in the cyclopentane molecule. The roots of Eq. (6) are 
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. 
E = .!_b.E [1±(1+ ~- {(A2+A2) 

2 . 0 /1e:2 1 2 
(Z) 

0 

·This can be recast into the original coordinates (4) to yield 

where 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

The full distortion potential, including axial coupling, is defined 

by adding the appropriate quadratic terms to .the lower root of Eq. (8). 

(10) 
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The leading terms of an expansion ofEq. (10) which couple the EZ and 

E'J. modes are of the.form 

We can solve for the Ei motion in terms of the Ez mode by requiring 

the Ei coordinates to follow the E2 motion in such a way as to 

minimize the potential energy Eq. (10). This can be accomplished 

by taking .· av /()SE I . = 0 and solving the resulting equation for Ei 
1 

in terms of E2· The equivalent approximation was made in the MX5 

chapter (Eqs. 8,9) to reduce a two dimensional potential to a one 

dimensional potential. 

an . -· av 1" ~ ·~ coup e + K S = 
as·7x ~ as7x 7 7x 

s7x = 

The same approximation applied to s 7Y gives 

s7y = 
2 

(Sllb 

(12) 

(13) 

These equations for s
7 

, s
7
. can be. substituted back into V in y · x · couple 

Eq. • (11). 



./ 

v couple 

2' 4 6e: .. a 
0 = ----
K7 

...;96-

In this form :(14) thelte is an: angular dependence to the potential · 

.in the form of the cross terms in s11a and s11b. If we assume that 

B ~ 8 'Eq. (14) takes on· a particularly simple form. 
y X 

v couple 

There is no angular dependence to Eq. (15) if polar coordinates are 

introduced. For simplicity, and also because it seems physically 

plausible that. s7y ~ s7x' we will use form Eq. (15) for Vcouple 

in the remainder of this chapter. 

In this ·approximation (15) the full potential (10) reduces 

to just a function of the EZ coordinates. 

where 

(14) 

(15) 

·• 

(16) 

·~. 

(17) 
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tn polar c.oordinates (p ,8) the full potential in Eq. (16) becomes 

(18) 
/ 

The truncated form of Eq. (18) will look like 

2 4 = - ap + bp (19) 

where a,b are adjustable parameters. 

In order to get quantitative values for the three parameters· of the 

full potential in Eq. (18), a, o, Kll,. we must find three linearly 

independent relati'Ot!.ships among them. Using the two·derlvative 

conditions (1) first derivative ofthe potential is zero at p=O 

(potential maximuril) and at p=p (eq1J:hlibrium geometry), and (2) the 
0 

second derivative equals the curvature R . (~ force constant) at the 
. 0 

equilibrium position p , we can get two relationships. These are 
0 

k 
= ---0'-----::-

8.::1£ p 2 
0 0 

(20a) 

(20b) 
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You might recall that in, the MX5 chapter there were also three 

parameters, and using conditions on the derivativeswe were abme 

. to quantitatively define all three (Chap. 2, Eq. (15a,b,c)). In the 

M:x
5 

case. the origin of the third relationship was that the third 

derivative of the potential be zero at the potential maximum. This 

insured that the symmetry was of the double minimum variety. However, 

the lack of ·a cubic term in the MX
7 

potential means the third 

derivative is always identically zero regardless of the values of the 

three parameters.· Hence, we must look elsewhere for another 

relation. 

We can find this third equation in the form of the coupling 

relationships in Eqs. (12,13) in conjunction with the definition of 

o in Eq. (17). Irt the apprrm:imation S :::::: B in Eq. (15) it turns diut 
X ·Y 

that the magnitude.of the axial bend ls7 1. is constant and can be 

related to the puckering coordinate p as 

(21) 

where we now have the three Eqs. (20a, 20b, 21) ·to solve for a, o, 

K11 • In Eq. (21) ls
7
1 and p

0 
are determined by electron diffraction 

. 48 49 
measurements, ' and K7 is simply the force constant of the axial 

bend. 
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· B. 'Definition of Coordinate System an.H Estimate 
of Some Potential Parameters 

The symmetry coordinates for the axial bend (S
7

) and the equatorial 

50 
puckering mode (s

11
) are defined by 

r 
M-F(ax) 

s7x = 15 [(L1B2ti+L1B27-L1B56-L11357)sin72o + (L1B36+L1B37-L1B46-L1B47)sin 144o] 

c22a) 

(22b) 

(23a)! 

r 

sllb =. M-~eq) r (L1Bl6-L1Bl7) + (L1B26-L1B27+L1B56-L1B57) cosl44 

(23b) 

where rM-F is the M-F bond distance, and L'lBij is the change in angle 

between the equatorial ·fluorines (1,2',3,4,5) and the axial fluorines 

(6,7) •. For the axial coordinates in Eqs. (22a, 22b) the terms L1B
16

, L'lB-17 
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also represent ~he angular displacement from the linear axial configura-

tion, since the motion in s7y is directed towards one of the equatorial 

.'a toms (Fig. 1) • 

represents the 

arrangement of 

·.convert easily 

For the puckering motion (23a, 23b) ~13 .• also 
l.J 

angle of a·M-F bond with a hypothetical planar 
eq 

the five equatorial atoms. This fact allows us 

from the coordinate system used in the electron 

to· 

diffraction work48 , 49 to the symmetry coordinates in Eqs. (22,23). The 

electron diffraction coordinates were, 

0 'IT 
ai = a cos2 <s i + ~) i = 1, ••• , 5 

where ai is the angle the i' th fluorine makes with the hypotheHcal 

planar ring. The parameter, ~' is the phase of the distortion, in 

(24) 

the sense of the relative amounts of s11a and s11b. That is, ~=0 

corresponds to a distortion just along Sllb' while ~=45° corresponds 

to just Slla' and intermediate phases, 0° ~ ~ ~ 45°, represent some 

48 linear combination of s11a and s11b. If we now take ~=0 we have 

in effect defined s11b because the d.i are identical to the ABij" 

With Sllb quantitatively fixed, so is the equilibrium geometry,p
0

• 

Because 
= 

it (p 0 ) is independent of the relative phase(~) of s11a·artd Sllb' 

therefore the choice ~=0 is for convenience. For ~=0 we have.s11a=O 

which leaves p o = 1 s11b 1 • 
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The conversion of the diffraction parameter ((3) for the axial 

bend to the synnnetry coor.dinate in Eq. (22) is also straightforward. 
[l;J 

The parameter (3 represents the magnitude of the axial bend, where 

(3 is the M-F(ax) bond angle relative to a linear arrangement of the 

axial fluorines. We can identify (3 directly with t:.S16 and t:.S17 in 

s
7
y. In the preceding section we saw that the magnitude of· the axial· 

bend ls71 was. constant (21), thus the absolute value of s7y' which 

is fixed by (3, also represents ls7 1. 
The mass (m11) associated with the puckering mode (s11) can be 

taken as the inverse of the corresponding G-matrix element~50 

= (25) 

where~· is the mass of a fluorine atom. Wilson's high frequency approxi-

. 11 
i d d h k b h . 1 mat1.on s not nee e for t e puc ering motion ecause t ere 1.s on y 

one mode of EZ symmetry for a MX7 (D5h).molecule (Fig. 1). Hence, 

there·are no cross terms in the G-matrix. Defining the axial bend 

mass (m7) is more involved, because there are three Ei motions (Fig. 1).' 

For simplicity, and also b.ecause the axial mot'ion is not our primary 

interest, the mass (m
7

) will be approximated by its diagonal component 

in the G-matrix', 50 

5I1}r + 10~ 
(·26) 
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where~ is the mass of the central atom (M). 

The force constants associated with the puckering mode (R ) and 
0 

axial bend (k
7

) were calculated by the equation 

(27) 

where, with m (amu) and V(}+l (cm-1), K will be in mdyn/A (Chap. 1, 

Eq. (33)) •. 

Since theE 11 mode.is inactive51- 53 in both the Raman and 
2 . . £" 

2 infrared,.a suitable guess must be made for V(}+l of the puckering 

motion before k can be calculated.via Eq. (27). A good approximation 
0 

to the E2 motion in MX
7 

(D
5
h) molecules is the T

2
u mode of octahedral 

MX
6 

molecules. A visual comparison of the T2u mode (Fig. 4) with the 

Slla coordinate· (Fig. 1) shows that these two motions are almost 

identical. 
54 

Therefore the Tzu fundamentals of ReF6 and ~eF6 . (IF6 

does not exist) should be reasonable guesses for the E" fundamentals 
E11 . 

2 E" 
. 2 . -1 2 

of ReF7 and IF7 • We will take VO't'l (ReF7) = 150 em and V(}+l 

(IF
7

) ·= 200 cm-l (Table 1). An independent check of this approach 

·isprovided,in that the Tiili bend for MX6 molecules (Fig. 4) is 

similar .. to the A2 (S 
4

) mode (Fig. 1) in MF 
7 

molecules. 

1 . -1 17 
VT.. = 257 em- and in TeF

6 
VT = 325 em • For ReF 7 

· lu . 17 . . . _1 lu MX6 . MX7 and in IF7 VA 11 = 365 em • We see that VT <VA 11 • 

2 lu 2 

For ReF
6 

v ., = 299 
A. II 

2 
This is 

em -1 

physica1ly reasonable in that MX
7 

molecules contain an extra equatoDial 

fluorine which should lead to a slightly steeper potential for the 

umbrella type motion due to increased F-.F repulsion. The extra 
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T1u (bend) 

XBL 744-6139 

Fig. 4. Tlu (bend) ~nd T2 u symmetry coordinates 

for an octahedral molecule •. 
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equatorial fluorine should not be as big a factor in the T2u, E
2

" 

motions,due to the simmetry of the modes. The. corresponding comparison 

between the T2u, E2" motions should be better than the A2", Tlu 

comparison. 

The electronic transition anergy !J.E (
1
A' + 

1
E

2
") was approximated 

0 1 ' ' 

in both IF 
7 

and ReF 
7 

due to a lack of published ultrauiolet spectra_,. 

In the case of ReF
7

, !J.E
0 

was crudely estimated as the difference19 in 

energy between a F(2p) orbital and a Re(5d) orbital (Fig. 3), which 

-1 A places /::,.E ~ 65,000 em (1. 3 mdyn/ ) • Because the 5d orbitals of 
0 . 

I are virtual orbitals (not occupied in the I electronic ground state), 

it is more difficult to estimate /::,.E
0 

than for ReF
7

• However the 5d's 

on I will. be substantially higher in energy than those of Re, so· 

-1 . A M:. is arbi~rarily placed at /::,.E ~ 100,000 em (2 mdyn/ ) • 
0 0 

With M:.
0

, k
0

, k
7

, p
0

, and ls
7
1 now quantitatively defined it 

' · is possible to find. quantitative puckering potentials for IF
7 

and ReF 
7 

using the relations (20a, 20b, 21). The final results are found in 

'fable 2. 

c. Discussion of Other Work on IF
7 

and ReF
7 

The. mast direct evidence for dis tort ions in IF 
7 

and ReF 
7 
is from 

48,49 
electron diffraction measurements. - It was concluded from an 

analysis of the radial distribution curves for both molecules that 

only a distortion along the·E2 (S1t coordinates coupled in a particular 

way to the axial bend Ei (s7) could account most precisely for the 

experimental data. The suggested coupling was of the form 
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(E") 2 (E') .· 
2 1 axial (28) 

which is identical to the coupling we have derived in the first 

section (11). One limitation of the diffraction experiments is that 

they could not supply direct evidence for a dynamic model (pseudo-

rotation). The diffraction work could only determine the magnitude 

of the puckering and axial distortion. · 

Electric field deflection experiments are compiimentary to the 

· diffraction work, in that they can distinguish between a static 

deformation and a pseudo-rotating model," assuming that there is 

some sort of dipole moment. If the dipole moment is static then its 

magnitude and orientation in the molecular frame will be essentially 

temperature independent. On the obher hand, if the dipole moment 

is fixed in.magnitude but changing orientation in the molecular frame 

(psuedorotating) its behavior will be strongly temperature dependent. 

Both IF7 and ReF7 show a strong temperature dependence in the field 

deflection work.55 Furthermore, ReF7 shows a stronger effect than IF7, 

which is in ·agreement with the larger axial distortion in ReF7, hence 

a larger dipole moment. The phenomenon of electric field 

deflection is discussed· in detail in the last chapter. The 

sketchy outline presented here is only to point out that there is 

strong evidence for a pseudorotating .; model in IF 
7 

·and ReF 
7

• From 

the form of the full potential (18) (no angular dependence) we have 

derived a pseudorotating model for both IF 7 and ReF
7 

•. 
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Our·assignrnent of the fundamental frequencies in IF
7 

and ReF
7 

can be found in Table 3. . 51-53 A comparison of various ass1gnrnents 

·.-for IF 
7 

and ReF 
7 

shows that there is strong disagreement over the 

assignment of the Ei axial bend (V
2
), the A2 umbrella motion (V

4
), 

the Ei equatorial stretch (V8)' and the El axial bend (VlO)' Claasen 

and co-workers 
53 

assigned v7 = 257 -1 
and v4 = 365 -1 in IF

7
, ern ern 

while Eysel and co-worke't"S 
52 

assigD.ed 363 -i and v4 257 v = ern = ern 
7 

Eysel based his assignment on a comparison of the band contours of 

these modes willh those expected for a static n
5
h structure. This is 

dangerous because the'axial bend (V2) is strongly coupled to the 

psuedorotating mode (E2) which could drastically change the nature 

of the expected band contours. Further evidence against Eysel's 

... 1 

assignment is the comparison of v
4

(A
2
") for MX

7 
molecules to VT .. (bend) 

Iti 
of MX6 molecules, where.for TeF15 VTl .= 325 crn-1 . If, as Eysel 

-1 MX{. u MX7 
proposes, V 

4 
= 25~ ern then VT· > VA" which is contrary to what 

lu 2 
was rationalized in the previous section. For these reasons we accept 

Claasen's assiirunent of v
4 

and v7 in IF7 . 

For IF7 Claasen places the Ei equatorial stretch at v8 = 352 
-1 ern 

. 

and the 
-1 . . -1 

E'i axial berld at v10 = 510 ern , while Eysel places v8 = 510 ern 

and v10 = 310 crn-1 . Claasen's unusual assignment of a stretching 

mode having a much lower frequency than a bending mode was motivated 

by an improved fit to the combination bands. This assignment is physically 

unreasonable, because we saw earlier that v
7 

which is also an axial bend 

.:..1 
occurs at 257 ern Thus v10 , also an axial bend, should occur at a 

similar frequency. .The problem of assigning combination and overtone 
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bands will in some part .be complicated. qy the pseudorotation mode. 

For these reasons Eysel's assignment of v10 and v
10 

is accepted ·here. 

Claasen's assignment of v
9 

and v10 in ReF
7 

has been changed to be 

consistent with the IF
7 

assignment. 

In addition to the problem of assigning the fundamentals for IF7 

and ReF 7 , . there is a striking difference in the appearance of the 

IF7 and ReF7 spectra. Claasen noted that53 "(1) two bond stretching, 

infrared-active fundamentals are found for IF
7

, where as only one is 

observed for ReF7, (2) two intense and highly polarized Raman bands 

are observed for IF7 and only. one for ReF7 , (3) the. infrared fundamentals 

of ReF7 have half-intensity widths roughly twice as great as those of 

IF7 ." We will comment on the first and third observations, as Claasen 

has already proposed a reasonable explanation·for the second observation. 

AnMX7 (n5h) molecule has 18 degrees of vibrational freedom which 

fall under the symmetry species 2A' + 2A" + 3E' + 2E '. + E" + E" 1 2 1 2 1 2 

:tFig. 1). The speCies Ai, El' E2 are Raman active, while A;i, Ei are 

infrared active and EZ is inactive in both Raman and infrared. The 

possible modes which can couple to the EZ distortion were defined by 

E" X E" = E' + A' + A' 2 . 2 1 1 2· Although we treated the axial bend (Ep 

coupling in detail, we would find the same general features for E" 
2 

coupling with the remaining Ei modes and the Ai modes (there is no 

A.2 mode). The leading coupling term for these other cases would be 

of the form 

v . 
couple = (E") 2 (r) 

2 
(29) 
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where r is an Ei or Ai coordinate, K is the force constant of the 

r mode, and 6 is a· p·roduct of linear matrix elements Eq. (11) . The 

·two Ai modes in MX7 molecules are synnnetrical stretches (Fig. 1) 

which occur at a relatively high ~nergy, thus K is large. The net 

effect would be a small coupling term (29), which means the Ai 

motions would be relatively unaffected by small or even moderate E" 
2 

distortions. There are two Ei bending modes and one Ei stretch. 

Because the Ei bend occurs at relatively low energy (small K) the 

coupling will be stronger than in ~he Ai case. The effe~t of coupling 

a degenerate Ei mode to the E2 distortion will be.two-fold (1) the 

Ei frequency will shift as a function of th~ E2 coordinates (2) the 

doubly degenerate Ei mode will be split by the coupling. Even.though 

the coupling to the Ei stretch will be weaker than the Ei bend, the 

removal of the degeneracy will enhance the broadening effect of the 

coupling. Because the Az stretch and Ei stretch occur at comparable 

frequencies in the infrared for IF7 ~ it is concieveable that the 

larger E2 distortion in the ReF7 case would sufficiently broaden the 

Ei stretch to, in effect, mask the A2 stretch. In summary,. the 

theory derived here predicts that the infrared fundamentals w:ill be 

perturbed much more by the E2 motion than the Raman bands. Also, 

the effect in ReF
7 

will be larger than in IF
7

. 

It was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter that only 

coupling of the axial bend to the E2 pucker would be considered. The 

reason for this is now clear, because the.axial·bend occurs at.much 

lower energy than the remaining Ei modes, and .the two Ai stretches 
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(Table 3). Hence, coupling to the axial bend will predominate over the 

other couplings. 

At the present time there are no published values for the barriers 

to planarity in IF
7 

and ReF7 • The estimates here place the IF7 barrier 

a t 1481 cm-l d h R F b i ·2.2.36 -l Th~ error of these an t e e 7 arr er at ·. em 

values will be on the order of the error in estimating 11£ • Since 
0 

there are no available ultraviolet spectra for IF
7 

or ReF
7 

there is no 

way to determine the error in 11£ • However, it is unlikely that the 
0 

approximate 11£
0 

's are beyond a ± 30% (2-_3 eV) range of their true values. 
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Table 1. Fundamental frequencies for the TiJ(bend) and T2u modes of 

the octahedral molecules TeF
6 

and.ReF
6

. 
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Table 2. Experimental and potential p·arameters for IF7 and ReF 7• 

Parat;~~.eter IF7 Re~7 

rM-F(eq) (A) 1.86 1.86 

r 
M-F(ax)(A) 1. 79 1. 79 

E" 
-1 2 

150 v11 (em ) 200 

mll (amu) 9.5 9.5 

k (md:{n) .224 .126 
0 

E' 
(em -1) v 1 257 .217 

7 

m7 (amu) 6.3 6.3 

k7 <mdr) .245 .175 

Po (A) .544 .630 

tJ.e (mdyn~A) 
0 

2 1.3 

ls71 (A) .230 .375 

a (f) .757 .867 

0 (f) .254 .283• 

kll <mdr) 1.83 1.39 

·. Barrier . to _1 Planarity (em ). 1481 2236 

; ' 
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Table 3. Assignment of Fundamental Frequencies for IF 7 and ReF 
7

. -

' 

·Fundameri tal Symmetry IF7 
-1 (em ) -1 ReF7 (em ) 

vl Ai. 676 736 

v2 A' 1 635 645 

v3 A" 2 670 703 

v4 A" 2 365 299 

v5 E' 1 746 703 

v6 E' 1 425 353 

v 7 E' 
1 

257 217 

v 8 E' 2 510 597 

v9 E' 2 352 489 

v1o E" 
1 310 352 

v11 E" . 2 (200)a (150) a ·. 

aThese are guesses based on TeF6, ReF6 (see calculation section). 
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Vl. PSEUDOROTATION IN XENON HEXAFLUORIDE. (XeF
6

) 

A. Theory: Derivation of the Pseudorotational Potential,Function (XeF6) 

The coordinate system which will be used· irt this chapter to describe 

the internal motions of XeF 
6 

are the symmetry coordinates of an octahedral 

(Oh) MX
6 

molecule. These are. pictured_'in Fig. 1. From the symmetry we 

see that distortions of.an MX
6 

molecule from an octahedral geometry can 

take place along pathways ir a twelve dimensional space. Our focus in 

this chapter will be primarily on distortions arising from T10 displace

ments (mostly S 
4

(T lu bend)), which are strongly coupled to the T2g (S5 ) 

mode. Other possible couplings will also be considered in detail. 

The electronic structure of XeF
6 

is diagrammed in Fig. 2. From the 

molecular orbital diagram (Fig. 2) we might expect that the first ex-

cited electronic state (T
1

u) is relatively close to the ground electronic 

state (
1

A
1
g), while the other excited electronic states are of .consider

ably higher energy than the Tlu state. The.re are. actually two T10 

states, a singlet 
1

T1u state. and a triplet 
3
T1u state, however ortho

gonality of the triplet spin on 3T
1

u with the singlet spin on 
1

A1g 

precludes coupling between these states. Spin-orbit effects can mix 

1 3 ' -or lu and. T lu. to modify this argument, which will be discussed in a later 

1 
In this section only coupling of the Tlu state with the 

1
Alg ground state via Tlu distortions will be considered. 

The possible .modes which can couple to a Tlu distortion are defined 

by Tl X Tl ' u u = A
1

. + E + T
1 

+ T2 • From Fig. 1 we ~in~ that the 
g ' g g g ' 

species A
1 

, ' g E , and T
2 

correspond to actual symmetry coordinates while 
g g ' 

Tlg does·not. In addition we note that T
2

u (s
6

) displacements do not 

couple to the Tlu distortions. Of the modes that couple, the T2gcs5) 

• I 
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5 

+ /4 • , 
34-- ...,.., ...... ..,.... ~ 

2~ t S1CA 10l jl 
t · S2a <Eo> Jf s2b<E9> 

6 
·• 

+ Jl' 

+ s3z(Tiu) 5 3x (Tiu) 53y(Tiu) 

,! ..... 
+ 

J'. Jf 

+ ' ---+ jl 
54z(Tiu) S4K(Tiu) 

.... 
54y(Tiu) 

~ 
~ 

+ 
+ 

5s~ty<Tzo> .... 
%yz<Tzo> 

;I 
5sxztTzo> 

...,.. ....... 

;I 

XB L 744-6125 

Fig. 1. Symmetry coordinates for an octahedral J:.1X
6 

(Oh) molecule. 
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* . 
Eg-.-.-

1 • 

T2g-·-.-

Gs 

* ~ --.--lu 

5p 

5s 

Xe GF 
Xe F6 (14e-) 

Ground State: (A ).2 (T ) 2 · (T ) 2 (T ) 2 (E ) 2 (E ) 2 (A* ) 2 lA 
. lg lux luy . luz ga gb lg . lg 

. 1st Excited State: (A ) 2 (T ) 2 (T ) 2 (T ) 2 (E ) 2 (E ) 2 (A*
18

) 
lg lux lu lu g ~ y z a ~b 

XBL 744-6126 
Fig. 2. Molecular orbital diagram of XeF

6
(on). 
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motion should be of lowest energy -since it is -a bending mode, while 

A
1

g(s
1

) and E
8

(s
2

) are. stretching modes. This implies that the T
2

g 

force constant is considerably smaller than that of Eg or Alg' hence 

its coupling to the T
1 

motion will be strongest. Essentially for the u . 

same reasoning as in all the previous chapters the coupling of the sym~ 

metrical stretch; Alg' to the distortion mode.· (T
1

u) will be ignored. 

The matrix of the linear terms in the T
1
u(s

3
,s

4
), Eg(s 2) and· 

T
2

g (S 
5

) coordinates arising from an expansion of the vibronic hamiltonian 

in synunetry coordinates can be evaluated in the electronic basis 1
1

T
1

u > , 

llTlu > , liT lu ) • 1 
y z 

llA ) 
lg 

llA ) 
lg 

-£ 

ILr > 'CJS3y +c4S4y lu 
y 

llT ) 
· lu c3S 3z +c4S 4z 

·Z 

where 

X 

llT ) .. llT ) llT ) 
i lux· lu lu · y z 

c3S 3x +c 4S 4x c3S3y+c4S4y c3S3z+c4S4z 

Cz 
!J.e: + -(-3S2b+/3S2 )-e: 

o 1:2 · a 

c5s5Xy 

c,.S 
5 J xz 

. c2 . 
!J.e: + -. (3S2b+vJS 2 )-£ c....S 

o 12- a :> 5yz 

. 2/3 
!J.e: - --c S -£ 

o ·~ 2·2a 

(1)· 

1 aHv . 1 1· aH 1 1 . aHv 1 
c = < Tu I (-;:;-s ) I Al > = < T I (~ ) I A > = < .T I (- ) I A > (2a) 

3 . X a 3x so . g Illy as3y so lg luz as3z so lg 

-~ 
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(2b) 

. 1 . I oHv 11 1 .I oHv I 1T . > c2 = < T
1 

(;r-
8 

) T
1 

> = <. T
1 

(;r-
8 

) 
1 

(same defin
1
iti"on 

Ux a 2a S . llx llx a 2b S ux · for 1T
1 

, T
1 

) (2c) 
0 0 ~ ~ 

1 I dHv 1 1 oHv 
cs=< T1u <as-) IT1u>=< Tlul<as-) 

x 5x y S y x 5xz S 
0 0 

where we define £ 1 
Alg 

(2d) 

= 0 (2e) 

For simplicity we can work with the determinant of Eq. (1) in the 

form 

I
1

A > llT ) llT ) 11 > 
lg lu lu Tlu 

X y z 

llA ) 
lg 

-£ Al A2 A3 

llTlu' > Al 11£
0

+C
1
-£ Bl .B2 

X 

llT ) 
lu A2 Bl 11£

0
+C

2
-c. B3 

y 

llT ) 
lu A3 B2 B3 11£

0
+C

3
-£ 

z 

(3) 
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where 

A = c353x + c454x (4a) 
1 

/ 

Az = c3S3y + c4S4y (4b) 

A3 = c3S3z + c454z (4c) 

(4d) 

(4e) 

(4f) 

cz 
C = - ( -3S + /3 S ) 1 12. 2b 2a (4g) 

'(4h) 

C = - 213 s 
3 12. c2 2a (4i) 

The resulting polynomial equation in £ from the determinant (3) is 
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The quartic equation in E (5) can be reduced to one of order two by 

recognizing that !J.E >> E' for small or evert moderate displacements. 0 . 

(5) 

. This appr~Ximation is reasonable because _!J.E
0 

represents an electronic 

4 5 -1 transition which typically falls in the energy range of 10 -10 em 

while E is basically the energy associated with distorting the octahedral 

configuration which will be on the order of vibrational energies 

10
2
-10 3 em "":1 • Dividing through by (!J.E -£) 

2 ~ !J.E
2 in Eq. (5) we have 

0 0 
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(6) 

where Eq. (6) is now of order two and can be solved exactly. Before 

solving for the roots of Eq. (6) we can rewrite it in a simpler form 

··[ . V WJ .·· Y Z -e: (!J.e: -e:) + U + -· + - - X + - + - 2 . 
0. IJ.£ !J.£2 !J.£ . !J.e: 

0 0 0 0 

p) 

where 

·(Sa) 

(8b) 

(8c) 

(8d) 
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(8e) 

/ z (8f) 

The roots of Eq. (7) are 

[ . . ( y z 1/2 
4(XT£- f.!.Ez) ) J 1' v w. v w. 

e: = (z) (6E
0
+U+- + -z) ± (6t.0+U+-+-2) 1 + 

f.!.E f.!.E f.!.E f.!.E 
0 0 . 0 0 

' 

·We can expand the lower root of Eq. (9) to yield 

E . ~ 
low 

y . z 
-(X- ·-6E- - ·-f.!.E-2 ) 

0 0 + ------------------
v w . (f.!.E + U + - + -) 

0 f.!.E f.!.E 2 
0 0 

With the approximation 

y . z 2 
. (X- -.-- -) 

6E0 f.!.E~ 

0 0 

+ ... 

1 __l (1 u v . w 
f.!.E - f.!.E - f.!.t. 2 - f.!.t. 3 :f" 

0 0 0 0 

... ) 
(f.!.E + U + A V + W2 ) 

0 · uE: A . 0 uE 
0 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

and keeping only terms of order three or less in 6e: Eq. (10) becomes 
0 

(12) 
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We can translate £1 back into the A, B, C coordinates using the . ' ow 

definitions in Eqs. (8). 

(13) 

+ 

To form the COIJlplete distortion potential the quadratic terms for the E , . g 

T2g' Tlu(bend)' and Tlu(stretch) must be added to e:low (13). For. sim

plicity we will look at each vib\ational mode individually, including its 

· coupling terms to the· T
1 

motion. To translate e:
1 

(12) into the oi:"igi-. u ow 

nal set of synnnetry coordinates use the transformation Eqs. (4a-4i). 
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· The potential for the A
1

. (S ) is 
- . g stretch 1 

where k1 is the Alg (s1 ) force constant. The Alg -T1u coupling was 

ignored in deriving £low (13) which is why the Alg potential (14) 

has a simple form. 

The potential for the Eg stretch (S 2) can be written as 

' 
2 . 2 2 

s
2 

(s
4

· + s
4 

- 2s ) 
a x. y 4z 

(14) 

(15) 

where only the leading terms coupling Eg(s
2

) to the T lu bend (s
4

) have 

been included from £low (13). The Eg(s2) force constant .is K2 • 

The potential for the T
1

u stretch (s
3

) is 

1 2 2 2 
vT · h(s3 ' 53 ,s3 ,s4 ' 54 ' 54)= <-2)k3(53x·+ 53y+ 53z) · lu s t ret c x y · z x . y z 

(16) 

where, as for ·the Eg mode, only the leading terms coupling the Tlu stretch 

to the Tiu bend are indicated. K
3 

is the T1ustretch force constant.· 
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For the T
2

g (S
5

) potential we have 

1 2 2 2 
vT <ss ,ss ,ss ,s4 ,s4 ,s4 ) = -2 ks· Css + ss . + ss ) · 

2
g xy xz yz x y . z . xy xz . yz. 

(17) 

(s4 s4 ss + s4. ss + s4 s4 ss + s4 s4 ss ) x y xy x xy · · x z xa y z yz 

.where k
5 

is the T
2
g(s

5
) force constant. Only the leading terms coupling the 

T2 -T1 bends are included in VT . 
g u. 2g 

The T2u(s6) potential is 

(18) 

where k
6 

is the T
2

u (s
6

) force constant. We found earlier that there are 

no T
1

u-T2u coupling terms. This is only true to the approximation that 

1 
only the Tlu excited electronic state is involved in coupling to the 

1
A1 g ground state. To include TZu' Tlu coupling would involve including 

additional excited states into the matrix of the linear terms (1). We 

rationalized earlier that higher electronic states are of considerably 

1 
less importance than the first electronic state, Tlu' insofar as 

Tlu motions are concerned. 

The Tlu bend (S 
4

) potential is obtaineq by including all leading 

terms coupled to the T
1
u(s

4
) motion, as defined in the other potentials. 

v . . ·. 1 2 2 2 
T1 b d(S 4 s 4 ,s4 ,T1 (stretch),E ,T

2
) =-k(S +S +S ) 

u en x, y z u · . g g 2 4 4x 4y 4z 

(19) 

(S2 +S2 +S2)2 
4x 4y 4z + VE_ g + VT + VT 

· 2g lu stretch 
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The Tlu bend potential (19) is effectively an eleven dimensional 

potential due to its coupling to theE, T
2 

and T
1 

(stretch). We 
.. g g u 

can reduce this to a three dimensional potential just in the Tlu b~nd 

(s
4

) coordinates _in the same manner as the dimensionality of the MX
5 

and MX
7 

potentials were reduced. This process involved taking the first 

derivative of the coupled potential with respect to the one of the 

coupling coordinates and then solving for the coupling coordinate in 

terms of the distortion mode coordinates. 

· avT 

Applying. this procedure to the T
1

u-Eg coupling we.have 

avEg 4 c2 c~ ( 2 2 2 lu bend 
+ k2S2a = 0 = = s

4 
+S

3 
-2s

4
) 

as2a as2a b..£2 X · y Z 
0 

.. 

-# 
2' 

s2a 
c2c4 

(S2 + s
2 

- 2s
2 

) = 
k b..£2 4x 4y · 4z 
2 . 0 

Similarly, s
2
b becomes 

2 

s2b 
3 c2c4 

(S2 s2 ) = -
/2. 2 4y 4x 

k2b..£0 

Substitution of Eqs. (20,21) back into VE (15) gives the 
g 

"average" effect of the Eg mode on the t
1

ucs 4) motion. 

2 4 

(20) 

(21) 

= 
:3c2c4 

k b..£4 
2 0 

[(S2 +S2 +S2) 
4x 4y 4z 

+s2 s2 )] 
4y 4z 

(22) 
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For the T
1
u(stretch)- T

1
u(bend) we find 

(23a) · 

(23b) 

s · 3.z (23c) 

The effect of the T1u ·stretch on the T1u bend is determined by 

substituting Eqs. (23) back into VT stretc~ (16). 
1u 

v (Tlu bend) 
T . 
lu stretch. 

The Tlu (bend) 

s 
5xz 

= 

= 

T2g coupling gives . 

Substit·ution of Eqs. (25) into VT (17) yields 
2g 

(24) 

(25a) 

(25b) . 

(25c) 
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(26) 

Using the "effective" coupling potentials (22 ,24 ,26) ·we can write 

the Tlu potential (19.) just in terms of the T
1
u(s 4) coordinates. 

, ' 

(27) 

The Tlu potential (27) can be compactly written as 

= (S2 +S2 +S2 ) + b(S2 +S2 +S2 )2 
~a 4x 4y 4z 4x 4y 4z 

(28) 

The particular choice of sign for a, b, and c will become clear in later 

sections. The parameters a, b, and c are defined by 

a = 
2 2 

2c
3

c
4 
2 

k36.Eo 

(29a)· 
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4 2. "4 

b 
c4. 3c2c4 

·-··· = '3 4 
!J.E . k2!J.Eo 

(29b) 

/ 

4 2 2 4 2c4c
5 

9c2c4 
c = . 4 

k !J.c.4 
ks!J.c.o 2 0 

(29c) 

The· first two terms in the T
1 

potential (28) have spherical . u 

symmetry, while the third term has octahedral symmetry. In spherical 

coordinates (R, 8, ~) the Tlu potential (28) is 

(30),, 

where 

S 4x = R sin8 cos~ (3la) 

s4Y = R sin8 sin~ (3lb) 

s4z = R cos~ (3lc) 

The third term in the potential (30), the octahedral field term, 

introduces an angular dependence to. the potential. This angular dependence 

causes the potential to have a minimum centered on the faces of the 

octahedron, a saddle point centered on the,edges, and a maximum at the 

corners.· A simple explanation of this behavior is that the mixing of 

s and p orbitals on the central Xe atom (Fig. 2) caused by the Tlu 

distortion ·gives a directional preference t:o the "lone" pair of electrons 
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* (Alg) • When the lone pair "pops" out _centered on a face of the 

octahedron formed by the _fluorine ligands its repulsive interaction 

with the ligands is minimiz_ed, hence the potential is a minimum (Fig. 3). 

When the lone· pair pops out directly in line with one of the fluorine 

atoms its .repulsive interaction is largest, hence the potential is a 

maximum. When the lone pair:pops out centered on an edge of the octahedran 

it is closer to the ligands than in the face centered situation and 

farther than in the corner case, which rilakes the. potential a saddle point 

here. 

We can: view the potential (30)· at these three types of locations on· 

the octahedron. 

(32a) 

(32b) 

'2 4 
V = -a R + b R 

c4v 
(32c) 

This demonstrates that the potential (3) is softest in the c3v direction 

(32a), steepest in the c4v direction (32b), and intermediate in the c2v 

direction (32b). In the limit that the angular barrier vanishes (c=O), 

the potential becomes spherically symmetric and identical in form to 

that of a rotating-vibrating diatomic molecule. 

The forJll of the potential (28, 30) which has been discussed so far 

is what we have called the truncated form in previous chapters. This 

is because this form (28,30) resulted from an expansion (10) 
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C3v (Potential minimum) 

~ 

C2 v (Saddle point) 

+ 

. C4v Potential maximum) 

xa. 744-6127 

Fig. 3. Possible distortions caused by directional preference of 

the lone pair. 

'• 
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·of· the exact solution (9). Due to .the more complicated nature of the 

XeF
6 

potential than those studied in earlier chapters it is desirable 

to work 'with a: simplified form (28,30) ~ However, as in previous cases, 

we must worry about the v;1lidity of truncating the exact potential to 

just fourth order.· The question of validity will be handled in a later 

section, although a reasonable approximation to the exact solution is 

presented below. 

4' 4 2 2 - cR [sin 8( sin 2¢ -1) + sin 8]. 
4 

where a, k, and c are adjustable parameters, and b.£ is still the 
0 

1
A1g -+ 

1
T1u electronic transiti.on energy. 
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B. Calculation's 

. . 5.6 
The symmetry coord~nates (Fig. 1) for theT

1
u(s

4
) mode and 

.those modes which couple to it are defined by 

S = · __!_ (2L\r 2L\ L\ - L\r - L\r - L\ ) 2a 112 5 + r6 - rl 2 3 r4 

s 4z 

1 = -- (L\r - L\r6 ) 12 . 5 

.. 

(33a) 

(33b) 

(33c) 

(33d) 

(33e) 

(33f) 

(33g) 

(33h) 

(33i) 

(33j) 
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(33k) 

where r is the Xe-F bond distance, Llri is the change in bond length of 

the i' th fluorine, and Lla. . is ·the change in angle b~tween fluorines 
~J 

i and j. The numbering scheme for the fluorines is indicated on s 2 (A1
g) 

-in Fig. 1. 

The mass (m
4

) associated with the T
1

u(s
4

) distortion was deter

mined by Wilson's high freque~cy approximation. 11 •56 (See A~pendix IV). 

The low· frequency motion was taken a:s the Tlu bend and the high frequency 

motion as the T
1 

stretch. No attempt was made to determine the depen-. u 

dence of the mass on either the magnitude of the distortion, or the 

coupling to other modes, particularly T
2
g. For XeF

6 
the effective 

T1u(S 4) mass in m4 = 6.56 amu. 
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c. Discussion of the Previous Experimental Work and Refinement of the 
Potential Function 

The XeF
6 

discussion section is divided into six separate parts: 

(1) Electron diffraction of XeF
6

, (2) Infrared and Raman spectra of· 

XeF6 , (3) Ultraviolet spectrum of XeF
6
·, (4) Thermodynamics of XeF6 , 

(5) Electric field deflection of XeF
6

, and (6) comparison to other 

theoretical approaches. Each of the first five. subsections includes a 

discussion of previous experimental work and its interpretation in 

terms of the Tlu potential (30) derived in this work. 

1. Electron Diffraction 

. . 57 
A comparison of the experimental radial distribution curve (20°C) 

with that of a hypothetical octahedral XeF6 configuration of the. same 

bond length is found in Fig. 4. The ·experimental curve is characterized 

by an Xe-F bond length peak at 1.895 A, an adjacent F-F peak at 2.51 A, 

and a "long" F-F peak at 3.76 A. If XeF6 were octahedral the adjacent 

F-F peak would occur at 1:2 rXe-F (2.68 A) and the long F-F peak at 

2rXe-F (3.79 A). The most noticeable difference between the octahedral 

configuration and the experimental curve is the skewing of the experi-

mental adjacent F-F peak considerably to the left of its octahedral 

counterpart. 

Hedberg57 and Bartell58 , 59 have done extensive single structure 

, calculations in an attempt to uriderstand.the XeF
6 

radial distribution 

curve. Through these calculations they have reached the same basic 

conclusions·, which are (1) a single c2 , or c
3 

, or C configuration 
. v v s 

.. 



1.895 
I 

2 
0 

R (A) 

,.. 

3 4 

XBL 744-6128 
Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental radial distrubition curve for 

XeF
6 

(solid line) with a hypothetrical octahedral XeF6 
configuration (dashed .line). 

~ w 
U1 
I 
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can fit the experimental distribution reasonably well, (2) only a 

coupling of the Tlu (bend) with the T2 mode can adequately fit the g 

,'~hortened adjacent F-F distribution, (3) the single, static model 

calculations require unusually large nonbonded vibrational amplitudes 

to fit the experimental data. 

The situation in XeF 
6 

is similiar to that in IF7 and ReF 7 • That 

is, the electron diffraction experiments only yields direct information 

about themagnitude of the distortion. Evidence for pseudorotation 

is indirectly provided, in the sense that several models ·(c , c
2 , . s v 

c
3

) give adequate fits to the data, and the nonbonded amplitudes are 

unusually large. The maximum information we might hope to extract 

from the electron diffraction work is (1) an estimate of where the 

radial potential minimum is located (R ), (2) a quantitative description 
0 

of the Tlu (bend)-T
28 

coupling. 

To extract this information .we chose to work with the best static 

57 c3v model. The reason for making this choice is that the potential 

minimum is most likely at the c3v configuration, hence the c3v 

structure should be weighted heaviest of all possible structures. 

By symmetry a c3v structure can have two kinds of bond lengths, 

three types ofadjacent F-F distances, and only one typeof long F-F 

distance. The multiplicities, and values for these distances are 

listed in Table 1. Notice the large nonbonded vibrational amplitudes 

( .1-.3 A). 59 
In TeF6 , a normal octahedral molecule, the nonbonded 

F-F amplitude is approximately -.06 A. The parameters ANG4, and 

ANGS are angular variables which can be directly related to the 

T1 (bend) and T
2
· symmetry coordinates. 

u g . 
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In the c3v:geometry the Tlu (33 f-h) and T2g (33 i-k) symmetry 

coordinates simp~ify to 

s == s 5xy 5xz = s 5yz = 2r ANG5 

The radial coordinate, R(31), becomes 

Using the expE7rimentalvalues for the c3v model (Table 1) we 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(35) 

find that s
4 

= .502 A, s
5 

= .482 A, and R
0 

(radial minimum) = 
x,y,z xy,xz,yz 

.870 A. We 'can use this information to derive both the value of the 

T1u-T2g couplingparameter, and a relation among the potential 

parameters a,b ,c (30). USing the c3v potential, V C
3
v (32a), we take 

the first derivative to define the c3v potential minimuril. (R
0
). 

ave 
C3R3v = ~ 2aR + 4 (b - .333c)R

3 = 0 

R == 0 at Oh configuration 

a R 2 
0 

== 2 (b-.333c) at c3v minimum 

(36) 
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Knowledge of the value of R ( .87 A) requires that a, b, and c are 
0. 

related by. 

a = 2(.87) 2 (b-.333c) 

If two additional independent relations among a, b, and c can be 

(37) 

found by analysis of other experimental data of XeF
6 

the potential (30) 

can be quantitatively defined. 

In the theory section of this chapter we found T
1
u(s 4) and 

T2g(S5) were coupled .(25). in the following manner 

s5xy - CT s4xs4y 
. 2g 

s .· = - c s4xs4z 5xz T . 2g 

s = c s4ys4z 5yz· T2g 

where 
2 

2c c5 
GT 

4 = 
2g k5li£0 

2 

.(38a) 

(38b). 

(38c) 

(39) . 

The diffraction work requires that CT be posftive59 in order 
2g 

to get the Tlu - T2g cqupling which best fits the experimental radial 

distribution. This implies that the linear matrix element, c
5

, must 

be positive. With values for s
4 

(.502 A) and s
5 

(.482 A), the 

coupling con~tant, CT , can be computed from Eq. (38) to be 
2g 

CT = 1. 91 (1/A). 
2g 
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This compares favorablywith Bartell's analysis59 of the coupling 

constant, in which the range of CT was determined as 
2g 

Because two different bond lengths were refined for the c3v 

model we can extract the value of the T1 (bend) - T1 (stretch) . u u 

coupling constant. The Tlu (s3)_ stretch symmetry coordinates (33 c-e) 

can be written in the c3v form as 

s = 12 11r · 3x (40a) 

s3y = 12 11r · (40b) 

53z = 12 11r (40c) 

where /1r is the change in the Xe-F bond length. The form of the 
. . 

T2u(bend) - T1u(stretch) coupling is (23) 

53x = CT 54x 
(4la) 

lu 

s = CT s4y (4lb) 
3y lu 

5
3z = CT 5

4z 
(41c) 

lu 

where 2 c3c4 
CT = ---- (42) 

R /:,t. lu 3 0 
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The experimental c3 model requires that CT is positive. This is 
· v lu 

physically reasonable because it is in agreement with the intuitive 

argument that bonds nearest the lone pair increase slightly to help 

minimize repulsive interactions. From Table 1, ~r is placed at 

~r = .046 A relative to the average rxe~F of 1.895 A. The 

T
1
u(stretch) coordinate, s

3
, is determined to be s

3 
= ~065 A, 

. . x,y,z 

which places CT at CT = .13. It is interesting to note that the 
lu. lu 

T2 coupling is stronger than the T1u(bend) - T1u(stretch) 
g . . 

coupling by an order of magnitude. This is in line with earlier speculation 

on the relative strengths of the various couplings, where it is 

primarily the size of the coupling mode's force constant that 

determines the strength o_f the coupling. Obviously, k3 , the Tlu 

stretch force constant must be larger than k5 , the T2g .bend force 

constant. 

The parameters calculated so far have been based on the best 

static c3v model. It would be worthwhile to recalculate these parameters 

using the. best static c2v' Cs or c4v model to' see if similar results 

are obtained. We can eliminate the c
4
v model from consideration as 

it seems incapable of fitting the experimental data nearly as well as 

the Other symmetries. There is a basic problem with the c2v and Cs 

geometries, in that their symmetries are sufficiently low as to 

permit so many independently adjustable geometric parameters that a 

unique best static model cannot be defined. Instead there are a 

variety of c2 and C structures which fit the experimental data 
v s 

equally well. The net result is that we are forced to look elsewhere 
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(spectroscopy, thermodynamics) to assess the accuracy of the potential 

parameters based on the best static c3v structure. 

We have approached the discussion of the XeF
6 

diffraction results 

so far from,a static structure viewpoint. We have explored, in 

collaboration with Professor Hedberg's group at Ore.gon State University, 

the possibility of fitting a dynamic (i.e. pseudorotation) XeF 
6 

model 

to the experimental diffraction results. The experimental radial distri-

bution curve of XeF6 can be thought of as a weighted superposition 

of radial distribution curves corresponding to the "instantaneous" 

XeF6 structures which are swept out during the pseudorotation. This 

can be expressed mathematically as59 
. . . 

where the observed radial distribution curve, F(r), is the superpositio~ 

of the instantaneous' radial distribution curves, fR;e,¢(r), weighted 

bythe negative exponential of the pseudorotation potential, 

VT (R,e ,¢) (30). 
lu 

Each instantaneous structure represented by fR e t~, (r) 
, ,'1' 

is.restricted to have normal nonbonded vibrational amplitudes, in contrast 

to the single static model approach where the refined nonbonded 

amplitudes were enormous in order to adequately fit the experimental 

radial distribution cu-rVe. In the dynamic treatment the breadth of 

the nonbonded portion of the radial distribution curve comes from the 
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superposition of different distance distributions for different 

geometries, and not from abnormally large nonbonded vibrational 

amplitudes. In principle, one could adjust the parameters of the 

potential,'VT (R,8,¢), until the best agreement between F(r) and 
lu 

the experimental radial distribution curve is obtained. In practice, 

due to programming and computing limitations, the superposition of 

an infinite number of structures is reduced to a finite sum over a 

representative sampling of possible structures. 

F(r) 

There is some ambiguity in the selection of a limited number of finite 

structures from an infinite number of possibilities. We can use physical 

insight to make this selection as meaningful as possible. There are 

only four different types of synunetries generated by our pseudorotational 

model. These symmetries are c
3 

, c2 , c
4 

and C . If we glance back v v v s 

at Fig~ 3 we can seehow.the directional preference of the lone pair 

of electrons selects these various geometries. C geometries will 
s . 

occur whenever the lone pair is not oriented in any of the special 

.directions pictured in Fig. 3. If we let'the lone pair "rattle" 

slightly, about eacQ. of the special positchons (Fig. 3), it will sweep 

out the C structures in the neighborhood of each special position. . s 
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This corresponds toslightly increasing the nonbonded vibrational 

amplitudes for the structures defined by the special positions 

/(i.e. c2v, c3v, c4v). We can see that if we sum just over the c2v' 

c3v' and c4v geometries, and slightly increase the nonbonded amplitudes 

of these structures, we have approximated the effec~ .of i~cluding 

the infinite number of e structures in the superposition. We must 
s ' 

be careful not to increase the nonbonded vibrational amplitudes too 

much or we will have essentially regressed back to the static model 

approach. It should be mentioned that we have also considered approxima-

tions to F(r) which have included C structures intermediate between the 
s 

h·ighly symmetric c2 , c
3 

and c
4 

forms in evaluating the weighted sum. 
' v v v ' ' 

Although,the work on the dynamic model has not yet been completed 

several general features have emerged. These are (1) the dynamic 

approach does not uniquely determine the potential function, although 

it does limit the relative sizes of the potential parameters in order 

to guarantee distortions of the proper magnitude, (2) .structures of 

' ' ' 

near c4v and c4v symmetry do not contribute significantly to the radial 

distribution curve, and (3) it seems that the dynamic model, with 

normal nonbonded vibrational amplitudes for' the instantaneous structures, 

is capable of an equivalent or possibly better fit to the experimental 

data than can be obtained through the single static model approach. 

While the dynamic model approach in itself will not lead to a unique 

potential it can be used to test potentials refined by other means 

(spectroscopfc, thermodynamic). 
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2. Infrared and Raman spectra of XeF
6 

If XeF6 were octahedral, its-fifteen vibrational degrees of 

· freedom would belong to the species Alg + Eg + 2Tlu + T2g + T2u. 

The species Alg' Eg' T2g are Raman active, Tlu is infrared active, and 

.. T2u is inactive .(Table 2). The infrared spectrum would show two 

bands, a Tlu stretch,_ and a Tlu bend, while the Raman would show 

three bands, a polarized A1. stretch, a depolarized E stretch, and a . . g . . g 

depolarized T2g bend. The experimental XeF6 Raman and infrared 

60 61 spectra ' are reproduced in Figs. 5....:9,. The stretching region in the 

infrared spectra (Fig. 5,6) indicate three, possibly four bands. In 

the Raman,_the stretching r~gion (Fig. 8,9) is composed of at least 

three, probably four or more, barids. This alone definitely rules out 

an octahedral structure for XeF6 • It is useful, however, to consider 

distorting a MX6 (oh) structure and correlating the new set of fundamen

tals with those of a hypothetical octahedral configuration (Fig. 10). 

It is seen that the general effect of lowering the syminetry from Oh 

is to increase the mnnber of fundamentals by splitting the degenerate 

T and E .type bands.. In addition, the number of observed inft:ared 

and Raman transitiqns increases, with some absorptions now being 

coincident (Table 2). · Because of the breadth of the absorptions 

' in the room temperature Raman and infrared XeF
6 

spectra (Fig. 5,8) 

it is impossible to give a strong preference to any one of- the four 

possible geometries (c
3 

, c
2 

, c4 , C). This is indirect evidence v. v v s 

supporting the indeterminancy of the XeF 
6 

stru.cture at moderate 

temperatures (- 300°K), which implies a free pseudorotation. However, 
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Fig. 5. Infrared spectrum of gaseous XeF
6 

at room temperature: 

A, background; B, 10-cm cell, vapor pressure at -10°; 

e, 60-cm path cell, vapor pressure at 10°. From the work 

by Claassen, Goodman and Kim?0 
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at low temperatures (4-rK) the Raman and infrared spectra sharpen 

considerably (Fig. 6, 9) • In the low temperature infrared spectrum 

-1 . ·(Fig. 6) one can count four bands in the stretching region at 506 ern , 

-1 ~1 -1 1 557 ern , 624 ern ,_630 ern ,. The band at 627 ern- (Fig. 6) is really 

-1 -1 composed of a 624 em and 630 em band, which is clea~er in other 

spectra. 60 The ~ow temperature Raman work (Fig. 9) clearly shows 

-1 -1 -1 three distinct absorptions·at 628 ern , 555 ern , and 507 em 

Furthermore, it is.known from the room temperature Raman spectrum 

' -1 
(Fig. 8) that the region above "' 600 ern is strongly polarized while 

-1 ' the region below 600 em has depolarized .components. There is only 
"' 

one geometry that is consistent with the low temperature data, c3v· 

This is intuitively satisfying because it supports the idea that the 

potential has a c
3
v·minimum, in which in may be trapped at low 

temperature. C can be ruled out because it would display too many s 

bands in both the'Raman and infrared (Fig~ 10, Table 2). c 2v and c4v 

would yield too many Raman bands. The assignment of the c3v stretching 

modes in the low temperature spectra is, A1 (from Tlu stretch) = 

-1 -1 -1 630 em , A1 (from Alg stretch)= 624 em , E(fromTlu stretch)= 557 ern 

-1 ' ' 
- and E (E ) = 506 em The assignment of the two A1 stretches is based 

g ' 

on the strong polarization in the Raman above 600 cm-l (Fig. 8). 

Furthermore, it is reasonable that these two A1 b_ands are close, because 

the Alg and Tlu {stretch) absorptions for normal MX6 (Oh) molecules 

are very close for thos.e with bond lengths comparable. to XeF 6 (- 1.9 A) • 
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The E(E ) mode is assigned to the more intense Raman band (506 cm-1) g . 

because one would not expect the E(Tlu) motion to gain a great deal 

of intensity in the Raman for small, or even moderate c
3
v distortions 

of XeF 6 ~; : The E(T1u) mode is a split component of the parent Tlu state 
' . 

in the a'6tahedral configuration, which is Raman inactive. 

We can get a rough idea of where the c3v bending motions should 

occur in the low temperature XeF
6 

spectrum (Fig. 6) by comparison 

with normal hexafluorides of similiar bond length. Because the 

bending frequences should be strongly correlated to bond length we . 

can bound XeF6 (1.9 A) on the high frequency side by TeF
6

(1.86_A) and 
.. 

on the low frequency side by PuF
6 

(1.97 A). The T1 (bend), T2 and u . g 

T 2u frequencies 54 for PuF 
6 

and TeF 
6 

are found in Table 2. Assuming 

a roughly linear correlation of frequency with bond length the "unperturbed" 

XeF6 (oh) frequencies 

-1 
and T2u = 189 em 

-1 -1 should occur at, T1u(bend) = 289 em , T2g = 280 em , 

In Fig. 10, we find that the T1u(bend) will split 

into an A1 and E component in c3v symmetry. Both components have 

infrared. activity (Table 2). The A1 component· of the Tlu (bend) 

represents the radial (R) motion in the c
3
v potential (32b) while the 

E component can be thought of as a low frequency "rattle," which is 

essentially the pseudorotation mode. We might eipect the A1 band 

to be coupled strongly to the E rattle, since they have their origin 

in the same parent Tlu mode. This would lead to an absorption with 

several components 011. the high frequency side of the main transition. 

This is exactly what is observed in the low temperature infrared spectra 

-1 (Fig. 6) for the 302 em peak. The T2g fundamental yields an A1 and 

E component in c3v synunetry, with both modes having infrared activity. 
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-1 A single, sharp peak is observed at 252 em (Fig. 6), which is 

-1 in the ·general area of the predicted T
2

g type absorption (280·cm ). 

/ ~ 
Because the measurement did not extend below 200 em it is possible 

. . -1 
that the other component lies below 200 cni It is also possible 

that the other component is buried somewhere in the 302 cm-l band. 

The problem of assigning the A1 , and E components of. the T2g mode will 

be discussed in more detail in a later part of this section. The T2u 

band splits into art inactive A
2 

mode and on infrared active E fundamental. 

We would not expect to see the E(T2) mode in the low temperature 

· f d b · b bl below 200 cm-l 1n rare ecause 1t pro a y occurs This is partially 

·confirmed by a room temperature far infrared XeF 
6 

spectrum (Fig. 7) • 

Although the exact location of the band is difficult to pinpoint,it 

probably lies in the range 150-200 em -l The width of this band is 

undoubtedly related to coupling with the pseudorotation mode. 

Because we have a detailed theoretical description of the coupling 

of .various modes to the Tlu motion, it is possible to extract 

quantitative information about various coupling terms by relating 

them to the.obse'rved spectroscopic splitting of. the degenerate modes 

(Tlu stretch, T2g). The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for the T2g 

potential (17), HT , coupled to the T1u(s4) motion has the form 
2g 

HT = 
2g 

+ 

h2 ( a2 a2 a2 ) +.! (S2 + - 2m
5 as2 + as2 + 2 · .. Is as . 2 5xy 

5xy . 5xz 5yz 

2 
2c

4 
c
5 

/j £ 2 
0 . 

(s4 s4 s5 . + s4 s4 s5 . + s4 s4 s5 ) X y xy X . Z XZ y Z yz 

s2 
5xz + s2 ) 

5yz 

(43) 
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where m5 is .the mass associated with the T
2

g motion. For a c3v geometry 

we know that S · = S 
4x 4y = s 4z which allows (43) to be simplified to 

h2 
( 2 

a2 32 ) 1 2 s2 s2 ) 
H.r2g 

= --- as~ + 
+ as 2 .· 

+ 2 k5(85xy + + 2rn. as 2 Sxz 5yz 
5 5xy 5xz 5yz 

(44) 

+ css + ss + ss ) xy xz yz 

The presence of the linear s
5 

terms causes the VT potential minimum 
2g 

to be displaced from s
5 

= 0 (25). If one expands about the potential 

minimum (s
5 

. ) ml.n 

u5xy = s5xy s 5xy·min 
(45a) 

u = s ss .· min 5xz 5xz xz (45b) 

u = s 55yz 5yz · 5yz min (45c) 

the Hamiltonian, HT (44)' is transformed to 
. 2g; 

-h2· 
( 

3
2 

a2 
2 ) 1 2 + uz + u2 ) + a (46) HT = 2m

5
. 2 + 

au
2 au2 . 

+ 2 ks(usxy Sxz 5yz 2g au5xy 5xz 5yz 

where it is seen that in the transformed Hamiltonian (46), the 

quadratic force constant, k
5

, is left unchanged. It should be pointed 

.·. i 
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out that in this treatment of the T2g - Tlu coupling, the Tlu motion is con

sidered to be much slower than the T2g motion, so that the s4 coordinates 

/are treated as constants. This is equivalent to the Born-Oppenheimer 

· separation: of nuclear and electronic motion. 

One nodces that the Hamiltonian (46) is separable into three 

independent, equivalent parts, and as such cannot explain the lifting 

of the triple degeneracy of.the T2 mode as themolecule distorts to - g 

a c3v structure. The type of coupling capabieof removing this 

degeneracy must include cross terms in the s5 coordinates. You will 

remember that only the leading terms coupling T2g to the T1u(bend) 

were considerediri the VT potential (17). This· now necessitates 
2g 

looking for higher order coupling terms in El (13). One might 
, OW 

expect the following terms (13) to be of use 

(47) 

is considered as where Hi 
2g 

Translation-of 

a perturbation on the HT Hamiltonian (46}. 
2g 

H' from the 
Tzg 

A
1

B coordinates into the transformed T2g 

coordinates, u5' yields 

H' = -
T2g 

(u5 u5 + u5 u5 + u5 u5 xy xz . xy yz xy xz (48) 

+ 85 i u5· + 85 · u5 + 85 : u5 xym n · xz · xzml.n xy xym1n yz 

+ s
5 

. u5 + s . u + s u yzm1n xy 5xymin 5xz 5xzmin 5xy 

+ 85 · 8s i + &5 i 85 i + 85 · 85 · ) · xym1n xzm n xym n yzm n xym1n xzmJ.n 
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The perturbation, Hi · (48), can be evaluated in the basis set defined 
2g 

by the solutions to the unperturbed Hamiltonian, H (46). The 
T2g 

,solutions to HT (46) are of the form 
2g 

where 1jJn is just the familiar harmoni~ oscillator wave function. 

-(f3/2) u2 

=.Ne Sxy H (U
5 

) 
n5xy xy 

(49) 

(50) 
' 

¢n , 1jJn are similarly defined. We will only consider terms in 
5xz 5yz 

Hi of form u5xyuSxz' etc. This is because. they connect the three 
2g 

degenerate components of the first e~ccited states (n=l) to each other, 

and therefore will have a larger effect on these states than terms like 

s5 u5 which connect states differing by one (.t.n = ±1) vibrational 
xymin xz . 

quanta. The terms of type s
5 

s
5 

can. be ignored as they are 
· xy min xzmin 

constants, and will only serve to redefine the zero of energy. We 

. are now considering the perturbation as 

(us· us· + us us + us us ) xy xz xy yz xy xz 

The determinant of H' in the 
T2g 

I n5xy, nSxz, nSyz ) basis is 

(51) 



.... 

"" 

I oo1 > 

I o1o > 

1100 ) · 

I ooo > 

. where 

- ' 

I oo1 > 

vo 
T2g 

- E: 

a 

a 

·o 

a = -

...:157-

I o1o > 1100 > 

a. a 

vo 
T2g 

- E: a 

·. o· 
a VT - E: 

2g 

0 0 

< oo11u5 u5 I 010 > yz · xz 

< 001 I u5 u5 I 010 > . xy xz 
h 

= 

I ooo > 

0 

0 

0 

- E: 

etc. (53a) 

(53b) 

0 .· 
and VT is the unpertu~bed T2 frequency. Equations (53a, 53b) define 

2g . g 
the following relation between the linear matrix elements c4 , and ci 
(2) •. 

(54) 

Once 1-a I , VT0 
, m5 , and /5.€ are determined then Eq. .(54) will be 

2g . 0 

quantitatively defined. 
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The·solutions to the polynomial resulting from the determinant 

(52) are 

E: = 0 ground state 

0 . . 0 0 
E: = VT -a, VT· -a, VT +2a first excited states 

2g 2g 2g 

The first excited state is split into ~ doublet (E) and a singlet 

(A1), which was expected on the basis of the correlation diagram 

(Fig. 10). The assignment of the split T2g mode can be made as 

where 

There 

V
0 + 2a is 
T2g 

is still the 

. 0 
lower than VT -a because "a" (53a) is negative. 

. . 2g . -1 
ambigu~ty of whether the 252 em peak (Fig. 6) 

is the A1 or E component. We can make a reasonable guess based on 

the earlier prediction that T2g ~ 280 cm-1 , where the PuF6 and TeF6 

T2g·frequencies were :used as lower and upper bounds respectJvely. 

(55 a) 

(55b) 

(56) 

-1 -1 
Thus, A

1 
= 252 em and the E component is probably· masked by the 302 em -

-1 peak (Fig. 6)·. If we assume the E (T2 ) is approximately E = 342 em . g 

than the splitting between A
1 

and E is 3lal = 90 cm-1 , or lal = 30 cm-l 

. 0 -1 
This places the "unperturbed" T2g fr·equency at V = 312 em 

T2g 
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The· mass (m5) associated with the T2g motion can be determined 

from 
. . 12 . 

its G-matrix element (G
5

) by 

(57) 

where~ is the mass of fluorine atqm. The mass, m
5

, equals 4.75 amu. 

The electronic transition energy, ,b.E (+A
1 

-+ 1T1· ) , has not yet 
0 g u 

. 2 2 ( ) been determined; however, ·for the purpose of calculating c4 c5 54 , 

we can use the value· b.t. = .87 (mdyn-A), whose origin will be discussed 
0 

in the XeF6 ultraviolet spectrum section. We now have values for all 

the parameters needed to. define c~ c; (54) • 

2 l 4 c · c = .0351 mdyn 
4 5 

The importance of deriving this relation between c4 and c5 , is that 

once either quantity is determined, the value of the other is fixed 

(58) 

by Eq. (58). Knowledge of c
4 

and c
5 

gives us an independent check of 

the Tlu - T2g coupling constant, which was calculat_ed from electron 

diffraction data (39). This check is independent because the relation 

between c4 , and c
5 

(58) was derived.strictly from a spectroscopic point 

of view. 

The analysis of the T - T interaction, which lu(bend) lu(stretch) 

splits.the degeneracy of the Tlu(stretch) in the c3v configuration, is 

quite similar: to the analysis just presented in detail for the T
1 

-T
2

. . u g 

interaction. Because of the similarities only a sketchy outline is 

presented for the Tlu - Tlu case. 
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The terms responsible for splitting the·Tlu stretch are (:t3) 

(59) . 

This leads to the following eigenvalues 

E: = 0 ground state (60a) 

first excited states (60b) 

where 

b= < 0011 s
3

· s
3 

I 010 > 
X y . 

etc. (61) 

Be~ause "b" is.positive.the split T · components are assigned 
lu(stretch) 

as 

T- . 
lu(stretch) V

0 
- b 

Tlu . -1 ..__.::::...__ __ E (557 em ) 

(62) 

This assignment is the same as our earlier guess which was based 

mainly on the polarization of the Rama:n bands. He find that b 

. . 0 .:1 
unperturbed Tlu~stretch) frequency is VT = 581 em 

. · lu 
and. the 

can use Eq. (61) to define a relation between c
3

, and c4 • 

-1 = ·24.3 em 

We 
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t-2 ,2 
.0529 mdyn 4 

c4 = 
3 

' 

As in the T 2g case, if either c3 or c4 
is found . the other is fixed 

by (63). Knowledge of c3 and c
4 

would allow an independent check 

on the T1u(bend)- T1u(stretch) coupling constant, CT (42), 
lu 

determined by the electron diffraction work. 

(63)· 

The T1u(bend) linear matrix element, c4 , can be estimated in the 

following manner. The second derivative of the c3v potential (32a) 

yields 

where KC 
3v 

= ~ 2a + 12 (b ~ .333c) R
0

2 = K 
c3v 

is the curvature at the radial minimtnn, R . 
0 

The second 

derivative relationship can be combined with the first derivative 

Eq. (36) to give 

a = 

(b - .333c) 

Kc . 
3v 

-4-

= 

Kc 
3v 

8 R 2 
0 

(64) 

(65a) 

(65b) 

In the XeF
6 

theory section the parameter "a" was defined as (29a) 

2 
c~ 

a=-- -At. . 
0 

(66) 
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With Eqs. ·(63,65a,66) we can solve for c
4

• 

(67) 

The value of KC can be approximated as the force constant for the 
. 3v 

radial motion. 

(68) 

where for 
-1 

= 302 ern m4 = 6.56 arnu, 

Kc = .. 349 .· <rndr) • 
3v 

The parameter, k
4

, can be interpretted as the T1u(bend) force constant 

for a hypothetical octahedral XeF6 rnolecule, in which there is no 

* . . . 
rnix~ng of the s(A1g) and p(T1) orbitals on the Xe atom due to the 

T1u. motion. This corresponds to the limit that ~£ (
1A + 

1T ) o lg lu 

becomes infinite. We can approximate k4 horn the unperturbed Tlu bend 

frequency found by comparison of XeF6 to PuF
6 

and TeF
6

• With 

VTlu (bend) = 284 ern -l, k4 equals .• 314 (rndyn/A)_. The linear matrix 

element, c 
4

, is cornpu ted ( 6 7) to be 

c4 = .50 rndyn (69) 



... 

With c
4 

defined, c
5 

(58) and c
3 

(63) become 

c5 = .374 mdyn (70a) 

c
3 

= · .461 mdyn (70b) 

We .can now compute the T1u-T2g, CT (39), and T1u-Tlu' CT (42), 
2g lu 

. coupling constants. These were 

For the unperturbed T2g and Tlu stretch ·o frequences at VT = 312 
2g 

(39) 

(42) 

,-1 
em 

the force constants are k3(T1ustretch) = 0 -1 V = 581 em , 
Tlu stretch 

3.78 (mdyn/A), k5 (T
2

g) = .272 mdyn/A. 

the Tlu (S 3) stretch was approximated as 

constants CT (39) and CT (42) are 
2g l:u 

= 

= 

1 
• 91 <x:-) 

.14 

The.mass (m3) associated with 

56 m3 = ~. The coupling 

(71a) 

(7lb) 
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The CT and CT coupling constants calculated by electron 
2g lu 

diffraction were placed at 1 
CT = 1.9 (X), CT 

2g · lu 
= .13. Considering 

. the approximations used in the spectroscopic determination of. CT 
. 2g 

the a'greement with the diffraction work is .quite good. The 

larger discrepancy in the CT case is not totally unexpected due to 
. 2g 

lack of knowledge about the missing component of the split T2g band. 

For the reader 1 s convenience the loot temperature assignment' 

of the XeF
6 

spectrum based ~n a c
3
v structure is summarized in Table 4. 

The synnnetry species in parenthesis indicates the origin of the c
3
v 

component from a hypothetical octahedral structure. The E(Tlu bend) 

bend is not included in Table 4 because it corresponds to the low 

frequency, pseudorotation mode. In Table 5, we have collected most 

of the parameters derived.in this section. 

3. Ultraviolet Spectrum of XeF
6 

The purpose of discussing the ultraviolet spectrum of XeF
6 

is 

to determine which of the observed transitions corresponds to the one 

of interest, 1 1 
~£ ( Al + Tl ). 

0 g u 
Before looking at the observed 

spectrum we should gain a qualitative understanding of what to expect. 

As a starting point we can study the molecular orbital diagram for 

XeF6 (Ffg. 2). * The lowest electronic transition is from the Alg 

* orbital, which has partial 5s (Xe) character, to the Tlu orbital, 

which is mostly localized on xenon's Sp orbitals. It is therefore 

natural to view this transition as a s-'-'p type transition for the 

purpose of deciding what kinds of states ,,;rill arise. As a function 
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of the spin-orbit interaction, the states, in order of energy, with 

62 the ground state at the bottom, are · 

Weak Spin-Orbit Strong Spin-Orbit 

T
2 

,E 
u u 

(72) 

where the symmetry of the atomic state is indicated under the Oh 

point group. In the weak spin-orbit case the states are approximately 

a separable product of a spatial and spin part, hence the indication of 

the spin state is retained in the. labeling of the state. under the oh. 

point group. In the strong spin -orbit case the spin and space 

functions are·scrambled together and actually form a direct product 

state under the full rotation gro~p (Dj). However, to facilitate 

comparison to the weak spin-orbit case the these states were decomposed into 

their octahedral (Oh) representations. 

First, we can consider the allowed electronic transitions in the 

weak spin-orbit case. In the Oh point group the dipole moment operator 

is contained completely in the Tlu representation. This. means, only 

transitions from an Alg spatial part to a Tlu spatial part can have 
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intensity. 
1 

Because the spin of the Alg ground state is singlet, Alg' 

there is the additional requirement that the excited state also have 

'a singlet spin in order for the trans'ition to have intensity. In the 

weak spin-orbit case we see (72) that only one transition is allowed' 

lA -+ lT lg· lu' and the observed spectrum would show only one band at a 

relatively low energy. The effect of increasing the spin-orbit effect 

is to give some intensity to the 1s
0

(A1g) + 
3P1 (T1u) transition, thus 

producing an additional absorption at lm.rer energy than the ~1(T1u) 
band. It should be mentioned that if the molecule undergoes a large 

amplitude motion,· or a permanent distortion from Oh, the 1s 
0 

(A1g) + 

3P
2

(T
2 

,E ) transition will gain some (very little) intensity. We can derive 
u u . 

an expression to quantitative_ly determine the')relativestrength of.the spin-

orbit interaction. The spin-orbit interaction will mix the 
1'f1u and 

3T basis states of the weak spin orbit case to produce the states
65 

lu 

I c > (73a) 

lA) - - t llT .. ) + (l-t2) 1/2· 13T ) 
lu ·· lu (73b) 

where lA> corresponds to 
3
P 1 (Tl) and I c ) to 

1
Pl (Tlu)' and t is 

1 3 
a coefficient which indicates the extent of mixing of Tlu with Tlu" 
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The ratio of the observed spectral intensity of I A ) to I c>) is 

determined by the ratio of the square of their 
'l . I Tlu ) components. 

R . -lA ) I I c ) (74) 

60 The experimental ultraviolet XeF
6 

spectrum (Fig. 11) shows two 

absorptions, one at 2300 A (. 87 mdyn-A) and one at 3500 A (.57 mdyn...A). 

The 2300 A peak is the Alg + Tlu (1p1) transition, which is what we 

have called I:J.E and is sometimes called the C band. The 3500° A peak 
0 

is the A
1
· g + T . (3P.) transition, called the A band. From the · lu 1 · 

.relative intensities (area under the curves) we calculate R atR = .1, 

which places t at \:; = .3. This indicates that spin-or'J;>it coupling 

is not negligible, however the 1P1 (T1u) state is mostly 1T1u(- 76%). 

- 1 3 
In principle, spin-orbit effects require that both Tlu states ( P1 , P1) 

be included in determining the interaction with the ground electronic state, 

Alg'via the Tlu distortion. To do this would complicate the pr~blem 

drastically as One WOUld have a 7X7 determinant tO diagonalize in 

resolving the ground state vibrational ;potential. Because the upper 

Tlu state, ~1 , contains most of the 1T
1

u component, it is a reasonable 

approximation to only include it in determining the ground state vibrational 

potential, which is the approach taken here. 

. 63 
Toyozawa and Inoue have demonstrated that the structure of the 

I ) . 1 3 . c. band ( Alg + T 1u) can be related to c5 (2d), the. linear T2g 

matrix element. Becaus~ the 1T1u excited state is .spatially degenerate 

it can undergo a Jahn-Teller distortion in the vibrational modes defined 
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6 

from the work of Claassen, 
. 60 

Goodman and Kim., 
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by Tlu x Tlu = T2g + Alg + Eg + Tlg" For reasons which will not be 

discussed here, only the T2 mode will lead to an obser:vable splitting 
. g . 

. 6f the triply degenerate (T1u) potential surface. This .splitting will 

. 1 3 -
produce three humps in the Alg + Tlu band. The symmetrical splitting 

(~E) of these side peaks (humps) relative to the central peak is given 

by the formula 

~E = ( .91) kT) 

where k is Boltzman's constant and T is temperature. For XeF
6 

~E.= .107mdyn-A (5,000 cm"'"
1), k5 = .27~ (mdyn/A), and T=298°C. 

The linear T2g matrix element, c5 , has the value 

= .66 mdyn 

(75) 

(76) 

This is somewhat larger than c
5 

calculated from vibrational spectroscopic 

da_ta in the previous section where c
5 

= • 37 4 mdyn. However, it is 

encouraging that the two values are reasonably close considering the 

differences in approaches. There is considerable uncertainty in the 

value of c
5 

just derived because, (1) the components of the C band 

are very .broad making a determination of the exact splitting difficult, 

and (2) the theoretical formula (75) for the splitting was derived 

assuming vertical electronic transitions from the 1
1A1g ) ground 

electronic state of an MX
6 

molecule undergoing harmonic oscillations 

about an octahedral equilibrium geometry to the 1
1T1u) excited. 

electronic state - XeF6 does not have an octahedral equilibrium 

geometry in the ground electronic state. 
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Toyozawa and Ino~e63 also derived theoretic~! expressions for 

both c
5 

and c
2

, the Eg linear matrix element, in terms of molecular 

_constants (see their Eqs. 5.6, 5.7).· Although their configuration 

coordinates, l; , do not· correspond exactly to the symmetry coordinates a 

used in this chapter, a comparison of their equations for c2 and_c5 

allows oneto estimate the relative size of these parameters. 

(77) 

The range for lc
2

1, in terms of lc
5

1, is a reflection of the difference 

in coordinate systems. 

There is an independent .way in which we can estimate_ c2 • It is 

from the X-r~y ~iffraction work on solid XeF6 at- 80°c.
64 

In the 

solid, XeF
6 

exists in two different environments, (1) ,a hexameric 

arrangement of 6 XeF6 molecules, (2) a tetrameric arrangement of 4 XeF6 

molecules. We will confine our remarks to the tetrameric type XeF6 

moleculesbecause they are considerably less distorted than the 

hexameric XeF
6

, relative to the gas phase XeF
6 

molecule. In the 

tetrameric arrangement-each XeF6 assumes an approximately c4v symmetry, 

with one of· the axial fluorines displaced considerably from its gas 

phase distance (1.9 A) to· 2.23 A inr the solid. This is due mainly to the 

lone·pair of electrons sitting underneath a fluorine atom in the c4; form, 

and . partly tci the attraction of the displaced fluorine to an incompletely 

shielded xenori nucleus on an adjacent XeF
6 

molecule in the tetramer. The 

potential of each of the equivalent XeF
6 

molecules in the tetramer 

can be idealized as 
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= VT ( ) + V' lu gas 
.(78) 

where V' is the potential due to the other three XeF
6 

molecules in the 

tetramer, and VT (30) is the potential derived in the XeF6 theory 
lu 

·section for a gas phase XeF
6 

molecule. We found that in the gas phase, 

the c3v configuration was a potential minimum and the c4v structure 

a potential maximum. The nature of V' must be such as to reverse 

this behavior because in the solid,XeF
6 

assumes a c4v structure. 

Because the XeF6 molecules have no net charge,the leading term in 

V' must ·be a dipole.;..dipole interaction between XeF
6 

molecules in the 

te.tramer. This implies that each individual XeF 
6 

molecule in the 

tetramer is coupled to the other three XeF
6 

molecuaes only through 

terms involving a Tlu symmetry coordinate. This. is clear, because only 

Tlu distrotions can generate a dipole moment in XeF
6 

(Fig. 1). The 

effects of this external coupling to the Tlu motion are to alter the 

potential minimum to C 4v and also to change the magnitude of the radial 

(R) minimum. Because the external coupling (V') does not explicity 

involve the Eg symmetry coordinates (S 2) any geometrical c~anges in 

the XeF 6 (c4v) molecule due to an Eg displacement can still be treated . 

through the T
1 

(bend) - E coupling term derived previously.(20,21). 
u . . g 

The molecular parameters of a tetrameric XeF
6 

molecule are 

indicated in Table 6. If we choose the c4v axis in the "Z" direction, 

. we can see qualitatively that only the Tlu bend (s4z) coupled to the 

Tlu stretch (s3z) and Eg coordinate (S2a) will account for the geometry 
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(C4v) and the distribution of bond lengths. . The effect of the Eg (s
2
a) 

· coordinate is to equally shorten the four basal fluorines, and lengthen 

.. -the apical fluorines. The T1 (stretch) lengthens the Xe-F i 1 bond 
u aP ca 

directly under the lone pair and shortens the opposite Xe-F . 
1 

bond. 
. ~1U 

The net effect of the combined.E and T
1 

(stretch) is tb significantly 
g u 

lengthen the apical Xe-F bond on top of the lone pair and leave the 

other apical Xe-F relatively unchanged. The T1 (bend), s
4

) gives the u . . z 

molecule the +equired c4v symmetry. 

The F . - Xe- Fb 1 bond angle of 77.2° corresponds to apical ·· ' asa 

I:J.a. = 12.8° in terms of the s 4z coordinate (33b). The value s 4z is 

s 4z = 1.:).6 A. The relationship between.s4z and s 2a (Eg) is given 

by Eq. (20) 

where s
4 

, s
4 

= 0 for c
4 

geometry, and k 2 , the E force constant, 
X y V . g 

(79) 

A 0 -1 
is placed at k 2 = 2.86 (mdyn/ ) for VE = 506 em The Eg mass (m2) 

g 
was assumed equal to 19 amu. In the c

4
v form the change in basal bond 

length is ~r = - .04 A where this is relative to the gas phase bond 

length of 1.9 A. This puts tJ:e s 2a coordinate (33a) at s 2a = .092 A. 

With previously determined c
4 

( .5 mdyn) and I:J.f;
0 

( .87 mdyn.:...A.), we can 

solve Eq. (7a) for c2. 

= .242 mdyn (80) 

where this is slightly lower than our expected range for c2 (77). 
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We are now in a position to estimate the parameters b, and c 

via Eqs. (29b, 29c). These are 

4 ' 2 4 

b 
c4 3c2 c4 ·. 

= -3 
!:J.s .k2!:J.so 

4 
0 

c· = 

The value of.t'!,te parameter "a" is fixed exactly by relation (65a). 

The estimated ranges for.b, and care 

0 < c < .1 

, The larger range for c is a reflectiort of the much greater un-

certainty in the values of c2 and c
5 

as compared to the relatively 

accurate determination of c4 (66,67). A rig()rous lower bound for 

"b" can be calculated from Eq. (65b), by setting c=O. This yields 

b = .0576mdyn/A3 , which is in good agreement wi.th the predicted 

"b" range.'. An upper· bound for c can be found using Eq. (65b) and 

setting b = .09. 3 This yields c = .1-~dyn/A , which agrees nicely 

(29b) 

(29c) 

(8la) 

(8lb) 

with the "c" range established by (29c). In summary, we have accomplished 

. two· major things in this section, (1) a relatively accurate value of the 
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1 . 1 
· A.1g + Tlu transition energy, 11t.

0 
(.87 mdyn-A), (2) an initial 

estimation of the ranges of the potential parameters b and c. 

· 4. Thermodynamics of XeF 
6 

·The heat capacity of XeF6 has been measured by Schreiner65 and 

·co-workers from 5 + 350°K. They derived a value of the standard 

entropy, S0
, of XeF6 at 335°K which was s~35 oK = 96.22 (cal/deg). 

Weinstoc.k and co-workers66 calculated s298oK fpr various static 

geometries of XeF
6 
•. Their results for ac1 structure, which because 

of its low. symmetry should have the highest entropy of all static 

structures, was s298 oK = 87.72 (cal/deg). The. il).ability of a static 

structure to approach the e:xJ>erimental entropy indicates that there is 

either a very low frequency vibration, or even a pseudorotational 

motion occurring. Thermodynamically, the situation in XeF6 parallels. 

35 36 that of cyclopentane, ' where a free pseudorptational model for 

cyclopentane reproduced·the experimental heat capacity quite well. 

If we can somehow extract the entropy associated just with the. 

pseudorotational mode in XeF
6

, then it should be possible to use this 

information to further refine the potential parametersb, and·c. This 

can be accomplished by assigning all the vibrational modes, except 

the T1u(bend), then calculating the standard entropy by statistical 

mechanics 67 and subtracting the result from the experimental entropy. 

The difference will then be the entropy of the T1 (bend) motion. u . 

.. 
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Before presenting this calculation, it is worthwhile to discuss, 

in general, the problem of determining thermodynamic functions for 

_molecules having multiminimum vibrations. Pitzer68 has considered 

this problem in detail for molecules with a double minimum vibration 

(NH3). The difficulty in calculating the entropy of a NH
3

- like 

molecule is in deciding what the rotational syrmnetry number (a) should 

be. If we view the molecule as executing a double minimum vibration, 

then all of its levels in the inversion mode are doubly degenerate. 

However, in adopting this point of view we must regard the potential 

surface as n3h' not c3v' and accordingly the symmetry number will be 

that for a planar (on the average) n
3
h molecule, a = 6. An alternate 

treatment ~ould be to view NH3 as a static c3v structure. This would 

necessitate lowering the degeneracy of the inversion levels to one, 

and lowering the symmetry number to a = 3, for a c 3v molecule. In 

going from the n3h to the c3v viewpoint we have lost R ln 2 vibrational 

entropy and gained R ln 2 rotational entropy, for a net change of zero •. 

Thus, regardless of the location of the_ potential minimtim (DJh' or c3v) 

the entropy can always be·calculated by considering the more symmetrical 

structure. 

Although the situation in XeF 
6 

is more complica.ted than in NH
3

, 

due to the three dimensional nature of the XeF
6 

"inversion" mode, 

·the thermodynamic analysis is quite similar. Table 7 lists the relevant 

thermodynamic quantities for various assumed XeF
6 

geometries. To 

illustrate the use of Table 7 we will consider XeF
6 

to be permanently 

distorted into a c
3
v structure. There are eight equivalent c

3
v 
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structures. This will lead to an eight-fold degeneracy of the "inversion" 

levels, 8(C3v). If we view the molecule as pseudorotating among these 

.. eight structures then we must regard the potential surface as Oh, not 

c
3
v' which requires a symmetry number .of a = 24. Alternatively, we 

can consider the molecule in only one of the C · potential wells 
3v. 

which leads to a vibrational degeneracy of one for the pseudorotation 

mode and a symmetry number of a=3. Thus in·transferring from an Oh 

to c
3 

viewpoint we loose R ln 8 vibrational entropy and gain R ln 8 v . 

rotational entropy, for a net change. of zero. If we, in turn, assume 

XeF6 to have any of the remaining symmetries (c2v, c4v, Cs) the same 

conclusion regarding the entropy calculation will be reached. One case 

which was not included in Table 7 is that of a free pseudorotation. 

In this case it is clear that the potential must be treated from an 

~h point of view since all geometries are equally accessible. The 

basic result of this discussion is that for any possible conformation 

of XeF
6 

the.entropy can always be calculated assuming the most 

symmetrical structure (Oh). 

·The assignment of the vibrational modes, except for the Tlu (bend), 

assuming an Oh structure·for XeF
6 

is found.in Table 8. These 

assignments are based on the room temperature XeF
6 

infrared and Raman 

spectra (Figs. 5,7,8). There is a moderate shifting of the stretching 

frequencies to lower energy in going from the low temperature to the 

room temperature spectra (Figs. 5-9). Frequency shifts of this size 

are connnonly observed in going from matrix isolation spectra to gas 

69 phase spectra. The range of possible frequencies for the T and 
2g 

.• 
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Tiu modes reflects the large uncertainty of their exact location. The 

calculated standard entropy of the Thi (bend) motion (Si: . ) at 335°K 
lu 

. is 

11.24 ~ 15.05 

s; * = 14.67 cal/deg 
lu 

cal/deg (82a) 

(82b) 

where the large range of S0 is a reflection of the large uncertainty 
Tlu 

of the T2g and 

the assignment 

T2 assignments. The value s; *(82b) corresponds to 
u · · lu 

T
2
· .;. 284 em -l and T

2 
= 189 cm-1 (Table 8). g . u 

Now that the experimental entropy associated with the Tlu motion 

is known, we can compare it.with calculated entropies based on the 

Tlu potential (30). This comparison should help .to narrow the. ranges 

of the potential parameters b, and c established by electron diffraction 

and spectroscopic considerations. Because the entropy associated with 

the Tlu mo:tion is relatively large (- 14 cal/deg) we can use a classical 

approximation to thepartition function with which to ~alculate the 

entropy. The usual test for the validity of the classical approximation 

is that the spacings .of adjacent energy levels be small compared to kT. 

. 59 . 
Bartell has shown.· that if one considers XeF 

6 
to undergo a completely 

free pseudorotation, the effecti,ve pseudorotation "B" value is 

~1 1 67 B = 5 em For XeF6 at 335°K ('""' 240 em- ) the classical approximation 

is reasonable becaus.e B (5 em -l) << k T (240 em -l) • In terms of the 

Tlu potential (30) the partition.function, QT , is 
lu 
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(83) 

(21Tlll kT)3/ 2 
4 

=--...:...,..--~ 

h3 
( 2 4 ~4 ) I - -aR +bR -cR f(8,</> ) ICT 2 e R sin8dRd8d</> 

where f(8,</>) is an abbreviation for the octahedral field term in the 

potential -(30). The entropy (S 0 T ) was calculated by67 

. lu 

en QT ) so = ·RT lu + R ln QT (84) T aT · lu VN lu 
- ' 

. 
where R is· the molar gas constant. 

The partition function, QT (83), and the related quantity, 
· : lu 

(alnQT
1

ti/aT)V,N (84), were evaluatedby numerical integration for 

various values of the potential parameters a, b, and c. In addition, 

the .root mean square displacement, < R2 ) l/2 , was also computed. 

(85) 

The results are tabulated in Table 9. In order to properly evaluate the 

results in· Table 9 let us briefly review what parameters, relevant to the 

entropy calculation~ are known with reasonable accuracy. These are "a" and 

R
0

• The constant "a" is related to the force constant (KC ) for the 
3v 

A1 (Tlu bend) vibration by a = KC /4 (65a). A1 (Tlu bend) is the vibrational 
· . 3v 

motion associated with the radial coordinate, R, of the potential 

function (30). We found iri the spectroscopy section that the A1 
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-1 
. (T~u bend) was·reasonably assigned to the 302 em peak in the niatrix 

isolation infrared spectrum. This placed "a" at a= .0873 (mdyn/A). 

~ost likely there will be a shift in frequency for this mooe in going 

from the matrix to the gas phase, however the magnitude and direction 

of the shift are difficult to predict. With this problem in mind, it 
-1 . 

is probably reasonable to assume a maxinium ± 50 em uncertainty in 

the location of the A1 (Tlu bend) band, which corresponds to a ± 15% 

uncertainty in the ·value of "a". The parameter R is the magnitude 
0 . 

of the radial distortion, which was calculated from the best static 

c3v model of the electron diffraction work. The value for R
0

(.87 A) 
. . . . 2 1/2 

is probably an upper bound to < R ) • This is because the radial 

potential minimum contracts sli.ghtly in going from the c3v radial 

minimum to the c2v radial minimum, artd contracts even more in passing 

from the c2v radial minimUm to.the c4v radial minimuni (32a, 32b,· 32c). 

In our model calculations, we can safely disregard the potential 

. . . 2 1/2 
parameters corresponding to ( R ) greater than .9 A. The lower 

bound to ( R2 ) l/2 is more difficult to establish. We will discuss 

this in. more detail somewhat latter in this section in relation to 

angular barriers. 

The potential parameters b, and c for the first eleven entries 

in Table 9 obey the requirement 

Kc 
3v + 

8R 
2 

b = .333c (86) 

0 
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which was discussed in the spectroscopy section (65). The general 

effect of increasing b and c according to Eq. (86) is to steepen 

.. the potential walls beyond R
0 

and to increase the angular barriers. 

This is re;flected in the lower entropy and smaller ( R2 > l/2 for the 

first eleven entries. In order to sample entropies on the upper end 

of the experimental range for s; (15.05 cal/deg) we have to considerably 
· · lu 

soften the potential in the radial (R) direction. · This is demonstrated 

for the remaining entries in Table 9. ·It is seen that one has to 

go well beyond the anticipated ± 15% range for "a" just to reach 

13 cal/deg. This is an indication that the actual T2g and T2u 

frequencies occur closer to the lower range indicated in Table 8, 

which would shorten the experimental 8° range to approximately 
Tlu 

11.24 < s; < 12.5 (cal/deg). 
lu 

There is one additional criterion which the potential parameters, 

particularly c, must follow. This is that the angular potential 

-1 
minimum at the c

3
v configuration is less than approximately 200 em 

( ) If h 1 b · h h' h than 200 cm-l room temperature • ·· t e angu ar arrl.er was muc J.g er 

XeF
6 

should appear as a rigid .cJv molecule, which would give relatively 

sharp spectral features. There are actually three angular barriers, 

a c3v # c2v barrier, a c2v~-~ c4v barrier, and a c3v# c4v barrier. 

In order of increasing energy (lowest at bottom) these barriers are 

c . 
4v 

-- c2v 

c3v 

(87)' 

.. 

i ' 
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-1 . . 
The 200 em restriction applies to the c3v # c2v barrier. In terms 

of the potential fun~tion, the larger the parameter c, the larger the 

angular barriers will be. For the set of potential parameters (a=. 0873 ~ 

b=.0743, c=.05) (Table 9) the calct1lated angular barriers are 

360 -1 em 
c4v 

120 -1 em 
c2v 

0 -1 em 
c3v 

-1 which is consistent with the requirement that c
3 

# c2v < 200 em · 

If we double the value of c to c-=.1 (entry 11, Table 

. -1 
barrier will approximately double to 240 em ·- .:·.wllich is:too 

" ' 

large. The upper allowed value of c by this reasoning is 

c = .o8 <mdr). 

(88) 

We can estimate the radial barrier, the barrier to the octahedral 

configuration, from the free pseudorotation potential (a=.0873, 

b=.0576, c=O) (Table 9). The radialbarrier is 1,650 em 
-1 

The basic result of this section was to refine the potential 

parameters to the following ranges 

a = .0873 ¥ ± 15%. 

.05 < b < .o7s mdYj 
A 

0 < c < .08 

(89a) 

(89b) 

(89c) 
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5. ElectricField Deflection of XeF6 

70 The result of the electric field deflection experiment on XeF
6 

was negative, that is XeF
6 

did not focus. There are two possible 

interpretations of this behavior. The first, is that the dipole 

moment in XeF
6 

is vanishingly small. The lower limit of detectability 

in these experiments is .03 D for a static structure. It is unlikely 

that the sum of the individual xe...:F bond moments and the lone pair 

moment would have such a low value. The second, and more reasonable 

proposition, is that.the effect of pseudorotation is to drastically 

reduce the effective interaction of the dipole moment with the 

inhomogeneous electric field. This is further indication that XeF6 

undergoes a not-too-hindered pseudorotatiori. The phenomenon of electric 

field deflection will be discussed fully in the next chapter. 

6. Comparison to other Theoretical Approaches· 

There have been two different theoretical treatments of XeF
6 

71 previously explored, (1) an electronic isomer model, (2) a crystal-

field mode1.62 

The basic contention of Goodman 1 s 71 electronic isomer model is the 

existence of several,'thermally acaessible excited electronic states. 

These excited' states are considered to arise from excitation into the . . 

T* molecular orbital. We have discussed the ultraviolet spectrum 
lu 

of XeF
6 

in an earlier section and found the lowest lying Tlu excited 

3 . . -1 1. 
state ( P 1) to be appronmately 28,000 em above the ground Alg 

. . ....... , 

electronic state. This essentially negates the electronic isomers 

approach, of which we will say no more. 
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62 A more first principle~ type approach was undertaken by Wang 

in his crystal-field model for XeF 6 • · He asstnned a Xe(+6) ion was 

,.s·urrounded by six point charges, F( -1). The Hamiltonian for this 

system consisted of the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian for the Xe.(+6) 

ion plus a spin-orbit term, a nuclear repulsion term for the six fluorine 

ligands, and a crystal...:field term expressing the interaction of the 

valence Xe(+6) electrons with the fluorine ligands as a function of 

ligand. geometry.· The ground state vibrational potential waf? defined 

by diagonalizatio~ of the Hamiltonian ina Russell-Saunders basis on 

the Xe(+6) iort for different ligand.geometries. There are four electronic 

parameters associated with this model, (1) the ener~y difference between 

the xenon 5s and 5p orbitals, (2) the spin-orbit coupling constant 

for the xenon 5p.orbitals (3) two Slater-Condon electron repulsion 

parameters. Values for these parameters were obtained from entirely 

empirical considerations. 

The basic re.sults of this model, for their assumed best set of 

parameters, are (i) a radial distorti~n (R ) of approximately 
0 
-1 . 

R = . 9 A, (2) a radial barrier of 1860 em , and (3) the following 
0 

angular barriers 

160 cm-l 

-1 40 em · 

0 -1 em c 3v 
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These results compare nicely to this work, which are, (i) a 

-
radial distortion of R

0 
= .87 A, (2) a radial barrier of approximately 

-1 1650 em. , and {3) the following angular barriers 

360 
-1··· 

em 
c4v 

120 em -1 

c2v 

0 -1 em c . 
3v 

where it should be recalled that the exact sizes of the angular barr·iers 

were not calculable in this work because the parameter."c" could only 

be defined within .a certain range. The angular barriers quoted above 

correspond roughly to the midpoint of the allowed range for "c" 

( .05 mdyn/A). 

Wang's crystal-field model and the approach taken in this work 

have basically the same origin, although after the first step our 

approaches taken different routes. In both treatments the first step 

is to diagonalize a suitable Hamiltonian in an appropriate electronic 

basis set. .Wang carries out the diagonalization numel;"ically 

by using quantitat.ively defined electronic wave functions, while we carry 

out the diagonalization analytically to obtain a general form for the 

potential, and then use experimental data to refine the parameters of 

the potential. In principle, both approaches should yield almost 

identical results if the diagonalization is exact, and the various 

electronic parameters used in the numerical approach have the correct 

value for XeF 6 •. 
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The excellent agreement between these two approaches is strong 

evidence for a slightly hindered pseudorotational motion in XeF
6

• 
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Table L Structural parameters for the 

best . static c3 . v 
configuration 

Parameter Multiplicity R (A) Amplitude (A) 

rXe..;.F 3 1.850 0.036 

r · Xe-F 3 1. 941 0.036 

adjacent 
6 2.498 0.108 F-F 

adjacent 
3 2.535 0.208 

F~F 
l:, 

adjacent 
3 3.106 0.302 

F~F 

long .. 3 3.757 0.070 F-F 

':·. 

'· 
In addition 

· ANG4 = 5.348° 

ANG5 :: 7. 260° 

i ·. 

,, ,· 
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:. .. 

· . Table 2. Infrared and Raman activities for the fundamentals 

of. a MX
6 

molecule of varying geometry 

C· 4v 

c 2v 

c s 

Ir = 

R = 

p = 

dp = 

A1 (R ) g p 

A1 (Ir,Rp) 

A1(Ir,R) p 

A
1

(Ir,R ) 
'p 

A' (Ir,R ) . p 

infrared active 

Raman active 

polarized 

depolarized 

E (Rd) g p T2g (Rdp). T 1 ~(Ir) T2u(NA) 

E(Ir,Rdp) A2(NA) 

B (R ) 
1 dp Bz(Rdp) E(Ir,Rd ) . p 

A" (Ir ,R ) . . dp 

NA = not active 
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Table 3. -r:
1
u(Bend), T2g and T.zu.Bending Frequencies for TeF6 • 

-1 . -1 -1 T
1 

u(Bend) (em. ) T2 (em ) T2u(cm ) g. 

TeF6 323 314 197 

PuF6 206 211 173 
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Table 4. Assignment of low teniperature XeF
6 

. spectrum based on a c3v geometry . 

Mode . Frequency 
-1 

(em ) 

A1 (Tlu stretch) 630 

Al (Alg) . 624 

E (Tlu stretch) 557 

E(E ) 506 . g 

A1 (Tlu bend) · 302 

. E(T
2

g) (343)a 

Al (T2g) 252 

Az (TZu) (150-ZOO)b 

E(T2u) (150-ZOO?b 
' 

a. Thi.s is a guess (see main text). 

b. Rased on·room temperature far infrared 

data (Fig. 7) • 



Parameter 

·m 
3 

0 v 
T lu (bend) 

vo 
Tlu (stretch) 

c 
T2g 
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Table 5. Deiive,d parameters for XeF 
6 

Description 

T
1
u(stretch) mass 

T2g mass 

T
1

u(bend) pseudorotation mass 

Force constant for radial (A
1

) 
motion in c3v 

Force constant for "unperturbed" 
T lu frequency 

"Unperturbed" Tlu bend frequency 

Unperturbed Tlu stretch frequency 

Tlu stretch force constant 

Unperturbed T2g frequency 

T
2 

force constant g . 

1 1 ' 
A + Tlu electronic transition . lg 

energy 

Tlu stretch linear matrix element 

Tlu bend linear ~atrix element 

T
2 

linear matrix element 
g . 

Value 

19 (amu) 

4. 75 (amu) 

6. 56 (amu) 

0.349 (mdyn/A0
) 

I 
0.314 (mdyn/A0

) 

-1 
284 (em ) 

-1 581 (em ) 

3. 78 (mdyn/A0
) 

312 (cm-1) 

0. 272 (mdyn/ A0
) 

0. 87 (mdyn/ A0
) 

0. 461 (mdyn) 

0.500 (mdyn) 

0.374 (mdyn) 

T1u-Tlu coupling constant, spectro- o·.14 
scopic. determination 

T1u-:T2g coupling constant, spectro:- 0. 91 (1/ A0
} 

scopic determination 

Electron: diffraction determination 0.13 

Electron diffraction determination 1.9 (1/ A0
) 

~ =. 

. ./ 
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Table 6, Molecular parameters for 
a tetrameric XeF

6
(c4v) 

molecule. 

Parameter 

r . 
· Xe-F .. · ap1cal 

r Xe-F . ap1cal 

r 
Xe-Fb . l as a 

~-F -Xe-F . 
apical . basal 

Value 

2.23A0 

1.84A0 

77.2° 

• 
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Table 7. Thermodynamic parameters for various XeF6 geometries. 

oh c c c4v c 
3v 2v. s 

O(symmetry number) 24 3 2 4 1 

Equivalent Structures 1 8 12 6 '24 

Degeneracy of 8(C3), 12(c2v) 1 1 1 1 Inversion Mo.de 
6(C4), 24(C ) 

'. s 



.. 
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Table 8. Room temperature assignment of 

XeF
6 

modes assuming an octahedral geometry 

Mode 

Tlu (stretch) 

E . g 

T2 . u 

-1 
Frequency (em ) 

580 

588 

513 

284a (200-300)b 

189a (150-200)b 

- a. estimate based on TeF
6 

and PuF6 

b. Possible range of values 
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Table 9. Calculated entropy of the Tlu potential function 

(VT . (R,6 ,~)) at 335°K. 
lu 

(mdyn ) b(mdyn ) c(mdy~ ) 8o (cal ) < Rz> 1i2 (A o) ,a Ao 
Ao3 Ao r 1u deg 

~ ~ 

o. 0873. -·o. 0576 0.00 11.82 0.878 

0.0~73 0.0610 0.01 "11. 77 0.869 

0.0873 0.0643 0.02 11.70 0.862 

0.087.3 0.0676 0.03 11.62 o. 8.96 

0. 0873. 0.0710 0.04 11.54 0. 850 . 

0.0873 0~0743 0.05 11.46 0.846 

0.0873 0. 0776 0.06 11.38 0.841 

0.0873 0.0810 0.07 11.30 0.838 

0.0873 0.0843 0.08 11._24 0.834 

0.0873 0.0876 0.09 11;14 0.832 

0.0873 0.0910 0.10 11.07 tO. 829 

0.088 0.0306 0.00 13.1 1. 205 

0.088 0.0306 0.015 12.97 1.286 

0.088 0.0306 0~03 12.14 1.424 

0.081 0.03 0.00 .. 13.06 1.168 

0.0432 0.02 0.00 13.21 1.054 

0.027 0.01 0.00 14.1 1.184 

0.108 . 0.04 0.00 12.78 1.167 

·~· 
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VII. ELECTRIC FIELD DEFLECTION OF MOLECULES WITH 
LARGE. AMPLITUDE MOTIONS 

A. Introduction to Electric Field Deflection 

In this chapter we will consider the behavior of molecules in 

inhomogeneous electric fields. As an introduction to this area we 

will discuss the behavior of a permanent dipole in an inhomogenous 

electric field. A schematic di.agram of a typical experimental 

72 arrangement is found in Fig. 1, where a molecule with dipole 

-+ 
moment·lJ is ejected from .the source (ov:en) into the inhomogeneous 

electric field E. The electric field E is assumed to have radial 

symmetry about the axis drawn (dashed line) •. We chose the dipole 

moment aligned parallel to the electric field, and we also assume that 

the molecule is not rotating. The potential of interaction of the 

dipole with the field is 

+ ·+ 
W = -p·E .. (1) 

Because the electric field is inhomogeneous (its gradient is non zero) 
. . . + 

the molecule will experience a force, F, given by 

+ 
F = 

aw ---
aiEl 

(2) 

For the alignment of the dipole pictured, the molecule will experienc~ 

a force directed into the center of the apparatus. Initially the 

molecule will be accelerated downwards, then when it reaches its 
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mirror image position on the bottom half it will be accelerated upward 

until it reaches its initial position, whereupon the cycle will 

repeat itself. Concurrently the molecule is translating across the 

apparatus towards the detector (mass spectrometer). If the ~scillation 

about the symmetry a:x:is of the field occurs at just the right frequency 

the molecule can actually enter the detector as is pictured in Fig. 1. 

This is called refocusing, or sometimes just focusing. If we pick 

the alignme_Iit of the dipole ppposite to that pictured it would always 

experience a force directed away from the center of the apparatus, 

and obviously it could not focus. It should be stressed, that simply 
. .. + . 

aligning the dipole parallel to the electric field, E, will not insure 

focusing. The velocity of the molecule has to be related to the frequency 

of oscillation such that the molecule is crossing the center of the 

apparatus at the precise instant it reaches the detector. In ppinciple 

there are an infinite number of velocities for which a given dipole 

·can focus. The exact value of these velocities is of course dependent 

on the electric field strength lEI , and the magnitude of the dipole 

moment, I PI·. 
We can now allmv the molecule to. rotate and see what effect this 

will have on its focusing properties, The basic complication introduced 

by allowing the molecule to rotate is that its interaction with the 

field (1) must be averaged over the rotational state of the molecule. 

(3) 
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The quantity IC(~) represents a particular function of the rotational 

quantum numbers, ~' of the rotational state over which Eq. (1) was. 

. ·averaged. The specific form of C(~) will depend on the symmetry 

of the molecule - symmetric top, spherical top, etc. The subscript 

of one on w,i(3) is to indicate that this is known .as a first order Stark 

effect. The force the rotating dipole will experiertce is 

70 
The electric field can be represented as . · 

+ 
E = "' r r 

where Vis the voltage applied to the apparatus, R is the radius of 

the apparatus, r is the radial coordinate, and ~ is the unit radial 

+ ·. 
vector. Substitution of E(5) into Eq. (4) gives 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

\Vhen C(~) is negative the molecule will experience a force dtrected 

into the center of the apparatus, hence it can focus. For C(nR) 

positive the mo.lecule will not focus. From Eq. (6) we see that for 

a first order Stark effect, w1(3), it is the rotational state, C(~), 

which completely determines a·molecule's potential f'or focusing. 

We cart add yet another complication to this system by allowing 

the molecule to have a nonstatic dipole moment. Specifically, we 

mean a molecule undergoing relatively unhindered, large amplitude 

.. 
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motions carrying it through a variety of gemmetries, and simultaneously 

changing the orientation of the dipole moment relative to a molecule 

fixed reference.frame. We must now aver~ge the interaction of the dipole 

With the field (1) over both the rotational motion and the internal motion. 

The effect of this averaging process Will be to yield a second order 

stark effect, w
2

, instead of a first order effect, w1 • As we will see 

later, this is due to the symmetry of the internal motion. The second 

order stark effect will have the form 

-+ 
where 11 · is the effective dipole moment associated With the intennal 

~eff 

motion, 'c(~;n1 ) is a function of the rotational, ~' and internal, 

n1 , quantum numbers, and t.E1 is an energy difference between the energy 

levels of the inte~nal motion. The force that the molecule will 

experience is 

-+ 
F = 

v 2 A 

(2) r r 
R 

(8) 

From the force Eq. (8) we find that for t.E1 > 0 the molecule can 

focus; while molecules With t.E1 < 0 cannot focus. The most inte'resting 

feature of the second order Stark effect (7) is that a molecule's 

potential for focusing :is determined soleiy by its internal quantum 

-
state, in contrast to the first order Stark effect (3) where the 

rotational state was the deciding factor •. Equation (8) can be viewed 

. compactly as 
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- K rr (9) 

where K is defin~d as 

-+ 2 v 2 I C(~,ni) I llleffl . (;I ) . 
L\EI 

(10) 

K = 

The form of Eq. (9) shows that a molecule with a second order Stark 

effect (7) behaves as a harmonic oscillato/
3 

with force constant K (10). 

For a typical electric field deflection apparatu/
0 

the radius, 

R, is R = .• 3 em, . the average field, IE I, at maximum vpltage (35 KV) ave 

is IE I = 180 (statvolts) and the length of the apparatus (source 
av ' em ' 

to detector) is approximately 20 em. If we inject a molecule with 

1
-+ I . -1 . 
Peff. = lD, L\EI = 1 em , and mass equal to 20 ainu (this hypothetical 

molecule is similar to NH
3

) into the apparatus at T = 300°K, with 

lEI = IE .. I then we can estimate its
1 

period of oscillation and its time . av 

of flight. The most probable velocity of the molecule is calculated 

by 

1 . 2 
2mv = kT 

4 . 
Fqr T = 300°K the most probable velocity is v = 10 em/sec, which 

(11) 

gives an average time of flight from source to detector of. 10-3 sec. 

The appraximate period of·oscillation~ which is determined by the 
. -3 . 

. force constant, K(lO), is 10 ·(sec/cycle). This molecule is seen to 

be a- strong focuser because its period of oscillation is comparable to 

the average time of flight. If on the other hand, (l-leff) is much 
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smaller, or t.E1 much larger, or both, then the period of oscillation 

would be greatly reduced and only those molecules With a velocity 

... substantially less th~m v(ll) could focus (a very few molecules). 

2 Generally speaking it is the ratio of l11effl to t.E
1 

which will 

determine whether or not a given molecule, in a given state, is.a 

strong or weak focuser. 

B. Stark Effect for MX3 Molecules Undergoing a Double 
Minimum Vibration 

The wavefunction for the inversion notion in :MX
3 

molecules is 

characterized by two guantum numbers, 74 

lP =ln,p) inversion 

n = 0,1,2 

p = ±1 
(12) 

where "n" denotes the level. and "p" its parity (±). The dipole moment 

associated with the inversion coordinate; s2(A2) (see Chap. 1, Fig. 2), 

can be expressed as 

-+ 
11 = 

A 

cS K 
2 

(13) 

where cis a constantwhich takes geometric (bond length, bond angles) 
A. 

and electronic (partial charge) factors into account and K is the 
. . 

molecule fixed axis defined by the three fold rotation axis through 

the central (M) atom. The dipole-field interaction (1) becomes 

(14) 
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A 

where 13 is the angle between the molecule fixed K axis and the space 
A 

fixed unit rad:f,.al vector, r, which for simplicity we will consider as 
A 

.the Z axis, because the experiment essentially takes place in a single 

plane. The presence of the linear coordinate,- s
2

, in the interaction 

term (14) precludes any first order Stark effect due to the parit.Y (±) 

of the inversion wavefunctions (12). This requires the use of second 

order perturba,tion theory to evaluate W(l4). The rotational wavefunctions 

which we will use throughout this chapter are the symmetric top wave

functions.74 These are characterized by 

'¥ • = jJKM) rotat1on 
(15) 

where J is the total angular momentum quantum number, Kis the component 

of J along the molecular symmetry axis, and M is the·component of J 
. +A 

along a space fixed: axis, in this case the field direction, E(Z). 

w 
2 

To second order, the interaction terril W(14) is 

= IEI 2 .·. L 
jJKMnp > =I= jJ'K'M'n'p'} 

(JKMnpjcs2 cosSIJ'K'M'n'p' )(J'K'M'n'p'jcs
2 

cosSjJKMnp) 

(EJKM - EJ'K'M') + (Enp - En'p') 
(16) 



.. 
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where EJKM is the energy of .th~ I JKM ) rotational state and E is . . np 

the vibrational energy of the I hp } inversion state.·. The relevant matrix 

.elements are 

(17a) 

( JKM I cos s I J 'K'M' } =I= 0 . J ' =J ' J± 1 K'=K M'=M (17b) 

If we restrict our attention to the focusing properties of the ground 

state inversion levels.in MX3(c3v)molecules then we can effectively 

ignore the contribution of higher vibrational levels (t\2:1) in the 

denominator o.f the Stark expression (16). This is because the n=l 

-1 inversion levels occur in the range of 800-1000 em above the n=O · 

levels for the NH
3 

series, while the ground state doublet splitting 

. -1 
has a maximum value of only .66 em in NH

3
• If we were dealing with 

a low inversion barrier it is possible that higher vibrational levels 

would contribute to w
2

(16) arid accordingly, must be included. w2 (16) 

simplifies to 

L: 
J' 

< JKM! cosS I IT. 'KM > < J 'KMI cosS I JKM > 
(E J - E J r ) + (E 

0 
_ - E 

0 
+) 

.• 

(18) 
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where we have picked ·I 0- ) as the reference vibrational state •. Choosing 

I 0+ ) as the reference state would just change the sign of the vibrational 

. ·energy difference in the denominator (18). We can identify· the term, 

2 . . 2 2 
c I< o-1 s2 I 0 +) I , as tJ'le effective dipole moment squared, lleff" 

Equation (18) becomes 

(19) 

There are two different limiting situations to this expression 

for the Stark effect, Wll9). These are 

E - E + >> EJ ..;.. E. 
J' (20a) 

0 0 

EJ - Ej, >> E - E + (20b) 
0 0 

In the MH
3 

series (NH
3

, PH
3

, AsH3 , SbH
3

) the rotational constant, B, 

...:1 
is on the order of B ~ lO·cm , and the ground state inversion 

splitting (E - E +) has a maximum value of .7 -1 for NH3. Thus em -
0 0 

for the MH
3 

molecules the second limiting case (20b) is seen to apply. 

We will see later that for the.MX
7 

molecules and XeF6 the first limit 

(20a) applies because the rotational constants are much smaller due 

to larger moments of inertia, and the pseudorotational spacings are 

larger than the ground state MH
3 

inversion doublets. We will consider 

both limits for the MX
3 

system. 



• 
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If we assume the first limit (20a) to apply then Eq. (19) 

simplifies approximately to 

2 .,.+,2 
lleff. E ~-

w2 = E _ E L.J < JKMI cosBIJ'KM > (J'KMI cosBIJKM > ·. 
+ J' 

0 0 

If we sum over a complete. IJ'K'M > basis, and use the identity 

L IJ'K'M' > ( J'K'M' I -. 1 
sum over 

all states 

then Eq. (22) becomes 

The error in w
2

(23) caused by neglecting the E3-E3 , term is 

approximately 

(il) 

(22) 

. (23) 

2 1+12 11eff E 
owz - E ~ E 

+ 
0 

(24) 

=E....:2:.....3-~~E:-.. -+ <I< JKMicosBIJ+l, ~ > 1
2

-1< JKMicosBIJ-l,KM > 1
2 

> 

0 0 0 

where_ ow
2 

must be small compared to w2 (23) because our initial assumption 

was essentially 2JB << E - E + (20a). 
0 0 
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If the second limiting situation .(20b) is applicable, the Stark 

effect, w2 (19), becomes 

2 
I<JKM :1 cosS IJKM } 1

2 '2 IEI2 M2 J2 IE[
2 

11eff 11eff 
w2 = = (25) 

E - - E + J2(J+l)2 (Eo_-Eo+) 0 0 .. 

where the J=J' rotational state is th~ major contribution to w2(19) 

in this limit. The error in w
2

(25) from neglecting J'=J±l is 

2 -+ 2 
lleff lEI 

= ____:...2:::-J::-:B~-

where ~Sw2 should be much smaller than w2 (25) because our initial 

assl.Ullption was 2JB >> E _ - E + (20b) • 
. 0 0 

Both limiting Stark effects, w2(23,25), have beenwritten in 

(26) 

terms of the 'inversion state which can focus, I 0- } • If the molecule 

were in the lower ground state in~ersion doublet, .I o+ > , . the denominator 

of w2 (23,25) would be negative, thtis this state cannot focus (8). 

C. Stark ·Effect in MX7 (IF7 , ReF
7

) Molecules 

In the MX
7 

bhapter we found the IF7 and ReF
7 

could be considered 

as undergoing a free pseudorotation, which was analogous to a rotating-

vibrating diatomic molecule restricted to rotate in a plane. The wave 

functions for this type of motionare29 

... 

... 
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'¥ . = R (p~l 
i2m¢ = I r} ,m } e pseudorotation n 

n = 0, 1, 2, (27) 

±1' m = 0, ±2' ... 

where the factor of two on the angular function arises from the boundary 

condition, ,, (0) ,,, ( ) . . f. b d . 36 
o/ = o/ ~ , 1n 1ve mem ere r1ngs. The energy of the 

pseudorotational mode is 

(28) 

where v . p is the frequency of the radial motion (p) and B¢ is the 

effective r'otational constant associated with the pseudorotation. 

In the MX7 molecules the dipole moment lies in the plane of the 

hypothetical five membered ring ,formed by a pl9nar arrangement of the 

· equatorial fluorines •. The origin of the dipole moment is the coupling 

of .the axial bend (Ei). to the puckering motion (E2) 
48 

(MX7 chapter, 

Eqs. (12,13)). The dipole moment will have the form 

+ 2 A A 

~- = cp [cos4¢i + sin4~j 

where the p2 dependence and the 4¢ dependence of the dipole on the 
I 

pseudorotational phase angle are_ both determined by the E1 - E2 

(29) 

coupling, 48 and i, j are molecule fixed axes in the equatorial plane. 

The dipole-field interaction will look like 
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W = ciEI p
2 

[cos4cj> sinS cosy- sin4cj> sinS siny]. (30) 

where S, andy are Euler angles, 75 relating the molecule fixed axes to 
.A . + 

the space fixed Z axis (E) • 

Because of the 4cj> dependence of W(30) there will be both a first 

and a second order Stark effect. The origin of the first order effect 

is that the terms, cos4cj> and sin4cj>, connect the degenerate wavefunctions 

±i2cj> 
e to each other. The remaining states (tn =I= ±2) cail be treated by 

second order perturbation theory. 

The rotational constants for rF7 and ReF
7 

are in the neighborhood 

-1 52 of B ~ .6 em while the effeCtive pseudorotational constant, Bel>·' 

is approximately 
. -1 . . 48,49 

Bel>~ 5 em 1n both molecules. This indicates 

that IF
7 

and ReF
7 

can be treated under the limiting situation in 

Eq. (20a), because Bel>>> B. The second order Stark effect will have the 

·form 

m =I= ±2 (31) 

This demonstrates that the pseudorotational ground state, m=O, will 

not focus (W
2 

is negative) while all the remaining states are focusable 

(W2 is positive). 

The derivation of the first order Stark effect for the degenerate 

m= ±2 states is rather complicated because the angular terms 

(sinS, cosy, siny, cosy) connect many of the (near) degenerate M,K 

levels for a given value of J. While we will not solve this problem 
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here we. can comment· on the nature of the expected Stark effect. That 

is, we saw earlier (3), that for a first order Stark effect some states 

.will focus ·and some will not, depending on the specific set of rotational 

quantum numbers • 

. D. Stark Effect in XeF 
6 

(Free Pseudorotation Limit) 

If we consider XeF6 to undergo a free pseudorotation then its 

behavior will be analogous to·a rotating-vibrating diatomic molecule. 

. . 74 
The wavefunctions for the free pseudorotation are 

'I' . . = Rn(R)P.Jm I (cos8)eim¢ 
psetidorotation ru 

I ntm ) 

m = 0, ±1, ±2 ... 

Q, = lml' lml + 1 

n = o,. 1, 2 ... 

The energy levels are 

= 

·where vR is the frequency of the radial motion, R, and Be,¢ 

effectivepseudorotational constant. 

(33) 

is the 

In terms of the spherical coordinate system defined in the XeF6 

chapter we can write the' dipole moment as 

+ A A A 

~ = cR(sine·cos¢i +sine sin¢J + cosek) (34) 
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" " " wh~re i,j, k are molecule fixed axes, which correspond to the s
4
x' 

s4Y and s4z directions respectively (XeF
6 

Chap., Fig. 1). The 

. dipole-field interaction has the form 

(35) 

W = cliiR (sinB cos~ sinB cosy - siriB sin~ R1n0 - cnuO cou0) 

where 75 -1 
59 

13, y are Euler angles. For XeF6 , Be~ ~.5 em and the 

rotational constant is similar to the MX7 case, which means XeF
6 

can 

also be handled in the limit B~ >> B (20a). The second order Stark 

effect for XeF6 is 

2 .,t,2 
lleff 

w!).ere this expression for w2 (36) is considerably more complicated than 

those for MX
7

(31) and MX
3

(23). The reason for this is that the dipole 

moment is not restricted to any particular direction or plane with 
. 2 

respect' to the molecule fi:xed frame, which is why both a sin 13, and 

2 
a cos 13 term are present in Eq. (36). The ground pseudorotational 

state, ~=0, does not focus (W
2 

is negative). The disposition of the 

higher states is difficult to ascertain from Eq. (36) without explicitly 

evaluating it for each specific set of IJKM~m> quantum numbers, 

(36) 
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however it is probably safe to say that some, if not all, of the higher 

states (DO) are focusable. 

E. Stark Effect in XeF
6 

(Low Angular Barrier Limit) 

In the XeF 6 chapter it was concluded that XeF:
6 

was undergoing 

either a free pseudorotation or a slightly hindered pseudorotation 

(low angular barrier). We have just considered the focusing properties 

of a free pseudorotation, and will now investigate the effect of 

adding a small angular harrier corresponding to a c
3
v potential 

minimum. There is another limiting case one could study, which is the 

high.angular barrier limit. This would yield a rigid c3 structure 
v 

with a first order Stark effect-, where one would expect to observe 
- . . 70 

appreciable focusing. -

We will assume the angular harrier is small enough so that the 

"inversion"multiplet spacings are still large compared to the overall 

rotational spacings. In effect, we are working with the limiting 

case in Eq. (20a). The first step in this problem is to calculate the 

spacin:gs of the lower "inversion" multiplets. This was done by taking 

appropriate linear combinations (representations of Oh) of ground .· 

state harmonic oscillator functions ("ljJ , n=l-8) located in each of . n 

the eight c3v potential minima and evaluating the Hamiltonian (H) 

corresponding to a slighty hindered pseudorotation·in this basis set. 

The resulting spacings are 
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IA2u} 

t 16b - 32c + 16d 

IT2g} t 16b - 16d (37) 

1 Tlu } 

! ... 
16b + 32c + 16d 

IAlg} 

b = ( 1/1 IHil/J . } n adJacent (38a) 

d 
c = (1/J IHil/J . } (38b) n adJacent 

d=<l/JIHil/J > n opposite (38c) 

The largest matrix element should be."b" (38a) since this is the 

overlap of localized oscillators in adjacent c
3 

minima of the nearest 
v ' 

type (see drawing above). Then, for simpliCity, the spacings ·of the 

levels (37) are approximately equal, 6E ~ 16b. 

The expression for the Stark effect differs from state tlo. state 

in this limit, The resulting expressions are 

(39a) 

2 . 1+12 . 
~eff E · . 2 · 2 . 2 

w2 ~T. } = . {<JKMisin 8 cos YIJKM} I<Tl I X IAl } I 
'+lux· 16lhl · ux g (39b) 
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similar ·expressmons for IT
1
u 

y 
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·
2 IEI 2 

ll eff · 2 2 
W 2 , 1 T ) = __;;,_ __ . < JKM I sin S I JKM > I ( T 2g I X •1T l· ) I 

' 2g. ·. 16lb I · xy uy 
xy 

similar expressions for 

(39c) 

= 0 (39d) 

From these results we see that the vibrational ground state' ·I Al. ) ' .g 

does not focus, and the I A
2

u ) state does not focus, while the I T
2

g ) 

states dan focus. It is not obvious what the focusing properties of 

. the I Tlu ) states are. One might speculate that some I JKM ) states 

will lead to focusing of the I Tlu ) states .will other I Jlq1 ) states 

will exhibit defocusing. 

F. Comparison of Theory to Experiment 

Calculation of absolute focusing intensities is a complicated 

problem which interrelates the molecular velocity distribution to the 

distribution of internal and rotational states. 70 While we will not 

attempt t;o do this here it is still possible to get·agood idea of the 

relative focusing p·ower of a given molecular species simply by 

evajhuating its Stark effect (W
2
). A large Stark effect means the 

e'Eifective force constant, K (10), for the o.scillatory motion is large. 

.,, 
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We saw earlier that for K sufficiently large, molecules with a velocity 

near v(most probable), which includes must of the molecules, had a 

. -good chance of focusing. When K wa:s small, only those mo·lecules on the 

low end of the velocity distribution; which includes very few molecules, 

were· focusable. Simply by comparing "K" for different molecules one-

can arrange those molecules in order of focusing ability. This can be 

further simplified to a comparison of the factor in K(lO) which varies 

most from molecule to molecule, which is 

R = 

2 
11eff 
!lEI . 

where R is the ratio of the effective dipole moment squared to the 

(40) 

separation of internal (pseudorotational) levels. For the molecules 

studied here the "R" factors are 

= 
E - E + 

0 0 

R 
XeF6 (free pseudorotation) 

-~eF6 '(low angular barrier) = 

2 
11eff 
16jbj 

(4la) 

(4lb) 

(4lc) 

(4ld) 

·.t 
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In order to quantitatively evaluate R one needs values for lleff and. 

boEr The effective pseudorotationaJ constants for IF
7

; ReF
7

, and XeF
6 

have been estimated by Bartell in the electron diffraction studies of 

h 48,49i59 t ese molecules. · The value of the doublet splitting in the 

NH3 ground vibrational state is known. We have performed.energy leyel 

calculations in a three dimensional harmonic oscillator basis for 

the low angular barrier limit of XeF 
6 

arid have found the separation 

of the lower multiplet levels.to be approximately jl6bj ~ 1 cm;.l.1 

Determination of lleff for IF7 , ReF7 and XeF6 is somewhat of a problem. 

The approach taken here was to estimate the partial negative charge on 

the fluorines, which in tu.rn fixes the. partial positive charge on the 

central atom. Then one can use structural information provided by the 

electron diffraction studies to determine the effective dipole in the 

1' system of interest. In XeF6 there was an additional problem, in that 

the lone pair contributes a significant moment due to its directional 
. . 

preference (partial "p" character). Interestingly, the lone, pair 

moment is in the opposite direction to the "geometric" moment 

caused by the partial charges. We have calculated the total XeF6 

dipole moment to be lleff ~ .• 1 D, where the uncertainty of the calculation 

leads to a probable range of 0 ~ 11 . · .~ • 3 D. eff 

The values of the effective dipole (1Jeff)' b.EI' and R for the 

molecules considered here are found in Table 1. The results demonstrate 

that the order of focusing ability, from highest to lowest, is 

NH
3 

>> ReF 
7 

> IF 
7 

> XeF 
6

• This same ordering is experimentally 

. b 'd 55' 70 o serve • 
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There is one additional experimental observation which can be 

understood in terms of the models presented here. For ReF7 and to 

a lesser degree, IF
7

, a very strong temperature dependence was found, 

with the focusing intensity increasing dramatically as the temperature 

was decreased. 55 We saw that all the pseudorotational states of IF7 

and ReF7 , with the exception of the ground state, were potentially 

focusable. 
2 . 

In addition there was a 1/m (31) dependence to the Stark 

effect, where m was the pseudorotational quantum number. As the 

temperature is increased,· higher m levels will gain appreciable 
. 2 

population, and because 1/m is a rapidly decreasing function of m, 

the higher m states will show a rapidly decreasing focusing ability. 

The reverse process, of course, will lead to repopulation of the lower 

m levels where the focusing is strongest. 

Although XeF
6 

did not focus in the region around room temperature, 

it might show focusing at lower temperatures because its R value in 

the low angular barrier regime is similar to that of IF7, which 

shows focusing at- 150°K. The main problem in the low temperature· 

focusing experiments is to get a significant number of molecules in 

the gas.phase (XeF6 boils at 347°K). 

Falconer and co-workers70 have derived an expression for the 

·Stark effect in XeF
6 

th!z.rough an analogy to the one dimensional inversion 

of MX
3

(c
3
v) molecules. They reasoned.that although. the "inversion" 

motion in.XeF
6 

is described by a triply degenerate coordinate system 

one·could view theinversion along one of the degenerate coordinates 

and then the problem becomes formally analogous to the inversion of 

i. 
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.· MX3(c3v) molecules. Their derived Stark coefficient (what we have 

called the "R" factor here) is 

R 
2 

= L 
fj 

·· where 11 is the effective dipole moment and fj is the s~paration of 

(42) 

inversion levels. This expression is_ formally identical to the ones we 

derived. for XeF
6 

(4lc,4ld), however the meaning of fj ~42) is quite 

different from our parameters, Be,<j> (4lc) and "b" (4ld). By restricting 

XeF6 to invert in only one dimension it must tunnel through the central 

barrier in order to reach anequivalent configuration •. Thereforefj 

must be the usual doublet separation betWeen inversion levels. For 

a particle with a relatively large mass tunnelling through even a moderate 

barrier the doublet separ·ation in . the lower levels will be negligible. 

TQis will lead to a very large R factor (42) .. unless the effective dipole 

moment is almost zero. . Thus Falconer and co-workers concluded that for XeF 
6 

the central barrier must be quite low in order to make fj relatively large 

and thus make R(42) relatively small for reasonable values of 11].1 11
• They 

argued that the possibility of ''].1'' being almost zero was very unlikely, 

By restricting the "inversion" in XeF
6 

to occur in only one 

dimension the molecule has no choice but to tunnel through the central 

barrier. However, by allowing the motion to take place in the full 

three dimensions it can reach the other side of the central barrier by 

pseudorotating around it •. The effect of the pseudorotational motion 

is to allow the presence of a high central barrier while still . 

permitting a large energy.separation between "inversion" states. Our 

conclusion for XeF
6 

is that the pseudorotation is either completely 
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free or slightly hindered, because if the angular barriers were quite 

large then thepseudorotational "inversion" multiplets would be very 

small, leading to a very large R(4ld) factor. 

Falconer and co-workers7e derived the followigg expression for 

the up'per limit for lack of observation of refocusing in synnnetric 

·top molecules with one dimensional inversion 

< .1 D (43) 
( -1)1/2 em ·· 

Due to the simd.larity in the form of the Stark effect among one, two, 

and three dimensional "inversion" motions we can generalize (43) to 

< .1 D (44) 

where b.E1 is· the doublet separation in the one dimensional inversion 

and is related to the pseudorotational constant in the two and three 

dimensional cases. We can use Eq. (44) and previous knowledge about 

b.E1 (Table 1) to predict a limiting value for "11". For IF 
7 

and ReF 7 

the value of "p" corresponds to a lower limit for the actual dipole 

moment because these molecules focus, while for XeF
6 

"11" is an upper 

limit because XeF
6 

does not focus. The results can be found in Table ·2. 

It is pleasing that the predicted dipole moments (]Jeff) are properly 

bound. by the limiting dipole moments (lllimiting) from Eq. (44) (Table 2). 

We see that for XeF
6 

the upper limit for the dipole moment is .4D 

(low angular barrier case). in agreement with our earlier prediction 

..,, 
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that J..leff ~ .lD with the probable range of· ]Jeff being, 0 ~ J..!eff ~ .3D. 

It is interesting that for IF
7

, which focuses weakly, the predicted 

dipole (]Jeff = .• 7D) is just slightly larger than .the lower limit (.63D) 

which still permits focusing, while for ReF 
7

, which focuses considerably 

stronger than IF7, the predicted dipole (J..ieff = LSD) is much larger 

.than the lower limit ( .59D). 

In conclusion, we have derived expressions for the Stark effect 

in several molecules exhibiting large amplitude internal motions,· and 

have demonstrated semi.,-quantitatively that these expressions account 

for the observed focusing behavior of the molecules. We have completely 

ignored the coupling of rotational and vibranional motion which will 

undoubtedly be significant for large amplitude motions. However, this 

additional complication is not required to explain the origin of the 

focusing effects. 
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Table 1. Relative focusing strengths of various molecules with large 

amplitude internal motions. 

NH3 E --E =· .7 -1 
- + em 

0 0 

ReF7 B<l> 4.4 -1 = em 

IF7 B<l> = 5. 
-1 em 

XeF
6

. 
B8,<j> 5. -'-1 = em 

(free 
pseudorotation) 

XeF 16lbl 1. -1 = em 6 (low 
angular barrier) 

1.5 .7 

1.5 35.2 

0 7 . 40 

.1 40 

.1 1 

R 
(normalized 
to RNH3) 

1 

.02 

.0038 

.000078 

.0031 

~'· ;. 
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Tal:>le 2. Limiting Dipole Moments Based on Equation (44). 

11limiting(D) 11efif(D) 

NH3 .7 .084 1.5 
(lower limit) 

ReF 35.2 .59 1.5 7 (lower limit) 

IF
7 40 .63 .7 

(lower limit) 

. XeF6 . 40 .63 .1 
(free pseudorotation) · (upper limit) 

XeF6 1 .4 .1 
(low angular ba~rier) (upper limit) 

.. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

High Frequency·Approximatton in Calculating the 
Mass for the Inversion Motion in MX3j_g_3v) Molecules 

The G-matrix element lfor the symmetrical stretch (A1) is 

= .!_ + · (1+2 cosa.) 

mx ~ 
(1) 

where mx, ~are the masses of atoms x, and M respectively, and a 

is defined in Fig. 4·. The G-matrix element for the symmetric bend 

= 2 (1+2cosa) (.!_ + 2 (l~~osa)) 
G22 1+ coso. l!lx % 

The cross term is 

= -. 
2(1 + 2cosa)(l ~coso.) 

~sind. 

The high frequency.approximation becomes 

2 
G12 

- Gll 

The inversion mass can now be defined as 

= 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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APPENDIX 2 

High F:tequertc)'Approximation in calculating the Mass for 
·the·Exchange Motion·in MX

5
(n

3
h) Molecules 

The relavant G-matrix elements a:re defined in the following matrix 

313 
2 

1 

~ 

_l /2 
2 

1 

·~ 

s6 

313 1 . -
2 ~ 

3(-3-+~) 
2~ mx 

_116 1. 
2 ~-

s7 

3 1 --12 -
2 ~ 

3 . 1 -- /6. -.. 2 . 
~ 

l (~ + ..J:.) 
2 .~ mx 

where ~ and mx are the masses of atoms M and x respectively. The 

high frequency approximation becomes 

(1) 



• 0 ~. 

(2) 

(· t /2 ° ~ - t 16 ° ~) 
3 ( 2 · ... 1.) 

(

!. ___!.+ m3 
2 ~ X 

. 1 
112·-. 

-2 ~ 

1 ln·-· 
-2 ~ 

3 1 1 -. -+-
2 ·~ mx 

(
ln._!)· -2 ~ 

. 1 . 
116-

:- 2 .~ 0 
G77 ---+-- . . 2 2 II}{ · mx . 

( ~ · ~ + m~) (i · ~ + m:) - ( ~ 13 ~) 

This eventually simplifies to 

0 3 3 1 
G =- +-·-77 li}r. · · 2 mx 

9 

mM 

[ .275+_!_] 
~ mx 
mM 3 . [ .-... _ +-] ---z m 
m x 

X 

The reduced mass for the exchange motion is therefore 

m = (Go ·)-1 
7 77 ,.. 

(3) 

(4) 

I 
N 
N 
V1 
I 
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APPENDIX 3 

Wave Functions of a Two Dimensional 
Isotropic Harmonic Oscillator 

It is well known that solutions of the quadratic potential 

v = 

can be expressed as 

2 ap 

±im8 
e 

where the following conditions apply to m, n, K 

n, m, K = 0, 1, 2, ••• 

n = m + 2K 

The relation (3b) can be expressed in t~bular form as 

Dengeneracy n m K 

1 0 0 0 

2 1 1 1 

2 2 0 
3 -. -

2 0 ri! 

3 3 0 
4 

3 1 2 

(1) 

(2) 

(3a) 

(3b) 
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APPENDIX 4 

High Frequency Approximation in Calculating the Tlu (S 4) Mass 

The relevant G-matrix is 

s3 s4 

s3 __L +...!.. 4 

~e ~ ~e 

s4 
4 _8_ + _1_ 
~e nxe ~ 

(1) 

where ll)ce is the mass of. the xenon (Xe) atom and ~ is the mass of a 

fluorine atom (F). The high frequency approximation. becomes 

8 =-·-
~e 

2 +- -
~ 

16~ 

. . 

The reduced mass (m
4

) for the T lu (S 4) distortion coordinate is 

which for XeF
6 

has the value m
4 

= 6.56 amu • 

}- (2) 
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